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ABSTRACT 

Many companies nowadays implement sustainable practices internally, by 

both 
integrating with organizational culture and operations. As a result, brand and corporate images 

are created, leading to customer’s emotional attachment and ultimately brand loyalty. In the first 

stage, the qualitative approach was adopted to investigate how a company translates its full 

three-pillar sustainability into a sustainable brand and corporate images among consumers in 

Thailand. Manager interviews confirmed that the level of sustainability implementation evident 

on the website is fairly accurate. Consumers roughly translate this into brand and corporate 

images reflecting the degree of the company’s sustainability. Consumers are quite aware of 

three-pillar sustainability, but often do not explicitly consider all three pillars in their product 

decisions. However, the long-term trend seems to be toward merging the separate market 

segments into a comprehensive, three-pillar sustainability-oriented segment. The later stage of 

this research is a quantitative study where SEM was adopted. The result confirms the findings 

from the literature that brand and corporate images contribute to emotional attachment, which 

is a precedence of brand loyalty.  
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CHAPTER Ⅰ 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1  Introduction 

 Sustainability has become a critical issue in the modern world, and a great 

many constituencies have been conscious of the need to modify current practices. 

Sustainability is profoundly built by three pillars, namely social, environmental, and 

economic modules (Clune & Zehnder, 2020; Purvis, Mao, & Robinson, 2019). While 

these three pillars have been well integrated into conceptualization in macro scale (Sheth 

& Parvatiyar, 2021), not all companies implement all three pillars, and it is not yet clear 

whether consumers have started considering all three, rather than focusing on one. In 

addition, most academic research on branding does not cover comprehensive three-pillar 

sustainability. In branding perspective, a credible sustainable brand is the one that 

effectively integrates the three pillars of sustainability into its business operations and 

successfully builds a three-pillar brand image in customer’s mind (Adnan, Ahmad, & 

Khan, 2017). However, it is questionable whether most companies actually integrate all 

three pillars into their communications, or rather merely select attributes which are 

sellable and marketable. Some evidence indicates that many consumers think of a single 

pillar, often the environmental one (Simpson & Radford, 2012).  

 Sustainability helps building brand image and corporate image with a 

growing segment of consumers in both direct and indirect means. Generally, brand 

image is built from the consumer’s perception of brand attributes (Keller, 

Parameswaran, & Jacob, 2011). Consumers who value sustainability and ethical practice 

tend to prefer products, services, and brands which offer sustainability attributes. 

Consequently, these attributes perceived from the consumers finally become sustainable 

brand image. Sustainability thereby directly contributes to their emotional, if not only 

utilitarian needs. For those customers who are not quite aware of sustainability, it 

indirectly contributes to their needs through innovative products and services, as well 

as giving them an alternative to the existing products and services in the market. 
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 The review of related literature on sustainable branding reveals that many 

studies have neglected the comprehensive concept of sustainability, but rather focused 

usually on either environmental or social performance. For this reason, “further 

managerial implications on a practical level with an integrated model that takes into 

account the social, environmental and economic performance for the creation of 

sustainability-oriented brand value” (El Zein et al., 2020, p.13) is needed. This study, 

therefore, aims to incorporate all 3 pillars of sustainability into the sustainable branding 

model. The branding model in this study focuses primarily on the genuine integration 

of sustainability into corporate practices, which should then be reflected in the 

marketing communications, rather than emphasizing mainly the marketing 

communication strategies.  In other words, this research does not aim to assess a 

greenwashing strategy, to mention just the environmental pillar as an example.  

 

 

1.2  Sustainability and Organizational Practice 

 There are many studies mentioning sustainability in merely one or two 

pillars and various research on how a firm implements green and/or social practices. 

Thus, it is important to understand whether managers in the real world actually integrate 

the comprehensive three pillars into their practices, or they focus on merely one or two 

pillars. It is also important to study how they implement the concept in their internal 

operations, and whether there are different degrees of sustainability implementation. 

 Many modern organizations adopt the concept of the triple bottom line 

(3BL) to evaluate their organizational performance. The 3BL model aims to evaluate a 

firm’s performance not only by the financial bottom line, but also by its social and 

environmental performances (Khan et al., 2021). When integrating sustainability into 

business practice, the concept of sustainable operations management (SOM) is usually 

adopted. One of the very first definitions of sustainable operations management comes 

from Kleindorfer et al. (2005). Sustainability operations management was defined as 

“the set of skills and concepts that allow a company to structure and manage its business 

processes to obtain competitive returns on its capital assets without sacrificing the 

legitimate needs of internal and external stakeholders and with due regard for the impact 

of its operations on people and the environment” (p. 489). This proposed description 
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clearly implies that only social and environmental pillars were incorporated into the 

concept, and the economic pillar was obviously neglected, except in terms of micro-

level corporate profitability. Thus far, most studies conducted afterwards still focus 

merely on one or two pillars. It is usually found that the term sustainability is used to 

represent the environmental attribute, social development, or circular economy. 

However, there are a few studies proposing that sustainable operations management 

which incorporates economic, environment and social coordinated development is the 

current trend (Liu et al., 2020; Nunes et al., 2022). 

 Sustainable products and services are the products of sustainable operations 

management, and are becoming a new standard in the market. They are favorable 

because of their socially and environmentally responsible images. These sustainable 

products and services contribute significantly to customer satisfaction and purchase 

intention (Armstrong et al., 2015; Fargnoli et al., 2018; Kimita et al., 2009; Moise et al., 

2019; Pan & Nguyen, 2015; Panda et al., 2020). Therefore, it is natural for the managers 

to aim for such products and services to attract their customers. The discussion so far 

leads to the first research question, which is to examine managers’ perspective of 

sustainable operations and how companies implement sustainability in their internal 

operations. The study will also address the pillars they integrate in the implementation 

and differentiate the degrees of sustainability implementation.  

 When the implementation of sustainability is well adopted throughout the 

organization, it creates sustainable organizational culture. Theoretically, organizational 

culture is the shared assumptions guiding behaviors of people in organizations and the 

collective behaviors conveyed to the new organizational members (Ravasi & Schultz, 

2006; Schein, 2010). Therefore, sustainable corporate culture is simply the assumptions 

and behaviors about sustainability shared among the people in organizations, which are 

able to be conveyed to the new organizational members. Sustainable organizational 

culture includes open innovation culture, sustainable leadership, and teamwork.  

 Open innovation occurs when a firm uses the inflows and outflows of 

knowledge to encourage internal innovation, as well as to expand the markets for 

external use of innovation (Chesbrough, 2006). Sustainable leadership is the leadership 

style that aims to meet the needs of the current society, without compromising the 

benefit for the future generations (Hallinger & Suriyankietkaew, 2018; Hargreaves & 
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Fink, 2004). Teamwork culture is “a cooperative process that allows ordinary people to 

achieve extraordinary results” (Scarnati, 2001). These attributes are essential in creating 

the solid sustainable corporate culture. This leads to the second research question, which 

is how the managers in the industry create sustainable corporate culture and how it 

works inside companies. And what the differences in the culture among the companies 

with different level of sustainability are. Once again, the question of whether the 

comprehensive three pillars are integrated is raised. 

 

 

1.3  Consumer Perception of Sustainable Brands 

 Various studies revealed a contribution of sustainable products and services, 

and sustainable corporate culture to brand image and corporate image among consumers 

(Chen, 2018; Hillestad et al., 2010; Kara et al., 2014; Su et al., 2015). Better brand image 

is one of the reasons why a company wants to be sustainable. Basically, brand image is 

consumers’ perception and personal belief of a brand. This perspective is built through 

brand associations which held on consumers’ memory (Keller, 2013). However, in 

application to sustainability, most of the studies have integrated merely one pillar into 

brand image at a time. Green and social brand image were very much topics of interest. 

Predictably, green brand image tends to attract people who value environmental 

sustainability. Green brand image is defined as “a set of perceptions of a brand in a 

consumer’s mind that is linked to environmental commitments and environmental 

concerns” (Chen et al., 2020a). Likewise, social brand image attracts people who value 

socially responsible behavior (Kumar et al., 2021).  

 Customers’ impressions and experience with a company results in corporate 

image (Mostafa et al., 2015). In other words, corporate image is simply a total picture 

of the firm (Andreassen, 2001). Similar to brand image, which has been well studied for 

a long time, the study of corporate image related to sustainability often integrates merely 

one or two pillars at a time. The image of social responsibility frequently results from 

CSR and social marketing activities which the firms have conducted (Chang & Yeh, 

2017; Parguel et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2012). For green corporate image, consumers 

tend to build their perceptions from both green marketing and tangible evidence such as 
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a certification assuring that the firm is environmentally cautious (Ann et al., 2006; 

Mukonza & Swarts, 2020).  

 It can be seen that there are not many studies on such concepts in the sense 

of comprehensive three pillars despite the fact that brand and corporate images have 

been studied for decades. Therefore, it is essential to understand whether and how 

customers incorporate the three-pillars into brand and corporate images built in their 

mind, and whether they actually see them in the brands they purchase. This leads to the 

third and fourth research questions in this study. The third question is to understand the 

phenomenon of how customers build their perceptions of brand image and corporate 

image. And to what extent they use full three-pillar sustainability or focus on only one 

or two pillars. The fourth research question is how well the company’s internal efforts 

at sustainability (operations & corporate culture) translate into consumer perceptions of 

brand image and corporate image. 

 

 

1.4  Emotional Attachment and Brand Loyalty 

 These issues are critical because brand image and corporate image have a 

major impact on emotional attachment to the brand (Ali, 2018; A. Barreda et al., 2013; 

Nyagadza et al., 2020).  Past studies indicate that emotional attachment is among the 

most important determinants of brand loyalty (Lewin et al., 1939; Loureiro, 2012; 

Mostafa & Kasamani, 2021; Shahid et al., 2022; So et al., 2013; Sohail, 2022), and brand 

loyalty is the main objective of building a brand for most organizations. Emotional 

attachment is an emotional bond between an individual and a specific item, which can 

be, for example, a brand (Thomson et al., 2005).  Customers who are emotionally 

attached to a brand tend to demonstrate brand loyalty behaviors, even in unusual market 

conditions (A. Barreda et al., 2013; Loureiro, 2012; Mostafa & Kasamani, 2021). 

Therefore, emotional attachment is a crutial component that needs to be addressed in 

the branding model. The past study from Barreda et al. (2013) shows that brand image 

is an antecedent of brand emotional attachment. However, the concept is just beginning 

to be applied in sustainable branding research. Unsurprisingly, there are very limited 

studies on customer’s emotional attachment to the comprehensive sustainability pillars.  
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 Among those few studies on sustainability and emotional attachment, the 

green pillar is usually examined. Wu et al. (2021) suggested that a green emotional 

attachment is the bond that links a customer to the specific environmental attribute by 

involving affection, passion, and connection. This emotional attachment may lead to the 

willingness to pay price premium. In order to understand how emotional attachment is 

created, the researcher has raised the last research question: whether sustainable brand 

image and sustainable corporate image impact emotional attachment, which is an 

important determinant of brand loyalty. 

 

 

1.5  The Conceptual Model 

 For convenience so the discussion in Chapter 2 can be followed more easily, 

the conceptual model which will be tested in the study is summarized and previewed in 

Figure 1. This demonstrates that we will use a sustainable branding model consisting of 

3 levels. Level 1 is the implementation of sustainability into organizational practice and 

culture. Such corporate culture helps develop innovative solutions and increases the 

ability to understand customers’ needs (Njoroge, Anderson, & Mbura, 2019). All 

organizational functions and sustainability pillars shall be integrated properly to ensure 

the outcome of sustainability in level 2, which is when consumers perceive the content 

of sustainability formed in the first level. We should be clear, however, that the research 

does not aim to identify feasible or ‘best’ models for implementing sustainability 

internally.  To see how well internal operations translate into external brand image, it is 

necessary to examine how much companies actually practice sustainability, but the 

exact mechanisms are not needed.  

 Consequently, customer perception eventually forms emotional attachment 

to the brands in level 3, which finally contributes to brand loyalty (Sohail, 2022). The 

qualitative study was adopted to understand sustainability thinking and implementation 

in companies, and how consumers perceive sustainability of the company and its 

products. This assesses the degree to which internal elements translate into consumer 

perceptions. The quantitative study is employed to examine the relationship of consumer 

perception to emotional attachment in level 2. The quantitative stage also demonstrates 

the link between emotional attachment and brand loyalty, level 3 of the model.  Level 3 
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is not a major focus in this research, but it is necessary to confirm that this well-

established link does hold in the context here. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 The proposed conceptual model with research questions addressed 

 

 As mentioned earlier several times, there is currently limited literature 

studied on sustainable branding, which incorporated all 3 pillars. Most research of such 

topics mentioned only one or two pillars at a time. Thus, this study aims to understand 

the meaning of the concepts shown in Figure 1.1, to explore the relationship of such 

concepts, and to understand the phenomenon of how the fully three-pillar sustainable 

brand is crafted, in the context of these6 comprehensive sustainability pillars.  

 The study will address five following research questions. 

 1. What is managers’ understanding of sustainable operations and how do 

companies implement sustainability in their internal operations?  Do they address the 

full set of three-pillar issues?  Can we identify different degrees of sustainability 

implementation? 

 2. What is managers’ understanding of sustainable corporate culture, and 

how does it work inside companies? Does it integrate issues across the three pillars? 

What are the differences in the culture among the companies with different level of 

sustainability? 
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 3. How do consumers use sustainability issues to build their perceptions of 

brand image and corporate image?  To what extent do they use full three-pillar 

sustainability vs. focus on only one or two pillars? 

 4. How well do the company’s internal efforts at sustainability (operations 

& corporate culture) translate into consumer perceptions of brand image and corporate 

image? 

 5. Does sustainable brand image and sustainable corporate image impact 

emotional attachment, which is an important determinant of brand loyalty? 

 The discussion of the concepts, measurement, and justification for the 

constructs and links will be stated in the next section. Here, however, it is useful to note 

again that objectives 1 and 2 aim simply to find out what companies do, particularly if 

they address all of the pillars.  Assessing, for example, how efficient the operations 

management systems are, or how effective the management model is for achieving 

sustainability, is beyond the scope of this research.  We simply need to know what the 

companies do in order to see if how consumers perceive them is related to what they do, 

objective 4. 

 

 

1.6  The Research Approach 

 The discussion above has already noted that research on sustainable 

branding which integrates the comprehensive 3 pillars of sustainability is rare. 

Therefore, it is not appropriate to approach the study with purely quantitative 

methodology in the beginning.  Qualitative research is usually needed to develop deeper 

knowledge in cases where the issues are not yet very well known (Doz, 2011; Eriksson 

& Kovalainen, 2008a). This implies that mixed methods research is preferred in such 

cases to ensure the benefits from both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The 

mixed methods research is defined as “the class of research where the researcher mixes 

or combines quantitative and qualitative research techniques, methods, approaches, 

concepts or language into a single study” (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 17). This 

hybrid approach is capable of addressing many research question and combination 

questions, as well as bridging the gap between quantitative and qualitative research 

(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004).  
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 As seen in Figure 1.2, the researcher chose the time sequential decision to 

perform such mixed methods in this study (Creswell, 2014; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 

2004). The brands selected for both qualitative and quantitative studies are all Thai local 

brands selling household durables. Household durables are the high-involvement 

products where consumers have interest and personal relevance in a brand, and thereby 

tend to plan their purchase with effortful information processing (Harrigan et al., 2018; 

Juster, 1966; Wang et al., 2017). Therefore, the result of this study may not fully apply 

with buyers of low-involvement products such as fast moving consumer goods. In 

addition, the researcher selected the brands under the large-scale companies, both listed 

and not listed in the Stock Exchange of Thailand. Details of these and the following 

procedures will be discussed in Chapter 3, here is just an overview so the reader is aware 

of how the research was implemented while reading about conceptual development. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 The proposed conceptual model showing the stage of qualitative and 

quantitative studies 

 

 The researcher set the criteria to select the brand and perform the search 

including the nationality of the organization, the size, the industry, and the practice of 

sustainability. In total, 9 companies fell into the criteria. Five of them are the public 

companies listed in the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). The chosen corporates were 

then scored according to their level of sustainability integration and execution. The 

scoring criteria were adopted from a sustainability assessment for Dow Jones 
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Sustainability Index (DJSI). Despite many sustainability indexes available, DJSI was 

the only one that incorporates all comprehensive three modules of sustainability, 

including economic, environmental, and social dimensions. Each industry has its own 

industry criteria (S&P Global, 2021).  

 In the first stage, the qualitative in-depth interview was used to develop 

better understanding of the concepts and to assess whatever literature items are available 

for the measurement of each construct. An exploratory approach was adopted. Since 

specific data was needed, rather than general, to help explore such concepts in detail, 

particular individuals who specialize in the topics or work in the field are needed to 

participate in the in-depth interview (Kristensen & Ravn, 2015; Patton, 2002). Three 

managers from different departments were chosen from 3 companies with high, 

medium, and low level of sustainability. (Determination of the levels is discussed in 

detail later.)  Research in Thailand shows managers in different functions, though within 

the same firm, may have different priorities and differing opinions about what is 

important (Suwannaporn & Speece, 2010).  The three specific companies were selected 

through personal network since the researcher has been working in the industry. 

Personal networks are useful in Asian culture with strong traditions of business secrecy, 

working through personal networks and references is the most effective way to access 

the information in Asian business culture (Kainzbauer & Hunt, 2021; Srijumpa et al., 

2004).  

 For the customer interviews, snowball sampling was adopted, which is 

useful to select the participants when the populations are difficult to reach (Goodman, 

2011). Finding consumers in general is not difficult, but making sure they match up with 

the brands covered in this research could be problematic.  There are not really a few 

dominant companies, rather, market share is fairly widely diffused across many 

companies.  The initial respondents—the seeds—were selected through the researcher’s 

personal networks to ensure that they are knowledgeable and are able to give required 

information (Browne, 2005). In total, 9 customers from 3 different brands, which are 

identical to ones in the managers’ study, were selected to participate in the in-depth 

interviews.  

 In the second stage, the statistical quantitative approach was adopted to test 

the direction and magnitude of the relationship of brand and corporate images to 
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emotional attachment and brand loyalty numerically.  The results from the qualitative 

study, together with the findings from the literature, were used to develop the 

quantitative questionnaires. The questionnaires were initially tested for content validity 

through expert opinion and the Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) method  

(Hasson et al., 2000; Thorn & Deitz, 1989). In total, 4 experts were chosen from 

academic and business fields. The pilot study was conducted with 27 respondents who 

are the customers of the selected brands and concerned about sustainability. Discussion 

below develops why the target for sampling is sustainability-concerned customers, 

rather than just general customers.  Basically, examining this specific segment is more 

useful for understanding sustainable brand image than examining people who do not 

care much about sustainability.  After analyzing the result from the pilot test and 

eliminating a few problematic items, the questionnaire was again modified and ready to 

be distributed. In total, there were 308 eligible cases returned for the quantitative 

analysis.  

 The study was conducted in Bangkok, Thailand, where the concept of 

sustainability has long existed and developed to fit with the local context. This localized 

sustainability model is called Sufficiency Economy Philosophy (SEP). Because the 

majority of Thais are Buddhists, Thai people’s perspectives and lifestyles have been 

greatly influenced from Buddhism (Limanonda, 1995; Neff et al., 2008). SEP, which 

was originated from King Rama IX after Thailand’s economic crisis in 1997, is also one 

form of Buddhist economy.  SEP is not a topic in this research, but as part of the context 

background, it guarantees at least some degree of sustainability awareness in companies 

and consumers.  Because such local sustainability concept has been widely adopted in 

various industries (Kantabutra, 2019, 2007), the companies and consumers are 

somewhat familiar with the concept of sustainability, even if not the Western 

terminology. Therefore, Thailand is a suitable place to examine a sustainability model 

integrated within the local context. 

 

 

1.7  Contributions 

 As noted several times, the concept of sustainable branding in the sense of 

3-pillar sustainability is somewhat rare, and scholars in the area have called for more 
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examination of this issue. Therefore, this study contributes to the knowledge corpus of 

the concepts. The concepts of sustainable operations and products, and sustainable 

corporate culture were explained through the qualitative research with in-depth 

explanation in the sense of the 3-pillar context. The study shows some companies 

actually integrate the three-pillar sustainability into their practice, and reveals how they 

implement such concept. Some companies, however, still implement merely one or two 

pillars and call it sustainability.  

 This research also demonstrates the phenomenon of how consumers form 

the sustainable brand image and corporate image, and how they integrate the three pillars 

in such experience. It was found that most consumers with some sustainability 

consciousness recognize all three pillars, but do not necessarily use all of them to form 

their brand and corporate images in their minds. To some customers, all three pillars in 

one brand are preferable, while some of them think they are optional. Consumers, 

however, already recognize that sustainability includes the three-pillars, and see the 

current trend toward more consideration of all three, rather than just one. 

 The explanation of such phenomenon is useful for the managers in the 

industry in which they are able to adopt the concept of sustainability in their 

organizations with supporting research and detailed explanation. The study is also useful 

in confirming with empirical data the relationship among brand image, corporate image, 

and emotional attachment in the context of sustainability. Although there are several 

research on those links, the study in the comprehensive sustainability context is very 

rare.  

 Finally, the research on such concepts has mostly been done in the 

developed countries, but rarely in Southeast Asia. This research gives an example of the 

issues outside the developed regions, where the culture is somewhat different. This helps 

in assessing how generalizable the issues are across different cultural and region 

contexts. 

 

 

1.8  Brief Overview of the Chapters 

 Chapter 2 contains the literature review, which starts by examining the 

concept of branding in the context of sustainability. Many studies have suggested there 
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are successful sustainable businesses and brands which resulted from an integration of 

sustainability concepts into multiple business practice (Peloza, Loock, Cerruti, & 

Muyot, 2012; Schultz & Block, 2015; Yazici, 2020). The most well-known theory is 

probably the three-pillar concept. In this framework, sustainability is built by three main 

components, namely social, environmental, and economic components (Purvis et al., 

2019). 

 The literature review found that most studies focused on merely one pillar, 

and the studies which integrated comprehensive sustainability is rare. Therefore, the 

research on sustainable branding which is well integrated with all environmental, social, 

and economic components is needed (Taecharungroj et al., 2019). This chapter 

continues exploring the related topics, including the triple bottom line concept, 

corporate social responsibility (CSR), green marketing, and sustainable brands. Sections 

then discuss the process of how the conceptual model was created in detail. Such process 

includes 3 levels, which are the corporate implementation, the customer’s perspective, 

and outcomes, emotional attachment and brand loyalty, and how those levels connect 

together. 

 Chapter 3 discusses the qualitative research, starting with detailed 

justification for using qualitative methods in this case, and then covering the results and 

analyses from the qualitative interviews. The study was divided into the internal 

corporate level and the customer perception level. For the corporate level, the in-depth 

interviews were conducted among nine managers from the selected companies. 

Similarly, nine customers from the same brands were selected to participate in the in-

depth interviews for the customer level.  

 Chapter 4 demonstrates the quantitative part of this research. It describes 

questionnaire development for the survey, starting with where items were taken from 

the literature, adapting based on qualitative results, and the stages of expert opinion and 

scale purification from quantitative assessment of pilot results.  The questions aim to 

test four hypotheses which explain the relationship of brand image, corporate image, 

emotional attachment, and brand loyalty, in the context of three-pillar sustainability.  

 The pilot test was conducted with 27 respondents. Snowball sampling, 

which was also used in the main study, was adopted. Snowball sampling technique is 

useful when the populations are specific and difficult to find (e.g., Atkinson & Flint, 
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2001), and help in adapting to particular cultural conditions (e.g., Sadler et al., 2010).  

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was used to gain a preliminary assessment of 

convergent and discriminant validity, and reliability. The final questionnaires were then 

distributed, and responded to by 315 respondents who value sustainability. At the end, 

308 respondents were eligible for the main study after data cleaning. 

 After collecting the data, the overview of the basic summary statistics for 

the questionnaire items was performed. The researcher then examined the reliabilities 

of the sub-dimensions and sustainability pillars. Composite variables representing the 

concepts in the model were created from factor scores.  Structural equation modeling 

(SEM) was chosen in this study because it aims to explain the relationships among 

multiple variables. SEM also examines the structure of interrelationships shown in the 

equations, which is similar to a series of multiple regressions. Such equations describe 

every relationships among variables and constructs (Hair et al., 2019). The result of 

SEM supports all 4 hypotheses.  

 Chapter 5 shows discussion and conclusions of the study, as well as the 

implications, limitations, and recommendation for further studies. Key findings from 

both qualitative and quantitative studies were demonstrated. It was found that the 

companies with higher sustainability scores have been attempting to incorporate all 

three sustainability pillars into their business practices and policies. This attempt was 

perceived by customers through their products and CSR initiatives they publicly 

communicated. Implementing sustainable operations and products, as well as creating 

sustainable corporate culture, were found to be the crucial tools when a company 

attempts to integrate such sustainability concepts into its organizational practice. 

Consumers tend to build sustainable brand image from their experience with the 

products and PR activities seen in various types of media.  

 There are conceptual and managerial implications. Since most empirical 

research on sustainable branding has largely focused on merely one pillar and mentioned 

merely from the marketing perspective, this research addresses this gap. For managerial 

implication, this study suggest integrating sustainable elements into business practice, 

rather than use it as merely a marketing tool, in order to create a genuine sustainable 

brand. 
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CHAPTER Ⅱ  
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1  Brand Equity and Concept of Sustainability 

 In this era, a company’s most valuable asset is often no longer tangible 

assets such as factories, plants, and real estate, but rather intangible assets like 

technology, intellectual properties, reputation, and brands (Keller, 2013). This 

discussion specifically examines the topic of branding, but the other intangible assets 

are clearly intertwined.  To build a brand requires great effort with various compositions 

and consistency (Schultz & Block, 2015), but to sustain the brand demands for even 

greater determination. In the beginning, practitioners tended to focus on various 

marketing tools to create a brand. However, a number of the studies have evidenced 

successful sustainable business and brand which resulted from an integration of 

sustainability concepts into multiple business practice (Peloza, Loock, Cerruti, & 

Muyot, 2012; Schultz & Block, 2015; Yazici, 2020). In other words, a sustainable brand 

cannot be created only by marketing communication and activities, but also needs the 

integration of sustainability into organizational culture and practice.  

 Sustainability, of course, is not only a trend for business success, but also a 

new standard for every industry in the world, as can be seen from 2030 UN sustainable 

development goals aiming to develop a better future (UN, 2022). This discussion 

examines the integration of comprehensive sustainability to the branding model. It 

argues that marketing cannot simply pick-and-choose which parts of sustainability are 

most useful to brand image, but rather, must incorporate sustainability as a whole. 

Ultimately, the components of sustainability are intimately interconnected and form a 

coherent package.  Taken alone, a single component by itself may not be ‘sustainable’ 

long term. 

 Sustainability theory is currently a somewhat open concept with different 

interpretations and various understandings based on diverse contexts. The most well-

known theory is probably the three-pillar concept (Figure 2.1). In this framework, 
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sustainability is built by three main components, namely social, environmental, and 

economic components (Purvis et al., 2019). If any one of these pillars is missing, 

sustainability is unlikely to be successfully created. To simplify, sustainability should 

provide “social and economic benefits within planetary boundaries”, (UNESCAP, 

2018). The concept was built on the UN definition of sustainability, which was stated 

by Brundtland (1987) as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. The practice to achieve this 

definition includes eco-development, which was defined by Sachs (1978) as “an 

approach to development aimed at harmonising social and economic objectives with 

ecologically sound management, in a spirit of solidarity with future generations.” This 

approach was a balanced solution combining social, ecological, and economic pillars 

together. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 The 3-pillar framework  

Source: Purvis et al. (2019)  

 

 According to Brown et al. (1987), the social perspective refers to continued 

satisfaction of basic human needs. The environmental or ecological perspective focuses 

on continued functioning and productivity of ecosystems, together with conservation of 

biological diversity and protection of genetic resources. The economic perspective 

involves the criteria of economic concern in a sustainable society. Although there was 

no clear origination of the three-pillar framework, such concept was created from 

various schools of thought. The two main thoughts mainly to address social and 
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ecological goals, and later integrated economic component when the economic growth 

was criticized to be a cause of social difficulties and environmental contamination. As 

a result, the tripartite components were balanced to achieve sustainability goals. This 

win-win concept is widely adopted because of its trade-off solution for all dimensions 

(Purvis et al., 2019). In other words, both social and environmental issues can be 

addressed, while maintaining decent economic performance at the same time. 

 The concepts of sustainability are the basics for the 2030 UN sustainable 

development goals, which are the guideline to achieve a sustainable future for everyone. 

The goals are basically the solutions of current global challenges, including inequality, 

climate change, poverty, environmental contamination, and peace and justice.  Although 

these goals were not explicitly conducted from the three-pillar framework (Purvis et al., 

2019), they address all three components effectively. “The 17 SDGs are integrated—

that is, they recognize that action in one area will affect outcomes in others, and that 

development must balance social, economic and environmental sustainability” 

(UNDP, 2022). 

 Although there is some overlap and occasional ambiguity about where to 

allocate a SDG, Stockholm Resilience Centre has created the wedding cake model (see 

Figure 2.2), which categorizes the SDGs into the three pillars (Stockholm Resilience 

Centre, 2017).  

 

https://sdgintegration.undp.org/
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Figure 2.2 The Stockholm Resilience Centre’s SDGs “wedding cake”  

Source: Stockholm Resilience Centre (2017)   

 

 Four following goals are compatible with the environmental pillar. 

 1) Ensure clean water and sanitation for all (=UNSDG #6) 

 2) Take urgent action to climate change (=UNSDG #13) 

 3) Conserve and sustainably use of seas, oceans, and marine resources. 

(=UNSDG #14) 

 4) Protect, restore, and promote sustainably use of terrestrial ecological 

systems (=UNSDG #15) 

 Eight following goals comply with the social pillar.  

 1) Decrease poverty worldwide (=UNSDG #1) 

 2) Reduce hunger and undernutrition, as well as and achieve food security 

and promote sustainable agriculture (=UNSDG #2) 

 3) Promote good health and well-being at all ages (=UNSDG #3) 
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 4) Ensure quality education, as well as promote life-long learning 

(=UNSDG #4) 

 5) Promote gender equality and empower women and girls (=UNSDG #5) 

 6) Provide access to affordable and clean energy (=UNSDG #7) 

 7) Achieve safe, resilient, sustainable cities and communities (=UNSDG 

#11) 

 8) Promote peaceful societies and provide access to justice for all, with 

strong institutions. (=UNSDG #16) 

 And there are four goals, which are compatible with the economic pillar as 

follows. 

 1) Promote sustainable economic growth and decent work for all (=UNSDG 

#8) 

 2) Build resilient infrastructure and promote industry innovation (=UNSDG 

#9) 

 3) Encourage partnerships and international cooperation (=UNSDG #12) 

 4) Reduce inequalities within and among countries (=UNSDG #10) 

 There is one last goal, which is to encourage partnerships and international 

cooperation, to be created once all the rest 16 goals are fully synced.  

 The concept of sustainability in general can be integrated with the marketing 

concept. Often, sustainability in marketing is usually incorporated with and executed 

through marketing communications. However, a sustainable brand should not be created 

merely from marketing communications, but rather by integrating sustainability into 

business practices. This way, a brand that is sustainable can be genuinely created. The 

following discussion will examine sustainability from the marketing perspective. 

 

 

2.2  The Study of Sustainable Branding  

 Most research in the early period did not mention directly about sustainable 

branding, but rather how sustainability influences the brand, both internally and 

externally. To illustrate the somewhat narrow way the branding literature has handled 

sustainability, a quick bibliographic review of the SCOPUS database on marketing 

journals was conducted by using the keyword search. Ineligible papers were excluded 
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after reviewing the abstracts. The criteria of inclusion was that sustainable branding is 

a key concept, a tool, an outcome, or a goal of the study. The researcher then categorized 

each study to align with the sustainability pillar—social, environment, and economic.  

 Three hundreds and thirty-three documents remained after the screening 

process with the review period from 2000-2021. Although the first studies on 

sustainable branding emerged in 1990s (Mainieri et al., 1997; Passingham & Battinson, 

1991; Prothero, 1990), the topic had not yet attracted much interest until 2011, when the 

numbers of papers began to rise rapidly (see Figure 2.3).  

 

 

Figure 2.3 Numbers of papers on sustainable branding published in marketing 

journals retrieved from SCOPUS from 2000-2021 (N=331) 

 

 The papers were then categorized to align with the three pillars by scanning 

keywords and abstracts (see Table 1.). Among 331 marketing articles on sustainable 

branding published in the past 21 years, about 41% of the papers focused on social pillar 

which mostly mentioned CSR. There were 34% and 3% emphasized on environmental 

and economic pillars respectively. In total, the studies which focused on merely one 

pillar of sustainability were combined up to 78% of the total numbers. Twelve percent 
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of total research mentioned two pillars, while merely 5 studies (2%) incorporated all 

three pillars of sustainability in the studies (see Table 2.1).  

 

Table 2.1 Numbers of past research of sustainable branding on the three pillars of 

sustainability, in marketing journals retrieving from SCOPUS from 2000-2021 

Sustainable pillar focused in the study Number of studies 

Social 136 (41%)  

Environmental 113 (34%) 

Environment and social 22 (7%) 

Social and economic 12 (4%) 

Economic 9 (3%) 

Environment and economic 5 (2%) 

All three pillars (social, environmental, and economic) 5 (2%) 

Unidentified 29 (9%) 

Total 331 (100%) 

  

 As can be seen from Figure 2.3, the research in the last four years (2018-

2021) accounts for up to 55% of the total numbers of research on sustainable branding. 

However, when the same analysis of the research focus on sustainability pillars have 

been conducted, it can clearly be seen that the proportion of the study on each pillar in 

the early years (2000-2017) and in the past 4 years (2018-2021) are very similar (see 

Figure 2.4). That is, most studies focused on merely one component of sustainability 

and studies which integrated comprehensive sustainability are rare. 
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Figure 2.4 Numbers of past research of sustainable branding on the three pillars 

of sustainability, in marketing journals retrieving from SCOPUS from 2000-2017 

and 2018-2021 

 

 A number of papers only talk about sustainability in general sense rather 

than focus on the particular pillars. As mentioned above, it is obvious that most 

marketing studies on sustainable branding did not integrate all three components of 

sustainability, whether in earlier or recent years. The research on sustainable branding 

which is well integrated with all environmental, social, and economic components 

thereby needs to be conducted (El Zein et al., 2020b).  

 Figure 2.5 shows the frequent keywords which occurred together in the 

studies. The minimum frequency of keyword occurrence shown in this diagram is 6. 

The size of the nodes refers to the frequency of the keyword occurrence, while the 

distance among the nodes implies how often the particular keywords were cited 

together. Most of the keywords associate with either the environmental or the social 

pillar. The three most frequent keywords are corporate social responsibility (CSR), 

sustainability, and green marketing. Most studies focused on the social pillar referred to 

CSR and how CSR influenced the brand and brand components. The research on the 

environmental pillar basically related to green marketing and green practice, which 

contribute to the green brand. And the economic pillar, only rarely addressed directly, 

usually referred to the circular and sharing economy. However, the keywords on the 
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economic pillar do not show up in the diagram because each of them has been appeared 

less than 6 times during the past 21 years.  

 

 

Figure 2.5 The diagram of co-occurrence keywords in sustainable branding in 

marketing journals retrieving from SCOPUS from 2000-2021 (N=331) 

 

 It is apparent that the economic pillar was mostly absent from the scholars’ 

interests. There were merely 31 papers mentioned the economic pillar in the past 21 

years. And only 9 of them focused primarily on the economic perspective. Therefore, 

better integrating the economic pillar in the sustainable branding context is an important 

part of filling the gap in comprehensive treatment of sustainability. 

 

 

2.3  Economic Development and Sustainability 

 The concept of economic development was developed soon after the second 

world war because of a need for international efforts to assist the development in less 

advanced countries. This economic development required great environmental 
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resources, resulting in a rise in material well-being indicated by growth in per capita 

income and flow of goods and services. Later after 1950s, the term “economic growth” 

became synonymous with “economic development” in much mainstream discussion, 

which was a goal of most Western economic policies (Arndt, 1989; Purvis et al., 2019). 

In later 1960s, the modern environmental movement emerged. A concern for 

environmental issues was prioritized before an economic growth (Du Pisani, 2006; 

Purvis et al., 2019; Rome, 2003; Tulloch, 2013). And there the idea of limiting economic 

growth had been proposed with an accusation that the growth-based economy was 

unsustainable for the planet (Tulloch, 2013; Tulloch & Neilson, 2014; Van Der Heijden, 

1999). Scholars argued that economic growth not only failed to solve social concerns, 

but was also often the actual cause of them. The president of the World Bank, 

McNamara, thereby demanded to recapture the profound framework of economic 

growth (Arndt, 1989).  

 Despite numerous critics on the economic growth against sustainability 

practice, UN has addressed this issue by promoting credible work and encourage 

sustainable economic development (UN, 2020). In this case, the highest growth rate is 

not a desired outcome, but rather an increase in employment opportunities, decrease in 

informal employment and the gender pay gap, and promoting safe environment for all 

workers. Therefore, economic growth can be either an obstacle or a complimentary 

element for sustainability practice. Excessive growth may result in severe social and 

environmental distresses, while balanced economic development can effectively 

contribute to the sustainability goal by promoting decent employment and safe work 

environment, as well as maintaining environmental-friendly practices.   

 This concern about rapid economic growth has been established for quite a 

long time. In the 1972 report commissioned by Club of Rome called the limits to growth 

(LTG), the authors proposed that the limits to growth on this planet will be reached 

within the next one hundred years if the world’s growth trends in world population, 

industrialization, pollution, food production, and resource depletion remained 

unchanged. Therefore without substantial changes in resource consumption, "the most 

probable result will be a rather sudden and uncontrollable decline in both population 

and industrial capacity" (Meadows et al., 1972; Meadows & Randers, 2012). LTG is 

one of the very first Western concepts that concern about an excessive economic growth.  
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 This concept of equitable development is fairly similar to the perspective of 

some versions of Buddhist economy and Sufficiency Economy. Buddhist economics is 

one form of sustainable economy which emerged in Buddhist countries such as 

Thailand. Buddhist perspectives are often the starting point of applying the western 

concept of sustainability in Thailand (Speece, 2019). Sufficiency Economy Philosophy 

(SEP) is a unique localized framework of sustainability in Thailand, which is one form 

of Buddhist economy (Kantabutra, 2019; Song, 2020). The main idea stemmed from 

Buddhist philosophy of middle path, in which the essence of such concept are 

moderation, reasonableness, and self-consciousness (Piboolsravut, 2004). Following the 

Buddhist framework, economic development shall be treated in moderate and 

reasonable pace. Because both Buddhist economy and SEP suggest highly ethical and 

moral practices, they logically comply with the sustainability goal.  This is a macro-

level application, but these practices may be adopted in micro scale as well, and the next 

section examines application to business practice.  

    

 

2.4  Sustainability in Business Practice 

 According to Salzmann, Ionescu-Somers, & Steger (2005), the concept of 

sustainability emerged in the business literature in the 1960s. That is when practitioners 

in the industry realized that proper decisions and practice involved social and 

environmental issues which need to be addressed to achieve long-term business success. 

Such issues include improving reputation, and employee recruitment and retention. A 

company must be responsible to its stakeholders and their interests, rather than focus 

merely on shareholders’ needs (Freeman, 1984). According to Freeman (1984), 

stakeholders is “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement 

of the organization's objectives”. In the business context, stakeholders then refer to 

parties who have both direct and indirect relationship with a company, including 

employees, investors, suppliers, government, and the broader society. This comes to an 

environmental concern in which it affects people in the community directly. Much 

discussion was initially on corporate social responsibility, which is when an 

organization acquired and returned to the society, through various groups (Montiel, 

2008), such as employees, communities, and countries.  
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 Soon after 1990, the concept of the business case for sustainability (BCS) 

was being debated by many scholars, with varying degrees of agreement or 

disagreement about the economic rationale of sustainable corporate management. In 

other words, BCS refers to “a strategic and profit-driven corporate response to 

environmental and social issues caused through the organization’s primary and 

secondary activities” (Salzmann et al., 2005). Such sustainable business practice was 

believed to increase corporate reputation, leading to effective employee recruitment and 

retention, which finally resulting in lower operating cost (Salzmann et al., 2005). BCS 

was originally created from the sustainability idea, which aligned with the 3-pillar 

framework adopted in macro level. However, it was often used simply to benefit 

shareholders, rather than to achieve the genuine sustainable social, environmental, and 

economic goals (Schultz & Block, 2015). For this reason, BCS was adopted mostly in 

theoretical level, with a failure to fit in the broader definition of sustainability very well 

at the level of actual implementation. 

 In an era of social and environmental awareness, government agencies, 

policy makers, entrepreneurs, and consumers are highly cautious about the sustainability 

of market practice (Morrish et al., 2019). The studies of an integration of sustainability 

to micromarketing are emerging recently (Shultz & Peterson, 2019). Because 

macromarketing examines the relationship among markets, marketing, and the society 

(Hunt & Burnett, 1982), macromarketing sustainability refers to an integration of 

sustainability elements into those components. Studies on this macromarketing 

sustainability involves various dimensions, which are compatible with the 3-pillar 

concept. The study from Shultz & Peterson (2019) incorporates social dimension, 

including employment, population growth, education, and income distribution. 

Environmental dimension consists of energy use, alternative energy, organic 

agriculture, and biodiversity. The economic dimension refers to GDP and public debt. 

This clearly evidenced that macromarketing sustainability leans towards the 3-pillar 

framework. However, the presence of sustainability in macro scale is not enough to 

create the complete sustainability environment. Shultz (2017) suggested that 

constructive engagement by individuals, organizations, and governments are essential 

to achieve human and environmental well-being in long term. This practice involves 
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agencies in both macro and micro levels, to achieve the comprehensive picture of 

sustainability.  

 The environmental issue had often been prioritized in corporate concerns 

because of the continuous growth of the green market segment. This was a result from 

an increase of critical environmental issues, including water and air contamination, oil 

spills, and nuclear waste. Environment, safety, and protective issues turned out to be a 

primary concern for policymakers and stakeholders. Thus, the organizations have to 

contend more with core green practices to shape their green products into a sustainable 

brand (Chen et al., 2020a; Sharma & Joshi, 2019), which ultimately contribute to 

reputation and profitability. Those companies use sustainability element to differentiate 

their market position because consumers have increased their concerns on environment 

and prefer green products (Norman & MacDonald, 2004). In this case, the 

environmental pillar seems to be used to symbolize sustainability, while the social and 

economic pillars were absent.   

 Similarly, the use of social branding is widely adopted among firms because 

many consumers now hesitate to support unethical businesses. CSR activities were 

proven to be a good contribution to brand image and corporate reputation (Chang & 

Yeh, 2017; Lai et al., 2010), which is advantageous for marketing purposes. As a result, 

environmental and economic pillars are not represented very strongly in the discussion 

of CSR, leading to a weak sustainability initiative. The reason that business practice 

often focuses merely on either environmental or social pillar is because it possesses an 

ability to benefit the shareholders, which is a shallow perspective of sustainability. 

However, the economic pillar is somewhat oriented toward a company in the triple 

bottom line concept, and there is not necessarily any contradiction between carefully 

implemented sustainability and benefits to the company. 

 

 

2.5  The Triple Bottom Line Concept  

 Whilst the three-pillar concept can be applied to a macro scale in general, 

the triple bottom line (3BL) framework is often used as a management tool at a firm 

level (Norman & MacDonald, 2004). The triple bottom line framework is frequently 

used to measure business performance for an enterprise. The idea behind the 3BL model 
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is that a firm’s success should not be evaluated by only the financial bottom line, but 

also by its social and environmental performances. The 3BL comprises of 1) social 

sustainability, which emphases on social development and human capital; 2) 

environmental sustainability, which focuses on resource management that leaves the 

least footprint to the planet; and 3) economic sustainability, which entails company’s 

profitability and liquidity (Khan et al., 2021).  

 These 3 components are similar to social, environmental, and economic 

components in the three-pillar concept in the macro level, although the economic part is 

not very explicitly oriented toward external considerations. In the 3BL concept, one 

needs to be responsible for society and environment, while maintaining its profitability 

and decent growth. This way, the firms which have adopted 3BL are capable of being 

the good citizens, while successfully satisfying their stakeholders (Chaudhuri & 

Jayaram, 2019; Elkington, 1997; Norman & MacDonald, 2004; Sharma & Joshi, 2019).  

 This approach is similar to the 3-pillar framework, in which all social, 

environmental, and economic components need to be balanced to achieve the 

sustainable goal. In addition, a cooperation from various business units needs to be 

conducted to achieve the comprehensive 3BL and sustainability in the corporate level. 

Neither any sustainability pillar nor business function should be treated as a standalone 

function. One of the most concerning issues regarding 3BL is whether the performances 

can be measured empirically. Some scholars believe all social, environmental, and 

financial performances can be measured in objective ways via related indexes, while 

some argue that the measurement of the social and environmental components is 

relatively subjective and unrealistic (Norman & MacDonald, 2004). Because the 

concept of 3BL has been discussed and used in the business world for more than twenty 

years and there is still an argument on how to measure 3BL’s performances, further 

question is raised whether this 3BL can be practically adopted or it is merely somewhat 

of a theoretical ideology.  

 

 

2.6  Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

 Probably the most common way to communicate the message of 

sustainability to the public is simply to integrate sustainability concepts into 
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organizational culture and business practices (Page & Fearn, 2005). Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) activities are normally adopted to convey such message. CSR is a 

type of international private business self-regulation consisting of economic 

responsibilities, legal responsibilities, ethical responsibilities, and philanthropic 

responsibilities (Carroll, 1991; Sheehy, 2015). The ultimate goal of CSR is to encourage 

a positive outcome through an organization’s activities on its stakeholders (Fontaine, 

2013). To be economically responsible, an organization needs to be profitable, in order 

to be an effective economic unit in the society. Legal responsibilities are basic social 

responsibility to comply with rules and regulations promulgated by the government. 

Ethical responsibilities embrace practices approved by societal members even though 

they may not be required by law. Ethical responsibilities include not only social 

standards and norms, but also consideration of expectations or concerns from 

stakeholders. To be philanthropically responsible, companies should respond to 

society's expectation to be responsible corporate citizens. This refers to activities 

engaged in promoting human welfare and goodwill (Carroll, 1991).  

 More companies have been investing great efforts and resources into CSR 

initiatives. Such investment creates the moral capital as well as enhance the reputation 

and creditability of the corporations (Hur et al., 2014). The use of CSR varies among 

organizations. One might communicate CSR activities to build brand personality to be 

morally superior to the competitors, as well as maintain its sustainable and ethical 

characteristics (Brunk & de Boer, 2020; Madrigal & Boush, 2008). When CSR is 

implemented proactively and genuinely, it clearly has positive impact on environmental 

and social outcomes. It also leads to better financial situation by enhancing consumers’ 

purchase intention, maximizing shareholder value, minimizing cashflow risk, and 

contribute to corporate image and customer satisfaction  (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006; 

Nguyen et al., 2020; Nirino et al., 2019; Saeidi et al., 2015). As a result, it helps 

contributing to the local economy. In this case, the use of CSR is compatible with both 

3BL in the firm level and 3-pillar framework in the macro scale. However, if CSR 

implementation is reactive, it can be perceived as a substitution of PR tool rather than a 

genuine attempt of a company to be responsible for environment and society (Fan, 

2005).  This is related to “CSR-washing” (Pope & Waeraas, 2016; Devin, 2016), which 

is briefly addressed in more detail below. 
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 One concept of executing CSR is geosocial development, which refers to 

responsible practice of a firm towards various stakeholders, resulting in sustainable 

development. This concept complies with the integration of 17 sustainable development 

goals from UN, in which various sustainable practices shall be well aligned altogether. 

To achieve the goal of corporate sustainability, firms adopting geosocial development 

shall balance interests and demands of stakeholders. Consequently, this practice would 

generate long-term profitability and success, while having possibility of a decline in 

short-term benefit (Freeman, 1984; Ketprapakorn & Kantabutra, 2019). Geosocial 

development is the systematic way for an organization to take responsibility to the 

society, including environment and local culture, through an investment in the 

community (Kantabutra, 2019). A study from Kantabutra et al (2010) also showed 

positive relationship between the practice of stakeholder focus and geosocial 

development. Because different perceptions of stakeholders result in different perceived 

corporate reputation and brand equity, one way to enhance stakeholder-oriented strategy 

is to enhance stakeholder-perceived benefits and happiness, resulting in increase in 

corporate reputation and brand equity (Winit & Kantabutra, 2017).  

 An important part of action in taking responsibility to environment and 

society can be performed through responsible production process, including reduce the 

waste and focus on employees’ health and safety. This is the foundation of much of the 

green marketing focus on the environmental pillar (discussed below in the discussion of 

Level 1).  Brand image in green marketing builds on environmentally sustainable 

products. 

 

 

2.7  Green Marketing 

 The environmental issue is no longer an intangible ideology but rather 

becoming a mainstream for general consumers. The green market segment has rapidly 

grown since early 1990s. Such green consumers apparently have preference on the 

products which are environmental friendly. Green marketing was thereby adopted by 

many companies to respond such consumers’ needs (Chen et al., 2020a). Green 

marketing basically refers to all marketing activities creating a positive influence or 

reduce the negative impact of their practices on the environment. These marketing 
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activities are specifically developed to trigger and sustain customers’ green attitudes 

(Chen & Chang, 2012; Jain & Kaur, 2004). 

 Because of the environmental rules and regulations that were emerging, 

business companies attempted to adjust their business strategies to seize the green 

opportunities. Green marketing was adopted as a tool for such purpose. Executing green 

marketing has been proved to be advantageous. One can access to the larger target 

market as well as differentiate its position by expanding to the green segment. Because 

the number of green customers is growing, it is rational for a corporation to adapt their 

marketing strategies to be compatible with the consumers’ needs. Green marketing can 

be strategized to be either proactive or defensive according to business strategies.  

 However, green marketing alone could not drive the whole company to be 

fully environmentally friendly. The biggest challenge for most companies is an 

integration of the environmental element into their corporate culture and practice, rather 

than the green brand alone (Chen & Chang, 2012; Peattie & Ratnayaka, 1992). 

Therefore, a coherent integration of business functions needs to be created to achieve 

the ultimate green organization. 

 

 

2.8  Sustainability Practices in Macro and Micro Levels  

 While sustainability is effectively integrated in macro level, at least 

conceptually, it is somewhat less common for a firm to successfully integrate a genuine 

full 3-pillar concept of sustainability into its business practice, especially in marketing 

and branding. The challenge is sometimes surface-level perceptions about conflict of 

shareholders’ interest, which is financial profitability, and the practice of sustainability, 

which initially may require extra time and cost. In addition, other than in strongly 

sustainability-oriented market segments, many consumers are hesitant to trade off the 

sustainability attribute with price premium (Sharma & Joshi, 2019). Therefore, the best 

way to fully incorporate the authentic sustainability concept into the business is when 

consumers demand for one.  Fortunately, the market is moving that way.  In that case, 

shareholders’ interest can be served, while a firm is able to fully comply the 3-pillar 

framework. The BCS and 3BL concepts should be adopted practically and realistically.  
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 For the social dimension, it is common for a firm to employ CSR initiatives 

to encourage consumers’ purchase decisions and to differentiate oneself from the others 

(Becker-Olsen et al., 2006). A number of studies have indicated that proactive social 

initiatives lead to an improvement in consumers’ beliefs, attitudes, and purchase 

intention (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006); a firm takes CSR initiatives to attract more 

consumers who value social responsibility. For the environmental pillar, most 

companies are aware that integrating “green” elements result in customers’ preference 

and purchase intention for green customers (Norman & MacDonald, 2004). Most 

companies have thereby integrated either CSR or green practice and refer it as 

sustainability because of the growing awareness of social and environmental concerns.  

 As discussed above, some companies began addressing sustainability issues 

(or the three components of 3BL) some time ago, although in the beginning, somewhat 

haphazardly and without much integration across the pillars.  For example, already in 

the early 1990s it was apparent that consumer markets were beginning to assess the 

impact of packaging on the environment.  “Corporate executives who sit back and take 

a wait‐and‐see attitude in regard to defining their internal strategy for an environmental 

packaging program will face a rude awakening” (Casey, 1992).  Some companies took 

such advice seriously, others essentially conducted green-washing public relations 

campaigns (Leonidou et al., 2011).  But even early on, Casey (1992, p. 18) was clear 

that simple green-washing was not a very good solution: “Today's consumer will not 

accept a so‐called green package that is not an improvement over previous efforts and 

in addition, costs more.” 

  “Greenwashing can be placed at the intersection of two firm behaviors: 

poor environmental performance and positive communication about environmental 

performance” (Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017, pp. 1269).  The term, of course, is specific 

to the environmental pillar, but the concept can be applied to the other pillars as well, 

although as noted above, there is not much research examining the economic pillar.  For 

the social component, however, there is sometimes a gap between claims and reality; 

e.g., “gender-washing” in CSR inclusivity claims (Walters, 2022).  Pope & Waeraas 

(2016) say “CSR-washing” is less prevalent than popularly thought, although they 

define it specifically as “false claims”, implying a somewhat uncritical view of 

presenting only incomplete information.  The green-washing definition just above 
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(Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017) is about correspondence of claims and performance, not 

false information.  Sometimes, information may technically be truthful, but only partial, 

and full information would indicate that the CSR performance somewhat less impressive 

than what is claimed (Devin, 2016). 

 Such “sustainability-washing” may be present, and it is important to be 

aware of it when it is, but it is not the focus of this research.  Here, the discussion is on 

companies that actually do implement sustainability to some degree.  Many do in 

Thailand.  In macro level, the economic dimension refers to the balanced economic 

growth, resilient infrastructure, and international partnerships and cooperation (UN, 

2022). In corporate level, therefore, it may refer to the balanced growth, resilient ability, 

and shared resources among organizations. In the case of Thailand, integrating SEP into 

the business practice is an example of being economically responsible. As mentioned 

earlier, SEP was integrated into business strategies to achieve sustainability in the 

corporate level. Similar to the macro scale, a company shall include the three concepts 

of moderation, reasonableness, and self-consciousness into its organizational culture 

and practice (Piboolsravut, 2004). This way, the ultimate economic goal is no longer to 

maximize profitability for shareholders, but rather to balance the interests for all 

stakeholders. 

 Ideally all three pillars are required to align together in multiple a firm’s 

business functions. No one pillar can be disregarded in order to create the 

comprehensive integration of sustainability within the organization itself. This practice 

shall ultimately be compatible with the macro level to ensure sustainability in the whole 

economic cycle. 

 

 

2.9  Sustainable Brand 

 A sustainable brand is the one that effectively integrates all three pillars of 

sustainability, namely social, environmental, and economic components into its 

business operations (Sharma & Joshi, 2019a). Many companies, however, focus mainly 

on environmental practices in the name of sustainability despite the fact that all three 

components need to be considered (Kleindorfer et al., 2005; Longoni et al., 2014; 

Seuring & Müller, 2008; Sharma & Joshi, 2019). Such companies use green element to 
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attract customers because they have increased their concerns on environment and prefer 

green products (Norman & MacDonald, 2004). “Green brand is recognized as the one, 

which minimizes the harmful effects on the environment and encouraging long-term 

economic development” (Papista & Krystallis, 2013). The consumer-centric approach 

is adopted to ensure the sustainable connection between customers and green brands in 

the long run. 

 Past research also showed the preference for green brands among pro-

environmental consumers (Chang, 2011; Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016; Seegebarth et al., 

2016). Because of the lack of well-developed international environmental standards, 

these brands often adopt the concept of sustainable operations and demonstrate their 

sustainable practices by developing supply chains (Sharma & Joshi, 2019). Although 

consumers prefer a greener brand, there is evidence showing the green brand attribute 

is not sufficient to motivate widespread brand-switching behavior, especially when the 

green brand is coupled with premium pricing, as e.g., Casey (1992) discussed long ago.  

This implies that consumers who are concerned about the environment is willing to pay 

for a green attribute, while the mainstream mass segment may not. However, green 

quality does offer a greater reputational benefit (Wymer & Polonsky, 2015). This 

preference of green brand clearly indicates the presence of the environmental pillar and 

the absence of the other two—social and economic pillars—in sustainable branding 

from this one-pillar approach.  

 Similar to some incomprehensive sustainability practices in the business, 

some “sustainable” brands are used to maximize shareholders’ financial benefit. For 

such brands, the priority of integrating sustainability attributes is somehow not to 

balance all three components, namely social, environmental and profitability, but rather 

to ensure healthy cashflow in long run. Many sustainable brands decided to integrate 

the environmental pillar because green is a trend. As a result, social and economic 

elements are usually absent from the brand development and organizational culture and 

practice. Similarly, some brands, especially at the corporate image level, focus mainly 

on CSR elements. In other words, genuine sustainable brands, which fully incorporate 

social, environmental, and economic components, are not commonly seen. This implies 

that the sustainable branding concept does not always fit well with the 3-pillar 

framework in the macro scale. Sometimes, this may be because companies are mainly 
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using ‘sustainability’ as a PR tool, and just pick out one aspect of sustainability in their 

efforts to convince consumers they are sustainable.  Often, however, it could also be 

from incomplete understanding of three-pillar sustainability among companies that are 

do actually aim for sustainability. 

 Besides the need of a solid integration of the three sustainability pillars, all 

business functions also need to be fully combined. Neither marketing nor operations 

management unit alone can drive the whole company to be genuinely sustainable. A 

company shall not treat any business task as a standalone unit or else the sustainable 

brand can turn to be another short-term marketing campaign. Therefore, an integration 

of sustainability into multiple business functions is required to achieve a sustainable 

brand (Chen & Chang, 2012), which as well finally maximizes the shareholders’ value.  

 Such integrations of both sustainability pillars and business functions can 

be categorized into three levels. The first level is basically the corporate level, where 

sustainability is integrated into business functions and culture.  This is prerequisite for 

building a sustainable brand.  Without actual sustainability implementation, any 

marketing communications about sustainability is simply green-washing (to use the 

environmental pillar as an example).  The second level refers to the consumers’ 

perceptions about a brand and a company, which results from the practice in level 1, and 

can be enhanced by marketing communications. And the third level is the ultimate goal 

of creating a brand, which is favorable response to the brand and ultimately brand 

loyalty. 

 

 2.9.1  Level 1 – The Corporate Level 

 One of the most important components of creating sustainability in an 

organization is the input into the process. A company has an option to identify the level 

and components of sustainability integrated to its business practice. Sustainable 

products and services are thereby created from the sustainable operations management, 

while the integration of sustainability into corporate vision results in sustainable 

corporate culture. 

2.9.1.1  Sustainable Operations and Products  

  (1) Sustainable Operations Management. As the importance of 

the future of people and environment are gaining their concerns over time periods, triple 
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bottom line is adopted to most modern business to achieve sustainable achievements. 

Managers thereby are challenged to integrate health, social, environmental, and safety 

concerns into operations management. As a result, this integration leads to sustainable 

operation systems (Kleindorfer et al., 2005), resulting in sustainable products and 

services. Early work defined sustainability operations management (OM) as “the set of 

skills and leverages that allow a company to structure its business processes to achieve 

sustainable performance” (Kleindorfer et al., 2005). There were four main concerns 

enhancing successful outcome. Firstly, companies shall comply law and regulations 

strictly. Secondly, liability needs to be well managed with no negligence involved. 

Thirdly, employee health and safety are priority. Lastly, tools and management systems 

need to be regularly improved to form better product and process design.  

  Sustainable OM includes a set of rules that promote health, 

social, environmental, and safety benefit, aiming for sustainability in both macro and 

micro scales (Gimenez et al., 2012; Kleindorfer et al., 2005). As the field developed, the 

most common concept used for sustainable OM focused on cleaner production, which 

successfully integrates social, environmental, and economic components (de Oliveira 

Santos et al., 2020). Sustainable OM does not only provide the benefit for society and 

environment, but also the business profitability itself. As a result, successful sustainable 

OM leads to sustainable products and services, which significantly contribute to 

consumers’ perception of the brands.  

  According to Gimenez et al. (2012), sustainability OM provides 

two major benefits. Firstly, firms need to be responsible for energy and resources they 

use in the operating system, finally resulting in the footprint they leave behind with the 

planet. The main idea of the activities focuses primarily on their production, 

transportation, recycling, and manufacturing process producing and creating the 

products. The ultimate goal of sustainable OM in this matter is therefore to reduce the 

footprint as much as possible (Kleindorfer et al., 2005). Secondly, organizations shall 

practice in a prudent and careful manner, to be responsible for their employees’ health 

and safe work environment. They are also liable for contributing to the society. 

Practically, they often adopt CSR as a tool to contribute to the society. OM employs 

great numbers of people, which impact greatly to external community and local 

economy. And the firms themselves benefit from the practice by maximizing their 
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shareholders’ financial interest. One of the popular approaches of sustainable OM is 

cleaner production. The cleaner production links social, environmental, and economic 

benefits to the firms’ activities. This system leads to financial advantage as a result of 

the better management of energy, water, materials, waste, and people (de Oliveira 

Santos et al., 2020) 

  In summary, operations management has strong ability to 

contribute to the society, environment, and economy, which is clearly compatible with 

both the 3BL in the firm level and the 3-pillar concept in the macro level. Therefore, the 

integration of sustainability into the OM practice can significantly contribute to the 

sustainability. 

  (2) Sustainable Products and Services. Sustainable products and 

services result from sustainable OM and other types of sustainable practice in the 

organization. They are becoming a new standard in the market among customers. 

Numerous research showed sustainable products and services are believed to be social 

and environmental responsible, contribute significantly to customer satisfaction, 

purchase intention, and brand equity (Armstrong et al., 2015; Fargnoli et al., 2018; 

Kimita et al., 2009; Moise et al., 2019; Pan & Nguyen, 2015; Panda et al., 2020). 

  Sustainable products are items that provide social, 

environmental, and economic benefits concurrently, and have a positive impact on 

society and/or the environment. These products are the outcome of sustainable 

operations with social and environmental concerns during the production process, as 

well as a decent balance of stakeholders’ interest and effective communications (Rocha 

et al., 2019; Sonetti & Lombardi, 2020; van Doorn et al., 2021). Similarly, sustainable 

service is defined as “the ability to promote sustainable behavior of a system of actors 

through the creation of different business models” (Villari, 2022) and “offerings that 

satisfy customer needs and significantly improve the social and environmental 

performance along the whole life cycle in comparison to conventional or competing 

offers” (Frank-Martin & Peattie, 2009). The sustainable service system design often 

goes beyond the product-service design, but rather focuses on purpose and function. 

Many times, sustainable service is developed to favor virtuous cycles on a large scale 

and encourage collaborative consumption, which contributes to the sharing economy 

(Roy, 2000; Villari, 2022).    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life-cycle_assessment
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  According to Frank-Martin & Peattie (2009), sustainable 

products possess six attributes, including 1) customer satisfaction, 2) dual focus of both 

social and ecological benefits, 3) Aim for zero-waste with least permanent damage to 

the environment throughout the process, from selecting the material to selling and 

marketing approaches to the end of product life, 4) Contribution in significant 

improvement of socio-ecological problems on a global level, 5) Continuous 

improvement in knowledge and technologies to develop sustainable products according 

to social and environmental change, and 6) competitive market positioning in order to 

sustain the products over time periods. The six attributes of sustainable products 

mentioned above can be applied to sustainable service as well. Although this concept 

was proposed over ten years ago, the recent work on sustainable service still builds 

around this schema.   

2.9.1.2  Sustainable Organizational Culture 

  Ravasi & Schultz (2006) defined organizational culture as 

shared assumptions guiding behaviors of people in organizations, while Schein (2010) 

identified it as collective behaviors and assumptions, which are conveyed to new 

organizational members. Organizational culture affects the way people interact within 

an organization as well as with related stakeholders. Therefore, this culture helps 

forming an organizational identity in stakeholders’ mind. There are five dimensions of 

corporate culture identified by Flamholtz & Randle (2011), including customer 

treatment, people treatment, accountability and performance standard, innovation and 

adjustment, and process orientation. These five dimensions were tested to have positive 

impact with financial performance (Flamholtz, 2001). The past studies showed a green 

shared culture within an organization contributed to the potential of innovating green 

products (Chen et al., 2020b) and sustainable organizational culture empowered local 

communities (Musavengane et al., 2020). 

  Numerous studies have demonstrated that innovation is a crucial 

component of sustainable organizational culture, which leads to customer satisfaction 

as well as economic sustainability performance (Globocnik et al., 2020; Njoroge et al., 

2019; Obal et al., 2020; Srisathan et al., 2020). Such culture was named “open 

innovation culture”. According to Chesbrough et al. (2006), “open innovation is the use 

of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation, and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_improvement_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_improvement_process
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expand the markets for external use of innovation, respectively”. Creating an open 

innovation culture requires comprehensive understanding of leadership culture, 

teamwork culture, organizational climate, and employee empowerment.  

  One can demonstrate sustainable leadership by addressing 

sustainable challenges, including social, environmental, and economic issues. 

Sustainable leadership was defined as the leadership style that aims to fulfill the needs 

of the current society, without compromising the ability of future generations to prosper 

(Hallinger & Suriyankietkaew, 2018; Hargreaves & Fink, 2004). The common attributes 

of sustainable leadership includes emphasizing on leadership, rather than a unitary 

leader, focusing on long-term vision, aiming for broader goals that link organizations to 

society, ensuring ethical behavior, focusing on social responsibilities of leaders and 

organizations, encouraging innovation capacity, supporting systemic change, reassuring 

stakeholder engagement, and capacity building of stakeholders (Hallinger & 

Suriyankietkaew, 2018). 

  Scholars have studied this matter for quite a long time. One of 

the most well-known sustainable leadership models is the sustainable leadership 

pyramid from Avery & Bergsteiner (2011) where 23 factors contribute to the goal of 

sustainability (see Figure 2.6). These 23 practices can be categorized into social, 

environmental, and economic dimensions. Such practices extensively include internal 

human resource management, stakeholders’ management, environmental and social 

contribution, managers’ vision, and sustainable financial management. In addition, an 

innovative culture, which is fully integrated into business strategies, helps developing 

innovative solutions and increases the ability to understand customers’ needs.  
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Figure 2.6 The sustainable leadership pyramid  

Source: Avery & Bergsteiner (2011) 

 

  Teamwork culture is defined as “a cooperative process that 

allows ordinary people to achieve extraordinary results” (Scarnati, 2001). Teamwork 

culture should be encouraged instead of independent environment in the sustainable 

organizational culture. Organization climate refers to “the shared perceptions of and the 

meaning attached to the policies, practices, and procedures employees experience and 

the behaviors they observe getting rewarded and that are supported and expected” 

(Schneider et al., 2013). Positive organizational climate can create a culture of 

happiness, leading to the strategic goal for innovation performance (Ehrhart et al., 

2013). In addition, this culture helps forming attractive work environment, which lead 

to an increase in employees’ engagement and retention rate, as well as an improvement 

in organizational efficiency and innovative environment (Srisathan et al., 2020). 

Employee empowerment is when a firm uses the innovative approaches to promote self-

practices in an organization (Thomas & Velthouse, 1990). There are a few papers which 

mentioned that teamwork is a crucial component for an organization to achieve better 

sustainability level and CSR performance (Freitas et al., 2020; Gangwani & Alarifi, 

2021).  

  Such sustainable organizational culture incorporates various 

sustainable practices mentioned earlier, such as CSR activities, green marketing, and 
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SEP practice. With appropriate integration of sustainability components, together with 

careful incorporation of various business functions, the true sustainable corporate 

culture and practice will be effectively created. 

  According to the first level of a sustainable brand creation 

mentioned above, the author developed the initial framework of the first level as follows 

(see Figure 2.7).  The discussion above implies that for both of these concepts, the full 

three-pillar sustainability should be the foundation, rather than the usually more limited 

versions of ‘sustainability’ based on only one, or sometimes two pillars. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Level 1 – the corporate level   

  

  After a company has developed its sustainable practice, 

resulting in sustainable products, services, and organizational culture, the outcome 

would enhance the consumers’ perspective towards both brand and company.   The 

focus on internal issues first would insure that this perspective would be based on actual 

company practice, rather than some version of “sustainability-washing” noted above.  In 

the long run, sustainability-aware consumers pay attention to these issues, and are likely 

to recognize claims which are not very accurate.  The next step is to find the process of 

forming stainable brands from the consumers’ perspective. 

 

 2.9.2 Level 2 – The Consumers’ Perspective  
 Sustainable brand image and corporate image are created from the 

consumers’ perceptions of sustainability towards the brand and companies. These 

perspectives are the results of a customer’s experience with a brand and a company’s 

sustainable attributes. These two constructs are also the key components of creating 
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emotional attachment to the brand with solid sustainability value. In other words, the 

better integration of sustainability in level 1, the stronger the sustainable attributes of 

brand image and corporate image.  This, of course, is subject to consumers knowing 

something about internal sustainability implementations.  Often they do know 

something nowadays, because they tend to follow favorite brands on social media to 

some extent (e.g., Bright & Logan, 2018; Dimitriu & Guesalaga, 2017).  However, while 

probably easier and somewhat more common in the social media age, this was also the 

case earlier (e.g., Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003; D’Angelo et al., 2023; Pomering & 

Dolnicar, 2009).  Explicit marketing communications can also help raise awareness of 

what the company is doing about sustainability, and social media has made engagement 

with the brand quite extensive (Pongpaew et al., 2017; Rotchanakitumnuai & Speece, 

2023). 

 The past studies revealed a contribution of sustainable products and services 

to brand image and corporate image (Pongpaew et al., 2017; Rotchanakitumnuai & 

Speece, 2023). There was also much evidence on a contribution of sustainable corporate 

culture and practice to brand image and corporate image (Claver et al., 2007; Hillestad 

et al., 2010; Su et al., 2015). Although brand image and corporate image created from 

sustainability practice can attract only the customers who value sustainability, this 

market segment is rapidly expanding. Any company who wishes to enter this market 

thereby needs to shift their strategies towards sustainability in order to be aligned with 

the market trend.  

2.9.2.1 Brand Image 

  The term brand image has long been in the marketing field. It is 

consumers’ perception and personal belief of a brand. This perspective is built through 

brand associations which are held on consumers’ memory (Keller, 2013). Better brand 

image is one of the most common reasons a company attempts to be sustainable. 

Accordingly, sustainable brand image is built by integrating the element of 

sustainability into brand attributes and as well product innovation and production 

process. One brand quality which is extensively used is the environmental friendliness 

or “green” (Rubio et al., 2020; Zandi et al., 2020). According to Chen et al. (2020), 

green brand image can be defined as “a set of perceptions of a brand in a consumer’s 

mind that is linked to environmental commitments and environmental concerns”. This 
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green brand image influences green consumers’ purchase intention and financial 

performance (Bhatti & Sulaiman, 2020; Chen, 2010; Chen et al., 2020a). Likewise, CSR 

and social marketing creates social brand image attracts people who value socially 

responsible behavior. There was also a study indicating that brand image is a mediator 

of CSR and financial value in the emerging markets, which is somewhat different from 

the developed markets (Flores-Hernández et al., 2020). 

  Park et al. (1986) indicated that brand image covers functional, 

symbolic, and experiential benefits for consumers. The sustainability attributes can 

thereby benefit to those consumers who value sustainability in functional, symbolic, and 

experiential ways. The past studies showed that consumers are willing to pay in 

premium when the products are associated with social image and CSR initiatives 

(Anselmsson et al., 2014; Fuller et al., 2022; Maaya et al., 2018).  These benefits, 

however, could not be created without a proper integration of sustainability pillars 

incorporated into various business functions at the first place. Therefore, successful 

sustainable brand image shall contain the content of fully integrated three pillars, namely 

social, environment, and economic pillars. 

2.9.2.2 Corporate Image 

  According to Mostafa et al. (2015), corporate image reveals 

customers’ perception of a particular enterprise, resulting from one’s experience and 

impression with a company. This perception contributes toward ‘‘a total picture of the 

organization’’ (Andreassen, 2001). Generally, socially responsible corporate image 

often results from CSR activities which the firms have conducted (Chang & Yeh, 2017; 

Parguel et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2012). For green corporate image, consumers tend to 

build their perception from both green marketing and tangible evidence such as a 

certification assuring that the firm is environmentally cautious (Ann et al., 2006; 

Mukonza & Swarts, 2020).  

  A good corporate reputation and image creates a unique quality 

for a company. A highly-regarded company possesses an intangible characteristic, 

which makes it competitive and difficult to replicate by the competitors (Lai et al., 

2010). There is evidence on the link between corporate image and brand image (Foroudi 

et al., 2022). People have increased their preference on socially responsible companies 

and tend to be associated with companies with good reputation and good sustainability 
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image. The companies thereby adopt CSR activities to strengthen their organizational 

reputation and image (Hur et al., 2014). The image created from CSR activities needs 

to be effectively communicated to the consumers. Performing such social activities 

without coupling with appropriate marketing communication is proved to be inefficient 

(Lai et al., 2010 Plungpongpan et al., 2016a, 2016b).    

  Superior organizational reputation may result in pricing 

concessions, better morale, lessened risk, increased strategic flexibility, and enhanced 

profitability (Miles & Covin, 2000; Van Riel & Fombrun, 1996). One great benefit of 

good reputation is to increase the opportunity to target quality sensitive segments with 

less marketing cost. Corporate reputation is not solely built by a company, but rather all 

stakeholders the companies associate with (Miles & Covin, 2000). Therefore, a firm 

needs to be cautious when selecting to associate with any stakeholder.  

  Similar to the studies on sustainability and customer 

satisfaction, the past research on corporate image of sustainability were limited to those 

which focus on merely one pillar, which are mostly either the social or environmental 

element. In the industry, the most common practice to achieve the image of 

sustainability is apparently CSR activities, as can be seen from the number of studies of 

the contribution of CSR to corporate image. The economic pillar and comprehensive 

sustainability are usually absent once again in the studies. 

  According to the literature review on consumers’ perception 

towards sustainability, level 2 has been added to the previous model as follows (see 

Figure 2.8).  Neither the brand image nor the corporate image concepts in the second 

level is new, and sometimes they include some sustainability components.  However, as 

the corporate level (Level 1) should incorporate the comprehensive 3 pillars, brand 

image and corporate image are as well is assumed to house all three pillars of 

sustainability.  
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Figure 2.8 Level 1 – the corporate level and Level 2 – the consumers’ perspective 

 

 2.9.3  Level 3 – Emotional Attachment and Brand Loyalty 

2.9.3.1  Emotional Attachment 

  “Increasingly, companies are searching for ways to create strong 

emotional brand connections with consumers. This is motivated by the finding that such 

connections lead to higher levels of consumer loyalty” (Malär et al., 2011, p. 35).  

Thomson et al. (2005) described emotional attachment to organizations as an emotional 

bond between an organization and an individual. This attachment can be determined by 

a deep feeling of affection, passion, and connection. The concept can also be applied to 

brands.  In general, strong emotional attachment is evidence by the resistance to consider 

new brands and products, as well as the resistance to consider whether the competitor’s 

offer might have superiority. More importantly, customers who are emotionally attached 

to a brand tend to be loyal to the brand as well (A. Barreda et al., 2013; Loureiro et al., 

2012; Mostafa & Kasamani, 2021).  “In affective brand commitment, deep emotional 

attachment drives persistent devoted repurchase” (Grisaffe & Nguyen, 2011 p. 1053).  

Thompson (2005) show that EA is strongly correlated with loyalty, as well as 

willingness to pay a price premium.  Largely, they talk about high involvement.   

  Theng et al. (2013) claimed that customer emotional attachment 

is a critical construct in the marketing literature because it shows the strength of the 

connection consumers have with the brand. This connection affects their behavior, 

which leads to firm’s profitability and customer lifetime value (Thomson et al., 2005).  
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Although people’s emotional attachment to a brand may not be as strong as an 

attachment built between humans, the behavioral effects of emotional attachment are 

quite similar (Theng et al., 2013).  

  Emotional attachment and satisfaction are not synonymous. 

Although a customer who is emotionally attached to the brand tends to be satisfied with 

it, the level of attachment may differ. Two customers who are equally satisfied with the 

brand may not attach to the brand equally. In addition, satisfaction tends to appear 

immediately right after the consumptions, emotional attachment tends to develop over 

a period of time after multiple interactions with the brand. For this reason, satisfaction 

is rather often a one-time evaluative judgement, while emotional attachment is a 

construct that has been build from consumer’s experience over time (Thomson et al., 

2005). 

  Interpersonal styles affect emotional attachment to the brand. 

Some people use a brand as a signaling device that helps them in their relationship with 

the others. Customers with high interpersonal anxiety tend to use brands to increase self-

worth. These consumers are likely to connect with the brands that offer the attributes 

contributing to their ideal self-concepts, rather than attach to the brands that are 

compatible with their lifestyle and bring them comfort and security (Alvarez & Fournier, 

2016). 

  Emotional attachment is an emotional bond between an 

individual and a specific item (Thomson et al., 2005). The past research from Barreda 

et al. (2013) indicates that brand image leads to brand emotional attachment. Among 

those studies on sustainability and emotional attachment, the green pillar is the most 

common subject. Wu et al. (2021) proposed that green emotional attachment is the bond 

that links a customer to the specific environmental quality by involving affection, 

passion, and connection. This green emotional attachment may lead to the willingness 

to pay in premium. However, there is no study on emotional attachment in the sense of 

comprehensive 3 pillars of sustainability.  

  The past studies from Barreda et al. (2013) and Loureiro et al. 

(2017) show that brand image and corporate reputation is the precedent of brand 

emotional attachment.  For some products, including fashion products (Theng et al., 

2013), corporate image can play a role also (i.e., not just brand image).  Thomson et al. 
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(2005), who conducted multiple studies to develop an EA scale, even say corporate 

image may sometimes have a stronger connection to EA than does brand image, because 

it is more comprehensive. 

2.9.3.2 Emotional Attachment and Brand Loyalty 

  Emotional attachment is a substantial contribution of brand 

loyalty (Sohail, 2022). Customers who have strong emotional attachment to the brand 

can be illustrated by resistance to the temptation of considering alternative products. 

They also tend to demonstrate brand loyalty behaviors, even in unusual market 

conditions (A. Barreda et al., 2013; Fernandes & Moreira, 2019; Loureiro et al., 2012; 

Mostafa & Kasamani, 2021). Therefore, studying emotional attachment in the context 

of comprehensive sustainability is essential, in order to develop a sustainable branding 

model.   

  Brand loyalty occurs when a customer repeatedly purchases the 

same brand and prefers a particular brand over the others available in the market (Y.-S. 

Chen, Huang, et al., 2020; Oliver, 1999). Loyalty may result from a buyer expressing 

an interest in a brand and having a favorable disposition towards such brand 

(Rizomyliotis et al., 2021). Loyalty can also be used to measure a customer’s 

commitment for a brand and his or her repeated purchases (Y.S. Chen, Huang, et al., 

2020). Chen (2013) has proposed a definition of green brand loyalty as “the level of 

repurchase intentions prompted by a strong environmental attitude and sustainable 

commitment towards a brand”. The study also suggested that a firm may incorporate the 

green quality into its products, in order to raise the customer’s green brand loyalty, 

which ultimately leads to an increase in sales.  

  The concept of brand loyalty and the relationship of emotional 

attachment to brand loyalty have been well studied for several decades. There are 

numerous studies evidencing that emotional attachment is antecedent to brand loyalty, 

several of which have been noted just above (e.g., (A. Barreda et al., 2013; Fernandes 

& Moreira, 2019; Loureiro et al., 2012; Mostafa & Kasamani, 2021; Shahid et al., 2022; 

So et al., 2013; Thompson, 2005).  Such discussion, of course, follows work which 

argues that there is a relationship between various attitudes (such as emotional 

attachment) and behaviors (such as brand loyalty).  Some studies have found that 

sustainability-oriented attitudes (usually the green pillar in older research) do not always 
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translate into behavior, and explore reasons for this (e.g., Wright & Klÿn (1998) are 

even somewhat more extreme in arguing that there is often hardly any attitude-behavior 

correspondence at all.  Even older work, however, rarely claimed either “always” or 

“never”; the relationship is statistical, a tendency, not deterministic.  More recent  

  It is necessary to note that there is some debate on whether 

emotional attachment is actually an attitude.  Rossiter (2014)includes emotional and 

motivational aspects as components of brand attitude.  Park and MacInnis (2006, p. 17), 

however, say that emotional attachment “entails evaluative properties like attitudes, but 

it also includes hot affect, reflecting the motivational and emotional properties 

associated with a relationship bond”.  In other words, they separate motivational and 

emotional aspects from attitude.  For the purposes in this research, whether emotional 

attachment is attitude or “attitude-like” is somewhat irrelevant, given that, just as brand 

attitude, it contributes to brand loyalty, as discussed above.  In fact, Park et al. (2010, p. 

2), while saying that the attachment and attitude concepts share much, found that 

attachment can make a stronger contribution.  “Brand attachment more accurately 

predicts intentions to perform behaviors that use significant consumer resources (time, 

money, reputation). It is also a stronger predictor of actual consumer behaviors than 

brand attitude strength”.   

  The gap between attitude (or “attitude-like”) and behavior in 

older research can come from several conceptual models.  Often, as, for example, in the 

widely used Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and Technology Acceptance Model 

(TAM) and their derivatives, the sequence is attitude → intention → behavior, which 

follows common discussion of the consumer decision process. There are two places 

(attitude → intention; intention → behavior) where the relationship can break down, if 

indeed it actually does.  Cheng (2018), as well as a hybrid combining them.  Intention 

→ behavior was confirmed in all cases, but attitude → intention only sometimes.  

Generally, there is not much disagreement about the intention → behavior link (Sheeran, 

2002; Sheeran & Webb, 2016).  Neither is there really substantial disagreement that 

attitude → intention usually works.  In both of these decision-process stages, however, 

it is clear that these are not deterministic links; they may be weak or, occasionally, 

absent.  Research now focuses more on when the links hold and why they might break 
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down (e.g., Elhaffar et al., 2020; Michaelidou & Hassan, 2014), rather than simply 

trying to demonstrate that they either do or do not exist.   

  Some of the problem in this attitude → behavior gap relates to 

the strength of attitudes.  Weakly held attitudes usually do not translate into behaviors 

as well as strongly held ones. Van Doorn et al (2007), for example, discuss a zone of 

indifference (Fig. 1, p. 78).  People with low attitude strength do not care very much, so 

there is not much relationship between attitude and behavior.  Strongly held attitudes, 

both positive and negative, do translate into behavior.  Their example for demonstrating 

the positive side of this was organic products: 

“We expected only high degrees of environmental concern to be 

strongly positively related to the purchase of organic products. For respondents with 

less extreme attitudes, the benefits of organic products would presumably not outweigh 

the costs, such as higher prices or higher transaction costs for travelling to a specialized 

store. … This should result in a zero or weak attitude-behaviour relationship in the range 

of low to moderate attitudes. The relationship thus resembles the upwards-shaped curve 

in Fig. 1” (Van Doorn et al., 2007, p. 79). 

  This is illustrated in Figure 2.9 just below, and it is exactly what 

they found.  (Loyalty cards similarly demonstrated the negative attitude side.)  Van 

Doorn et al. (2007) propose that this can be modeled as a curvilinear relationship; the 

zone of indifference part of the data has a very shallow slope, but after the threshold, 

the slope is steep.  This curvilinear pattern (weak or no relationship for weak attitudes 

vs. strong relationship for stronger attitudes) is not explicitly modeled very often, but 

Bechler et al. (2021), examining a wide range of situations, confirm that it is actually 

common.  Clearly, research using simple linear methods (such as simple correlation or 

basic regression) may not find much relationship if the weak attitude people where there 

is no relationship are a substantial proportion of the sample.  A more targeted sample 

aiming for strong attitude respondents is more likely to accurately assess the nature of 

relationships between attitudes and behavior. 
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Figure 2.9 Weak vs. strong attitudes and behavior 

Source: Van Doorn et al., 2007, Fig. 1, p. 78; commentary about zones added) 

 

  Another somewhat related issue is involvement level.  Hansen 

(2005), for example, discussed some time ago that how attitude works in the decision 

process can depend on involvement level.  Their experiments used food products, not 

usually considered very high involvement, but they demonstrated the attitude → 

intention link nevertheless.  Often, however, even somewhat strongly held attitudes may 

not come to top-of-mind for consideration when people just do not think about the 

product much, as Aljamal et al. (2020, 2022) discuss for water.  Mindfulness can work 

toward reducing attitude → behavior gaps (Amel et al., 2009; Fischer et al., 2017), and 

marketing can help in fostering recall of consumers’ sustainability-oriented attitudes.  

This may be why Hansen (2005), just above, found an attitude → intention link for his 

organic food products.  Organic is related to health issues in consumers’ minds, and this 

can increase  

  From the literature mentioned above, the third level of the 

model—emotional attachment—was created (see Figure 2.10). This emotional 

attachment is the precedence of brand loyalty, which is the ultimate goal of building a 

brand for many companies.  
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Figure 2.10 The proposed model, including 3 levels. Level 1 – the corporate level, 

Level 2 – the consumers’ perspective, Level 3 – emotional attachment, and the 

output—brand loyalty 

 

 

2.10  Research Framework 

 The following section reveals the research framework employed in this 

study. The content discusses theoretical framework as well as research approaches. This 

study focuses on the components and structure of sustainable branding. Ultimately, a 

sustainable brand is the one that has effectively integrated social, environmental, and 

economic components (Sharma & Joshi, 2019a), all three elements should be integrated 

in every business function. The proposed structural model (Figure 2.11) was created 

according to the related literature and was divided into three levels, following by brand 

loyalty which is the ultimate goal of building the brands for most companies.  
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Figure 2.11 The proposed sustainable branding model showing the stage of 

qualitative and quantitative studies 

  

 As mentioned earlier, the first level refers to an integration of three 

sustainability pillars into business functions and culture. The first level and its linkage 

to consumers’ brand image and corporate image was examined through the qualitative 

approach. The output of the integration in the first level leads to the second level, which 

is how consumers respond to what a company has done earlier. Brand image and 

corporate image will be created in customers’ minds. As a result, these consistent 

feelings and perceptions contribute to customers’ emotional attachment in level 3. The 

relationship of the variables in level 2 and 3 were numerically identified through a 

quantitative approach. 
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CHAPTER Ⅲ  

THE QUALITATIVE STUDY OF THE MIXED METHODS 

 

 

3.1  Introduction 

 This chapter explains the qualitative part of the study. The goal of this study 

is to profoundly understand the constructs in the structural model, and to explore the 

sub-dimensions related to such constructs. As discussed earlier, there is little research 

on the internal corporate level integrated with the comprehensive concept of 

sustainability. What is stated in the literature is not very well-developed and sometimes 

inconsistent. Although the constructs in level 2 of the model (BI and CI) are much more 

developed with a number of papers, many of them are related to only one or two 

sustainability pillars — usually green and/or social elements. The study on such 

concepts, which are integrated with all three sustainability pillars is extremely rare.  

However, it must be noted that the objective of this internal examination is simply to 

find out what companies do, particularly if they address all of the pillars.  The research 

does not aim to assess (for example) efficient sustainable operations management 

systems, or the most effective management model for sustainability.  We need to know 

what the companies do in order to see if it is related to how consumers perceive them. 

 Since the study on sustainable branding, specifically in a fully integrated 3-

pillar sense, is rather new, it is good practice to approach the study with qualitative 

methodology in the beginning. Therefore, the mixed methods research is preferred to 

ensure the benefits from both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The mixed 

methods of qualitative and quantitative studies is used to address many research 

questions and combination questions, as well as bridging the gap between quantitative 

and qualitative research (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004).  

 In this study, the researcher chose the time-sequential decision to perform 

such mixed methods (Creswell, 2014; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). In the first stage, 

the small-sample qualitative in-depth interview was employed to develop a better 

understanding of the concepts and to assess whether literature items available for the 
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measurement of each construct are consistent with managers’ and consumers’ thinking. 

The result from this qualitative study, together with the findings from the literature, was 

used to develop the quantitative questionnaires and to identify the construct 

measurement (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). The qualitative approach aims for an in-

depth understanding of the concept, rather than a generalization for a greater population 

(Dworkin, 2012). The result will be analyzed and interpreted to a conclusion and 

implications, which will be used to assess whether the proposed conceptualization is 

plausible within the context (Chaisrakeo & Speece, 2004; Srijumpa et al., 2004).  

 Because there is fairly little understanding of how the concepts tested in this 

study fit together into a coherent whole, an exploratory approach was adopted. The 

researcher needed specific data, rather than very general material, to help exploring such 

concepts in detail. Therefore, particular individuals who specialize in the topics or work 

in the field are needed to participate in the in-depth interview (Kristensen & Ravn, 2015; 

Patton, 2002). Snowball sampling is adopted to select the participants when the 

populations are difficult to reach (Goodman, 2011). The initial respondents—the 

seeds—were selected through the researcher’s personal networks to ensure that they are 

knowledgeable and are able to give required information (Browne, 2005). In addition, 

accessing though personal networks is useful in Asian countries where there are strong 

traditions of business secrecy. Therefore, working through personal networks and 

references is frequently the most efficient way to access the information in Asian 

organizations (Kainzbauer & Hunt, 2021; Srijumpa et al., 2004).    

 The brands selected for both qualitative and quantitative studies are all Thai 

local brands in the household durables industry. Household durables are high-

involvement products where consumers have some interest and personal relevance in a 

brand, and thereby tend to plan their purchase with some degree of information 

processing (Harrigan et al., 2018; Juster, 1966; Wang et al., 2017). In addition, the 

researcher selected the brands under the large-scale companies, both listed and not listed 

in the Stock Exchange of Thailand.  

 Large companies tend to provide more comprehensive, transparent, and up-

to-date information, compared to small and medium-sized firms. Because the 

information from large-sized companies is easier to access and the organizations are 

also more systematic in their practices and production, large-scale corporations are 
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thereby suitable for the study, where we aim to understand how these issues work. Once 

the conceptualization is established, it is possible, however, for future research to study 

if the same conceptualization can apply to different firm sizes, including small and 

medium-sized companies.  

 The study was conducted in Bangkok, Thailand, where a local version of 

sustainability called Sufficiency Economy Philosophy (SEP) has long existed and 

developed to fit with the local context. As mentioned in Chapter 2, SEP is a Thai version 

of sustainability, which is a form of Buddhist economy (Kantabutra, 2019; Song, 2020). 

The concept was created from Buddhist philosophy of middle path, in which the essence 

of such concept is  moderation, reasonableness, and self-consciousness (Piboolsravut, 

2004). Because SEP focuses on stakeholders’ interest and incorporates highly ethical 

practices, it naturally aligns with sustainability goals. Although the SEP concept was 

generated for macro-level application, these practices may be as well applied in 

individual organizations (Kantabutra, 2019b).  Therefore, Thailand is a suitable place to 

examine the sustainability model integrated within the local context.   

 

 

3.2  The Internal Corporate Level 

  

 3.2.1  Methodology 

 Given the limited understandings of the concepts in the internal corporate 

level in the sense of sustainability, the exploratory qualitative approach is effective in 

addressing the two main issues (Chaisrakeo & Speece, 2004). Firstly, to help us 

understand the complexity of the concepts in the internal level, which eventually helps 

to define such conceptualization. Secondly, the qualitative study helps to assess whether 

the model is plausible and whether it fits within the actual context (Srijumpa et al., 

2004). It also helps to identify careful measures of the concept (Creswell, 2014; Doz, 

2011; Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008b). The quantitative will then later be used to 

generalize the concept as the small samples in the qualitative study might not be 

generalizable.     
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3.2.1.1  Brands and Companies Selection.  

  As mentioned earlier, the researcher needed to search for the 

Thai local brands in household durables industry, which aim for sustainability. The 

following five screening criteria were applied. One, they must be local Thai 

organizations, so that their policies are determined locally, not set by corporate 

headquarters somewhere outside Thailand.  Two, they are large-size companies 

registered with Thailand Department of Business Development. According to the 

Revenue Department, Ministry of Finance, the large-scale companies are the ones with 

annual revenue of at least 500 million Baht (The Revenue Department, 2021). Most such 

companies have a corporate website with information that can be assessed.  Large 

companies’ products are visible in the market, and there is a larger base of consumers 

familiar with the brands.  

  Three, the firms produce and sell household durables, such as 

home furnishings, homebuilding, household appliances, and housewares. Household 

durables are high-involvement products in which consumers tend to plan their purchases 

in advance with effortful information processing. Therefore, consumers tend to build 

their preference and purchase intention of these high-involvement products by assessing 

the active information, which affects or produces existing predispositions (Day et al., 

1991; Harrigan et al., 2018; Holmes & Crocker, 1987; Juster, 1966; Wang et al., 2017). 

High-involvement products like household durables, therefore, are suitable for this 

study since the researcher wants to test how sustainability affects consumers’ 

perspectives.  

  Four, such companies must integrate sustainability into their 

business policies and have been consistently executing such policies. The 

implementation may refer to continuously having CSR activities and offering green or 

social products. They did not need to be leaders in this. Different companies conduct 

different levels of sustainability practices, which gives variation in sustainability level 

among the selected companies, and thus opportunity for assessing how well consumers 

notice these differences.  However, we did not feel it useful to assess companies that are 

not doing anything about sustainability at all.  Five, the companies shall operate B2C 

(business to customers) business, with products that consumers actually buy. This way, 
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the researcher is able to ensure that consumers use their own reasoning and experience 

to form the perspective and attitude towards particular brands and companies.  

3.2.1.2  Sustainability Assessment and Scoring.  

  The initial online search was performed by using the keywords 

referring to household durables and sustainability issues in both English and Thai 

languages. Eventually, 9 local Thai companies fell into the criteria stated above. Five of 

them are the public companies listed in the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). The 

chosen corporates were then scored according to their level of sustainability integration 

and execution. The scoring criteria were adopted from a sustainability assessment for 

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI). Despite many sustainability indexes available, 

DJSI was the only one that incorporates all comprehensive three pillars of sustainability, 

including economic, environmental, and social dimensions. Each industry in the DJSI 

has its own industry criteria (S&P Global, 2021). The scoring criteria for household 

durables can be seen in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 3.1 DJSI scoring criteria for household durables industry (S&P Global, 

2021) 

Sustainability Pillar No. Item Weight 

Governance & Economic 

Dimension (50%) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

1 Corporate Governance 7 

2 Materiality 3 

3 Risk & Crisis Management 5 

4 Codes of Business Conduct 5 

5 Customer Relationship Management 6 

6 Policy Influence 2 

7 Supply Chain Management 6 

8 Brand Management 4 

9 Tax Strategy 2 

10 

Information Security / Cybersecurity & System 

Availability 2 

11 Innovation Management 4 

12 Privacy Protection 2 

13 Product Quality & Recall Management 2 

Environmental Dimension (22%) 

  

  

  

14 Environmental Reporting 3 

15 Environmental Policy/Management System 5 

16 Operational Eco-Efficiency 6 

17 Product Stewardship 5 

18 Climate Strategy 3 
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Table 3.1 DJSI scoring criteria for household durables industry (S&P Global, 

2021) (cont.) 

Sustainability Pillar No. Item Weight 

Social Dimension (28%) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

19 Social Reporting 4 

20 Labor Practice Indicators 3 

21 Human Rights 3 

22 Human Capital Development 6 

23 Talent Attraction & Retention 6 

24 Corporate Citizenship and Philanthropy 3 

25 Occupational Health and Safety 3 

 

  The information of the companies was retrieved from the 

website, company reports, and PR news, independent news organizations, and third-

party organization such as consulting firms. However, the assessment relied primarily 

on the official reports such as annual report and sustainability report. Each company 

was scored according to the DJSI criterion and weights mentioned above. The score for 

each item ranges from 0 to 3, where; 

  0 means no topic is mentioned  

  1 means the topic is mentioned but there is no evidence of 

implementation 

  2 means the topic is mentioned and there is evidence of 

implementation 

  3 means the topic is mentioned, there is evidence of 

implementation, which led to a successful result 

  The scores were weighted according to the DJSI guideline and 

were distributed by sustainability pillars, which are economic, environmental, and social 

dimensions. The result shown in Table 2 reveals that the total sustainability scores for 

all 9 selected companies range from 46.3 to 95 out of 100. The score range for economic, 

environmental, and social pillars are 46.7-100, 31.8-95.5, and 32.1-100 respectively (see 

Table 2).  However, to check whether weighting had an impact on score and/or ranks, 

the scores were computed using equal weights for three pillars.  The scores changed 

very little, and the ranks did not change at all.  
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Table 3.2 Sustainability scores assessed according to DJSI criteria and weights 

No. 

Company 

Code 

Listed 

Company or 

Subsidiary 

Company 

Economic 

Score 

/ out of 100 

(weighted out 

of 46%) 

Environmental 

Score 

/ out of 100 

(weighted out 

of 25%) 

Social Score 

/ out of 100 

(weighted out 

of 29%) 

Total Score 

/ out of 100 

1 C1 Y 100 (50) 95.5 (21) 85.7 (24) 95.0 

2 C2 N 46.7 (23.3) 54.5 (12) 39.3 (11) 46.3 

3 C3 Y 76 (38) 81.8 (18) 92.9 (26) 82.0 

4 C4 Y 64 (32) 31.8 (7) 50 (14) 53.0 

5 C5 N 52 (26) 45.5 (10) 65.5 (18.3) 54.3 

6 C6 Y 58 (29) 95.5 (21) 71.4 (20) 70.0 

7 C7 N 58.7 (29.3) 90.9 (20) 81 (22.7) 72.0 

8 C8 Y 84 (42) 95.5 (21) 100 (28) 91.0 

9 C9 N 54 (27) 47 (10.3) 32.1 (9) 46.3 

 

  As can be seen from Table 3, the scores of each pillar for all 9 

firms were ranked in each sustainability pillar. The companies can be seen to have 

different levels of sustainability.  

 

Table 3.3 Companies ranked by sustainability score by sustainability dimension  

Scale 
Economic 

Dimension 

Environment 

Dimension 

Social 

Dimension 

Total 

Sustainability Score 

100.0 C1=100.0  C8=100.0  

97.5     

95.0 

 C1, C6, 

C8=95.5 

 
C1=95.0 

92.5   C3=92.9 C8=92.0 

90.0  C7=90.9   

87.5     

85.0 C8=84.0  C1=85.7  

82.5    C3=82.0 

80.0  C3=81.8 C7=81.0  

77.5     
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Table 3.3 Companies ranked by sustainability score by sustainability dimension 

(cont.) 

Scale 
Economic 

Dimension 

Environment 

Dimension 

Social 

Dimension 

Total 

Sustainability Score 

75.0 C3=76.0    

72.5    C7=73.0 

70.0   C6=71.4 C6=70.0 

67.5     

65.0 C4=64.0  C5=65.5  

62.5     

60.0 C7=58.7    

57.5 C6=58.0    

55.0 C9=54.0 C2=54.5  C5=54.3 

52.5 C5=52.0   C4=53.0 

50.0   C4=50.0  

47.5 C2=46.7 C9=47.0   

45.0  C5=45.5  C2, C9=46.3 

42.5     

40.0   C2=39.3  

37.5     

35.0     

32.5  C4=31.8 C9=32.1  

30.0     

 

  It is worth to note that the scores assessed from public 

information are slightly different from the scores calculated after conducting the in-

depth interviews. Table 4 show this comparison for the three companies in which in-

depth interviews were conducted.  Such difference is mainly a slight increase in scores 

because some executions or details found during the interviews have never been 

published. However, both scores are very similar, and did not change the ranking, 

implying that public information can mostly be used to reflect actual practices in 

organizations.   
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Table 3.4 Sustainability scores assessed according to DJSI criteria assessed before 

and after the in-depth interviews. 

No. 
Company 

Code 

Economic Score 

out of 100 

Before / After 

Environmental 

Score out of 100 

Before / After 

Social Score 

out of 100 

Before / After 

Total Score 

out of 100 

Before / After 

1 C1 91.3 / 100  95.5 / 95.5  89.3 / 85.7 91.7 / 95.0 

2 C5 52 / 52  45.5 / 45.5  65.5 / 65.5 54.3 / 54.3 

3 C7 59.3 / 58.7  90.0 / 90.9 73.8 / 81 70.3 / 72.0 

 

3.2.1.3  In-depth Interview 

  As noted above, the three companies for in-depth interviews 

were selected based on personal connections for access, with attention to making sure 

three levels of sustainability implementation (high, medium, low) were represented.  

One company is public, on the SET, and two are private.  Connections are essential to 

most research in Thailand’s relationship-oriented culture (e.g., Kainzbauer & Hunt, 

2021). “With its strong traditions of business secrecy . . . working through connections 

and introductions is frequently the only way to gain good access at any level of 

companies in Asia” (Srijumpa et al., 2004, p. 69). 

  After the eligible companies were identified, the researcher then 

selected participants for the qualitative study. The initial contact in each company was 

asked to direct us to managers who have substantial authority in the key functions most 

involved in sustainability issues in the company; we wanted managers who have 

decision-making authority on implementing important aspects of sustainability.  Three 

managers were chosen in each company at high, medium, and low level of sustainability, 

nine managers overall, as noted in Table 6.  It should be noted that the sampling 

discussed here (as well as for the consumer qualitative interviews) might be somewhat 

rare in management research, at least judging by how often they came up in the 

management literature when looking at qualitative research.  However, they are fairly 

standard in other social science research, and prominent especially in qualitative 

research on health issues (again, judging by how often this field comes up in literature 

about qualitative methods).  Crouch & McKenzie (2006) and MacDougall & Fudge 

(2001), for example, give useful overviews. 
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Table 3.5 List of respondents categorized by job function and company level. 

Respondent Company’s Sustainability Level Job Function 

M1 High Product development 

M2 High General management 

M3 High Sustainability unit 

M4 Medium Product development 

M5 Medium Business development 

M6 Medium Environmental unit 

M7 Low Sales and marketing 

M8 Low Product development 

M9 Low Customer relations 

 

  Although there is no concrete rule of how to determine the 

sample size for a qualitative study, Creswell (2014) suggested a proper sample size of 

3-10 respondents for the phenomenological study. Too large sample size is not usually 

any more useful, as saturation may lead to the point where no new themes and 

information can be uncovered. The excessive interviews are therefore unnecessary 

(Francis et al., 2010).  

  The semi-structured in-depth interview technique was adopted. 

A semi-structured interview usually follows a list of issues retrieved from the literature. 

The questions were open-ended and were conducted by using the keywords “how” and 

“what”. Probing questions were employed to encourage respondents to elaborate their 

answers. The respondents were encouraged to explain in their own words and expand 

the answers as much as they wish (Creswell, 2014; Doz, 2011; Eriksson & Kovalainen, 

2008b). All respondents who participated were interviewed using the same topics list, 

but of course, not necessarily in the same order.  The interview flow adapts to ensure 

uninterrupted conversation flow, so themes are explored as respondents bring them up, 

rather than rigidly following the list. Notes were taken, as well as digital record, during 

the interview to ensure accuracy. The interview lasted approximately 40-60 minutes.  

  Table 1 in Appendix A shows the questions prepared for the in-

depth interview. The interview began with the screening question about sustainability 

in their organizations to ensure that each respondent is able to provide useful 

information for the study. After the respondents explained their point of view for each 
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main question, the researcher used probing questions to ensure that the respondents 

cover all three sustainability pillars, if they can. At the end, the respondents were also 

asked to rate and briefly explain their companies’ practices on 19 items according to 

DJSI scoring criteria (Table 1). It is worth to note that managers in different functions, 

even within the same company, may have different priorities. They, however, tend to be 

consistent in reporting what the organization performs because actions are not subjective 

(Suwannaporn & Speece, 2010).  

 

 3.2.2  Results and Analysis 

 The notes retrieved from the interviews were later converted into themes 

and sub-themes.  Repeated themes were extracted into codes. Only descriptive codes 

complying with the research question remained (Creswell, 2009; Punjaisri & Harness, 

2016).  

 By analyzing the notes taken during the interview, the researcher 

categorized responses into themes and sub-themes. These themes were useful in 

identifying the constructs in the respondents’ interview as well as understanding the 

relationship among them. The result reveals four main themes, namely environmental 

pillar, social pillar, economic pillar, and comprehensive sustainability pillars (see 

Appendix A-Table 2).  

 

 3.2.3  Defining the Concepts 

 Two main topics need to be addressed. Firstly, respondents expressed their 

perspective and how they define sustainable operations and products. Also, they were 

requested to explain how their organizations implement such concepts. Second, 

respondents explained their views on sustainable corporate culture and how their 

corporates integrate and execute the concept.  

3.2.3.1  Sustainable Operations and Products.  

  Kleindorfer et al. (2005) described operations management 

(OM) as “the set of skills and leverages that allow a company to structure its business 

processes to achieve sustainable performance”. The literature reveals that sustainable 

products are items that provide social, environmental, and economic benefits 

concurrently (Rocha et al., 2019; Sonetti & Lombardi, 2020). Sustainable operations 
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and products are inseparable. Similar to the literature review stated in the previous 

section (Rocha et al., 2019; Sonetti & Lombardi, 2020), all respondents implied that 

sustainable products cannot be created without sustainable operations. In other words, 

sustainable product is naturally a product of the operations that successfully integrated 

the sustainability concept. One respondent very clearly represented this view: 

‘sustainable products are the products of sustainable operations’ (M2). 

  Definitions and Attributes. Because there is no literature that 

defines the term “sustainable operations” in the comprehensive three-pillar sense, the 

term can be understood in more details through respondents’ explanation. To employees 

from the company with high sustainability score, sustainable operations may refer to an 

operation or production process that is harmless to the planet, society, and economy. 

One respondent from the company with high sustainability score stated that ‘To me, 

sustainable operations is to produce zero waste from the operations. This waste needs 

to contribute to other parties and is harmless to local communities.’ (M3). This finding 

indicates that she naturally integrates all three pillars into her thoughts on sustainability. 

In contrast, the managers from a company with low sustainability level mentioned that 

‘Most of sustainability integration is used for product development such as eco-friendly 

materials. We have various products that incorporate sustainability’ (M7). Such 

response implies that she used the word “sustainability” to represent the environmental 

pillar. And most of the sustainability concept in this view is integrated in the product 

development, rather than fully incorporated with the whole operations.  

  When discussing about sustainable operations, almost all 

respondents first emphasized mainly on environmental pillar, which aims for the least 

footprint to the planet. This finding implies that the green module is somewhat the most 

top-of-mind when people think of sustainable operations, although frequently 

interconnected with aspects of another pillar. In high and medium scored companies, 

respondents tended to explain in more details and focused primarily about waste 

management. For example, respondent M2 from a high-scored company explained that 

sustainable operations are ‘the operations that cause the least waste’. M3, from the same 

company elaborated that ‘The main concept is that we need to transform the waste as 

much as possible.’ And ‘The first implementation called waste to value, where we 

modify our waste and donate it to whom who can make use of it. The second 
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implementation is called waste to CSR, where we give and teach local community how 

to create value from this waste.’ (M3). For those who are in lower scored company, 

however, the answers were rather vague and focused on the standard they know the 

company follows. M8 stated that ‘in our factory we have comply several green 

standards such as ISO and E1’. These green issues were seldom connected more widely 

to other pillars in the low score company. 

  For sustainable product, respondents described sustainable 

product as a product that can be reborn and can extend its life cycle by passing its value 

to the next owner. The examples of the responses from the companies with high and 

medium sustainability levels are ‘To me, sustainable product is the one which can be 

reborn (recycle, reuse). This product shall carry it value to the next owner, although the 

value can be decreased’ (M1) and ‘I think sustainable products are the ones that can 

rebirth. They can continuously be used and circulated. In other words, they are 

immortal.’ (M4). Although there are several past studies on sustainable products, they 

mentioned about neither expanding its life cycle nor conveying its value to the next 

owner. Respondents from a company with low sustainability level, on the other hand, 

defined sustainable product based on merely an environmental pillar. M7 suggested that 

‘sustainable products are the ones that are harmless to the environment and users’.  

  Respondents also have different opinions on attributes that 

sustainable product should possess. They suggested that sustainable product should be 

immortal, marketable, profitable, harmless to the planet, and able to satisfy users. For 

example, a respondent implied that ‘Sustainable product should not only satisfy the 

designer and end users, but also the environment and society’ (M5). Again, respondents 

from a company with low sustainability level tend to focus merely on the green module, 

like M7 said ‘We have sustainable products made from green materials.’ Respondents 

from a company with high sustainability score, on the other hand, tend to think in a more 

comprehensive way when they talked about sustainable products. This thinking about 

recycling and reuse can also be seen from M1’s quote stated above.   

  Sustainable products may be referred from different perspective 

among different companies. In the company where the understanding of sustainability 

is limited, the term sustainable products can be used incorrectly. According to a 

respondent from a low scored company, one of their sustainable products are furniture 
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made from stone and wood substitution. According to her, using these substituted 

materials is good for the environment because they ‘do not need to harm rock mountain 

and natural resources’ (M7). Respondents from the companies concerned more about 

sustainability tended to think in a more sophisticated way when talking about this issue. 

M3 from a high scored organization mention ‘we have green product but not totally 

sustainable. We integrate the concept in the design and use recycle/reused material. But 

we have not yet made them be able to pass the value to the others.’ And ‘Because we 

have not yet successfully offered the comprehensive sustainable products, we focus a lot 

on our after-sale service because we want our customers to rectify the broken products 

instead of buying the new ones.’ (M3). 

  The findings stated above somehow support the study from 

Frank-Martin & Peattie (2009), which indicated that sustainable products possess six 

attributes. The six attributes include 1) customer satisfaction, 2) dual focus of social and 

environmental benefits, 3) aim for zero-waste, 4) contribution in significant 

improvement of socio-ecological problems on a global level, 5) continuous 

improvement in knowledge and, and 6) competitive market positioning. At least one out 

of six characteristics was mentioned by every respondent while they were talking about 

sustainable products. 

  According to the findings revealed earlier, it is interesting to 

note that respondents from a company with low sustainability score focused on merely 

one pillar when they talked about the definition of sustainable operations and products. 

In this case, they focused mainly on the environment. This is because they have been 

communicated merely about one angle of sustainability. 

  Corporate Policies and Policy Initiation. The literature reveals 

that top managers’ leadership is a crucial component in initiating and executing 

sustainability in an organization (Avery & Bergsteiner, 2011). All respondents agreed 

that the most effective way to initiate the policies is to derive them from CEOs and 

management’s vision. When a CEO or top managers initiate the policy and act seriously, 

everything will be effortlessly executed. For instead, ‘Most policies came from our 

CEO, who focuses mainly on sustainability and environment’ (M6) and ‘Yes, because it 

is a top-down policy, everyone needs to follow. In my opinion, this is the most effective 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_improvement_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_improvement_process
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way to implement the concept of sustainability in an organization and integrate it in the 

operations.’ (M1). 

  One respondent from a high scored company explained that the 

policies given to her from the top managers were very concise and easy to understand. 

Two examples are ‘1) Waste to value and 2) waste to CSR’ (M3). The “waste to value” 

policy is when a company aims to transform its waste to a raw material for new products 

either for themselves or other companies. Effective communication from top 

management like this is essential to convey the message throughout the organization. A 

few respondents believed that the executions can be done effectively when incorporating 

the sustainability concept into KPIs. It was found that such KPI policies were found in 

high and medium scored companies, but not the low scored one. M5 from a company 

with medium sustainability level stated, ‘This also implements seriously through KPIs 

for every department’. Policy initiation and communication in low scored company is a 

little bit different. In the low score company, respondent M8 mentioned that ‘Our top 

managers have joined and mentioned about sustainability in the meeting and training, 

mostly about the products, so that we can explain our customers’ It can clearly be seen 

that sustainability has not been regularly communicated in the organization.  

  Bottom-up policy initiation is also possible in a company with 

higher sustainability score, where most employees have mutual understanding of 

sustainability and its goal. An example of this bottom-up policy was stated by 

respondent M3 who said, ‘the Environmental Unit propose the ideas for managements’ 

consideration’. In a company with low score, however, top-down policy initiation is 

more common, as M8 said ‘All policies are top-down, which is effective’ 

  Also, there are specific departments or committees who are 

responsible for such matter in the companies with higher sustainability scores. For 

example, ‘The parent company has formed a sustainability development board, which 

recruits its members from multiple business units’ (M2). There is an environmental unit 

who mainly focuses on environmental matter in the company with medium level. In the 

company with low sustainability concern, however, there is no particular unit working 

solely on sustainability, like M7 said ‘No, we don’t have one’. 

  Another possible way to initiate sustainable operations is to 

integrate it into the business model. This way, daily business routine will automatically 
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turn to sustainable operations and naturally communicate to employees without any 

effort. One respondent whose company integrated the sustainability concept into its 

business model said that ‘the business model itself is very social concerned. The goal of 

the organization is to create a job for the locals, as well as to educate and train them to 

be skilled workers. Therefore, the policies about social attribute are not only a top-down 

policy, but also an integration to our daily business routine’ (M4). This concept is, 

however, not common for normal for-profit business model because it requires large 

resource and effort. Factors contribute to successful sustainable operations include CEO 

or top management’s genuine attention, effective communication, process 

improvement, knowledge enhancement, and partnership with knowledgeable partners. 

  Practices and Execution. When categorizing by each 

sustainability pillar, there are various sustainable practices the organizations adopted. 

For the green attribute, the operations refer to waste management, production process 

management, resource management, pollution management, and alternative energy 

selection. Respondent M1 from a company with high sustainability score stated that 

‘sustainable operations here involve waste management, resource management, and 

pollution management’. Respondent M4 from a medium scored company explained that 

stock management crucial to achieve sustainability. Inefficient stock management will 

definitely lead to excessive waste as she said ‘the stock management is very important. 

We need to calculate how much we exactly need. Insufficient materials order may lead 

to another set of stock order, which requires minimum order from suppliers’. Another 

respondent mentioned from the same company about the alternative energy, in which 

the factory ‘renewed the energy from burning macadamia peels and use it in the ceramic 

factory instead of choosing LPG’ (M5). For a company with low sustainability score, a 

respondent mentioned vaguely about actual execution by saying that ‘comply several 

green standards such as ISO and E1’, (M8). This implies that these respondents have 

little understanding on how sustainable operations are executed, and have not known 

whether they have been actually executed.  

  The result shows that the respondents focused on two factors for 

green products, which are material and product performance. They suggested that green 

product should made of eco-friendly or recycle material, which leaves the least footprint 

to the environment, like M3 said ‘We use recycle/reused material for our products’. 
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However, the term eco-friendly material might be misinterpreted in the low scored 

company, where the substitutions of natural material—such as faux leather—are 

considered green material. According to M7, these substitutions are ‘good for the 

environment’. In addition, a factory may recycle its waste to use as a raw material for 

other products, like M4 said ‘the waste itself needs to be able to be reused or recycle. 

For example, the thread left from textile production will be transformed to other 

products’.  

  Apart from the environmental concern, respondents from the 

company with higher sustainability score also mentioned about social and economic 

concern. Manager M1 has defined sustainable operations as ‘The operations that involve 

waste management, resource management, pollution management, social concern 

especially the locals. For example, we need to concern about the pollution occurred 

during the production and its effect to the local community’. M3 who is also from the 

same company stated that ‘Every practice is created based on the concept of circular 

economy, where we can pass the value of our products to the others’.  

  Social and economic operations and products are a little less 

straightforward than the green one. Respondents have different opinions on the issue. 

Some respondents believe that social operations need to support local community and 

economy by purchasing local products and material. Some suggested that an 

organization should hire local people as its employees, in order to stimulate local 

economy and increase their quality of life. For example, ‘We hired locals and taught 

them various skills’ (M5). One respondent believe that social operations should also 

promote human rights and safety in workplace.  

  According to the respondents, the operations that integrate 

economic pillar may refer to transparency brand management, supply chain 

management, and tax management. Some respondents believe in using a material and 

invent products that support circular economy. These topics are parts of the criteria used 

to compute Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) (S&P Global, 2021). One respondent 

from a company with high sustainability level said, ‘The latest policy theme is circular 

economy. They have this committee communicating everything about circular economy 

and try to execute them through various activities’, (M3). However, circular economy 

is the concept that only a few respondents from the companies with medium and high 
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sustainability scores understand. None of respondent from a low scored company 

mentioned about this concept. In fact, the concern on social and economic pillars, which 

is related to operations and products, was nearly absent in the company with low 

sustainability score. 

  It is important to note that the companies with high levels of 

sustainability tend to practice and integrate comprehensive three pillars, while the 

company with lower sustainability score may incorporate merely one module into its 

practice. Respondent M8 from the company with lower level of sustainability indicated 

that ‘Our company integrated sustainability into the operations by developing several 

products made of green material’. In contrast, respondent M1 from the company with 

high sustainability level suggested that sustainable practices include ‘waste 

management’, ‘pollution management’, ‘social concern’, ‘genuine and long-term CSR 

initiatives’, and ‘supporting circular economy’. 

3.2.3.2 Sustainable Corporate Culture.  

  Definitions and Attributes. Ravasi & Schultz (2006) and Schein 

(2010) defined organizational culture as collective shared assumptions and behaviors in 

organizations, which are conveyed to new organizational members. The literature, 

however, reveals no clear definition of sustainable corporate culture, especially with an 

integration the three pillars of sustainability. The result from the qualitative interview 

shows that managers agreed that sustainable corporate culture is a mutual understanding 

of sustainability and shared behaviors that contribute to sustainability.  

  Although the understanding of sustainability concept varies 

among companies, all of them described sustainable corporate culture as a mutual 

understanding of sustainability and shared behaviors that contribute to sustainability. 

Respondent M2 from a high scored company stated that he defined sustainable corporate 

culture as “the culture that people in an organization have the same vision of 

sustainability and practice with such goal in mind”. A manager from the lower scored 

company that mainly focuses on green pillar believes that sustainable culture occurs 

when everyone ‘focus on the impact of our product to the environment’, (M7). It can 

clearly be seen that integrating comprehensive 3 pillars into corporate culture is absent 

in the company with lower sustainability level, but they still talk to some extent about 

shared thinking. 
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  CSR Initiatives. Page & Fearn (2005) suggested that the best 

way to communicate the message of sustainability to the public is to integrate 

sustainability concept into organizational culture and business practices. Most 

companies select CSR as a tool for such external message communication. However, 

the result from this study shows that CSR can also be effective for internal 

communication. Most respondents claim that CSR is an effective tool to create 

sustainable corporate culture and can as well be used as a communication tool. CSR 

activities range from things like a simple donation and forest planting to a more 

sophisticated way like helping local people to develop their own products and 

integrating such products to the corporate business.  

  A company with higher sustainability score tends to create more 

sophisticated CSR activities that focus on long-term goal. They even integrate such 

concept into KPIs and business routine. One respondent stated that the genuine CSR 

should not just benefit the company and cannot be a one-time thing, but rather benefit 

mainly to the society. She said “real CSR activities refer to the ones which also 

contribute to the society, not only for our company’s sake. We are responsible for 

helping them to achieve the long-term goal. To me, donating money cannot considered 

a real CSR, (M3). One of the activities she has done is to educate local people to 

transform the waste from her factory to a raw material. These products can be sold back 

to the company. This way, mutual benefit between the community and company was 

created.  

  In a company with lower score, however, CSR may refer to 

doing good to the community, including renovating a school in rural area, planting trees, 

and various forms of donation. These activities are mostly the optional one-time activity. 

M9 explained that ‘Our company has several CSR activities which we can choose 

whether to participate, such as forest planting and donation activities’. In this case, 

some CSR activities are used as public relations.  As noted in the literature review, 

however, correspondence between claims and actions is the key issue in determining 

whether this would be considered green-washing (Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017; 

Leonidou et al., 2011).  Given that the company actually does implement green 

operations, engaging in green PR activities could not be considered problematic. 
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  Teamwork, Partnership, and Innovation. The findings from 

the interview supports the literature claiming that open innovation culture—a culture 

that promotes inflows and outflows of knowledge—is a crucial component of 

sustainable organizational culture, which leads to customer satisfaction and economic 

performance (Chesbrough et al., 2006; Globocnik et al., 2020; Njoroge et al., 2019; Obal 

et al., 2020; Srisathan et al., 2020). It was found during the interview that open 

innovation is promoted in the companies with higher sustainability scores, no matter the 

respondents recognize the term “open innovation” or not. This open innovation culture 

may be promoted through the form of partnerships and collaborations, where the 

companies exchange knowledge with other organizations. For instance, ‘We also value 

partnership and we exchange knowhow and skills with our partners’ and ‘We developed 

the product with our partner by combining our and their expertise’ (M4). Some of 

collaborated products generated high demand because there are demands from both 

brands’ users. 

  One way to achieve the open innovation culture is to encourage 

teamwork culture (Ehrhart et al., 2013). Teamwork helps forming attractive work 

environment, which lead an improvement in organizational efficiency and innovative 

environment (Srisathan et al., 2020). Organizations encourage teamwork in workplace 

through both culture and organizational structure. In organizations with high 

sustainability level, the encouragement of teamwork culture is built through a daily 

routine. The goal cannot be done without an efficient co-operation and resource sharing 

among departments. For instance, M2 said ‘Teamwork is encouraged and mandatory. 

We routinely work with colleagues from other units and even other companies (within 

the same parent company) all the time. It’s like each of us is the player in the same field. 

We share resources.’ The company with lower score also supports working in team by 

simply assigning a team project and goal. This is also an efficient way to develop 

teamwork culture, although it is limited within a small team rather than an entire 

organization. This can be seen from what M7 said, ‘Our culture encourages teamwork 

by assigning team jobs. The nature of our work is to help each other in the same team’. 

  The findings mentioned above are in line with the literature 

stated in the previous chapter, where teamwork culture should be encouraged to achieve 
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better CSR performance and sustainability in organizations (Freitas et al., 2020; 

Gangwani & Alarifi, 2021). 

  Sustainable Leadership. The literature suggests that sustainable 

leadership is a key component in initiating and executing sustainability in an 

organization (Avery & Bergsteiner, 2011). Sustainable leadership may refer to a 

leadership that aims to meet the needs of current society, without depriving the future 

generations’ prosperity (Hargreaves & Fink, 2004). Sustainable leadership’s features 

cover emphasizing on leadership rather than merely one leader, long-term vision, goals 

that link organizations to society, ethical behavior, focusing on social responsibilities, 

innovation capacity, systemic change, stakeholder engagement, and capacity building 

of stakeholders (Hallinger & Suriyankietkaew, 2018). 

  Most respondents accepted that they have shared vision and 

perception of sustainability with their seniors and top managers. M2—a manager in the 

high-scored company—asserted ‘It feels very natural to me and became my routine 

thinking about sustainability. Seniors do it first and be an example for juniors. They also 

talked about it a lot’. In the low scored company, top managers are less influenced to 

their employees regarding sustainability vision and execution. According to M8, staffs 

occasionally receive the message about sustainability through ‘trainings and meetings.’ 

And most of the message focuses on the green products and how to promote such 

products to customers. 

  Communications. It is obvious that any corporate culture 

cannot be created without effective internal communication. According to the result 

found from the qualitative interview, communications can be created through various 

channels, including emails, billboards, boards in different places, and TV screens. ‘They 

are everywhere’ stated by respondent M2. The communication can also be indirectly 

conveyed through meetings and personal communications. The most important success 

factor is consistent communication, like M2 said ‘They talk about this issue everyday 

through various channels, so you automatically absorb the information’. For this reason, 

irregular communication in the company with limited understanding of sustainability 

like ‘trainings and meetings’, (M8) is not nearly as effective.  

  Motivation. Corporate culture cannot be created without 

motivations. The respondents indicated that motivations for sustainable corporate 
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culture include mutual benefit for employees, peer pressure, having role models, and 

attitude building. All three respondents from the company with high level of 

sustainability agreed that the best way to create sustainability awareness and culture in 

an organization is to create mutual benefit for everyone. For example, ‘The key is to 

create mutual benefit’, (M3) and ‘For some people, it is almost impossible to practice 

sustainable without mutual benefit’ (M1). Creating mutual benefit is easy to initiate any 

sustainable practice and form a sustainable culture. However, there was little motivation 

to create sustainable culture appearing in the company with low sustainability concern.  

  Employees also tend to form corporate culture by following 

their colleagues, seniors, and role models in their organization, like M2 implied, ‘seniors 

do it first and be a good example for juniors’. However, there is no such culture imitation 

in the low scored company. This is partly because seniors themselves are not quite clear 

about sustainable culture, and therefore are not able to convey it to the others. Attitude 

building can be created though allowing staffs to think of their workplace as their homes. 

As a result, they will treat the workplace with care like their homes. For example, ‘The 

most important thing is to make staffs think of a workplace as a home. When you do 

something good, it returns back to you’ (M1).  

  It is obvious that respondents from the companies with higher 

sustainability scores tend to think and explain various issues from different angles of 

sustainability pillars—environmental, social, and economic modules. This is because 

managers in such firms truly understand the concept of sustainability and have been 

communicated consistently. In addition, a specific department working on 

sustainability, even a few staffs in the unit, helps an organization executing and 

conducting the plan effectively.  

 

 

3.3  The External Consumer Level 

 

 3.3.1  Methodology 

 For a better understanding of the concepts of the constructs in the external 

customer level, the consumer sample needed respondents who were customers of the 

companies interviewed. It is not difficult to find consumer durables customers in 
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general, but finding knowledgeable customers who buy from a specific company is 

slightly more difficult in industries with multiple competitors, none of which has a 

dominant position. The customer side included nine customer respondents, three who 

mainly bought products from each of the interviewed companies. These respondents 

were categorized by their levels of sustainability they see in their main brand choice, 

which would be a rough proxy for how much concern they have for sustainability (see 

Table 7). (Recall that consumers who are not very concerned with sustainability at all 

are not in this sample.) 

 

Table 3.6 List of respondents, their brand, and perceived sustainability level of the 

brand. 

Respondent sustainability level of brand 

purchased (researcher’s score) 
Sustainability of brand 

 (assessed by respondents) 

C1 High Medium 

C2 High Medium 

C3 High High 

C4 Medium High 

C5 Medium High 

C6 Medium High  

C7 Low Medium 

C8 Low Low 

C9 Low Low 

  

 Snowball sampling was used, which works well for reaching participants 

who are somewhat hard to find (Atkinson & Flint, 2001; Goodman, 2011). The initial 

respondents—the seeds—were selected through the researchers’ personal networks to 

ensure that they were knowledgeable, able to give required information, and willing to 

participate (Browne, 2005; Heckathorn, 2011; Noy, 2008).  In general, snowball is often 

useful for adapting sampling to specific cultural conditions (Sadler et al., 2010). In 

particular, as with the manager interviews, this accommodates Thailand’s relationship-

oriented culture (Kainzbauer & Hunt, 2021).   

 Similar as the interview in the internal corporate level, semi-structured in-

depth interview technique was adopted. The questions are open-ended and were 
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conducted by using the keywords “how” and “what”. Probing questions were used when 

needed. Notes were taken, as well as digital record. The interview lasted approximately 

30 minutes.  

 Three main topics were addressed. First, how respondents think about the 

brand image related to sustainability. Second, how respondents think of corporate image 

that relates to sustainability. Third, how respondents explain the contribution of 

sustainability elements to customer emotional satisfaction. The interview was divided 

into two parts. The first part is when the respondents were encouraged to explain in their 

own definition of branding related to sustainability, while the latter part was the response 

after a brief introduction explaining a comprehensive 3-pillar sustainable branding.  In 

practice, especially for customers who are highly concerned about sustainability, much 

of the discussion of sustainability was already oriented toward a more comprehensive 

three-pillar view.   

 Table 3 in Appendix A shows the questions covered in the in-depth 

interview. The interview began with the screening question to see whether the 

respondent values sustainability in any level. The questions covered all three constructs 

in the external consumer level, including brand image, customer satisfaction with focus 

on the emotional response, and corporate image, in the context of comprehensive 

sustainability. Probing questions were frequently adopted to ensure that the respondents 

cover all three sustainability pillars as much as they can, but the three pillar framework 

was not stressed in the early stages of the interview. We wanted to see how much the 

respondents would bring it up themselves. 

 

 3.3.2  Result and Analysis 

 Similar to what has been done with the managers’ interview, notes taken 

during the interview with the customers were analyzed. Responses were categorized 

into themes and sub-themes, in order to analyze the constructs found the interview, as 

well as to understand their linkages. The result reveals four main themes, namely 

sustainable brand, brand image, customer emotional satisfaction, and corporate 

reputation (see Appendix A-Table 4).  
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 3.3.3  Defining the Concepts 

 Four main topics, which are brand image, corporate image, emotional 

attachment, and purchase decision, were addressed. Respondents were requested to 

explain how they build brand and corporate images in their mind, and how those images 

impact there emotional satisfaction and purchase decision.  

3.3.1.1  Brand Image.  

  Building Brand Image. There are several literatures claiming 

CSR activities directly contribute to sustainable brand image (Chang & Yeh, 2017; Lai 

et al., 2010). The results from this study, however, reveals that there are several more 

factors consumers used to build brand image in their mind, including the product, 

consumer’s direct and indirect experiences with the brand, and their own reasoning. 

  Building sustainable brand image in customer’s mind can be 

done through various channels. For the green attribute, most customers agreed that they 

had built the green brand image through the product attributes. For example, the 

products are made from recycled materials or the products consume less natural resource 

compared to competitors. One respondent said, ‘I think of them as a green brand 

because their products consume much less water compared to other options available’ 

(C3). Another example is respondent C7, who purchased several products from the 

brand with low sustainability score, said ‘I wouldn’t say they are green brand. But yes, 

they do have a bit of green image to me.’ And ‘I think I built that green brand image 

through their products. I spent a lot of time in their showroom, and I found many of their 

products are made of eco-friendly materials’.  

  Building green brand image can also be done through 

experience, both one’s own experience and others’ experience. Respondent C6 said ‘I 

have seen them helping the local community and the environment so I assumed that their 

brand is green’ and ‘I think when I contacted their after-sale service or communicated 

with the salesperson, I can feel that they are quite ethical and care about customer’ 

(C8). One respondent implied that she partly built the brand image by listening to her 

father, ‘My Dad told me that they concern about the environment’ (C4).  

  For social pillar, customers also build their social image around 

products, as well as the brand story and CSR initiatives. It is interesting to note that 

social brand image occurs to only customers who purchase the brands with high and 
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medium sustainability score. Some customers may build social brand image when they 

know their money will go to help local community, such as ‘The product itself is made 

by local tribes with local materials’, C2. Respondent C6 mentioned about the brand 

story by saying ‘of course, it has been communicated the story that it is the social brand 

since the beginning’. In addition, respondent A2 mentioned about CSR ‘I saw they have 

done a lot of CSR activities, so it comes natural to me that their brand is related to social 

image’.  

  It is interesting to note that most economic brand image is not 

built by having the economic attribute attached to the brand, but rather built from 

customers’ reasoning linked to other pillars. For example, one might think that the brand 

has economic image because the products are made by local people, so they naturally 

help stimulate local economy. Like ‘It is very obvious that they are local brand that 

stimulate economy in many ways’ (C3). For the brand with low sustainability score, both 

social and economic brand image were not mentioned. 

  When considering all three pillars together, the result 

straightforwardly showed that a customer who has built comprehensive sustainable 

brand image, has created such image from their experience with all angles of 

sustainability pillars through various ways mentioned earlier. They might also add their 

own reasoning to build such image. Respondent C4 said ‘I have known this brand since 

I was a kid, and I saw them on TV doing a lot of activities that are good for local society, 

implying that they also help stimulating local economy. I also bought their green 

products. So I consider this brand sustainable’. 

  Advantages of Brand Image. Building sustainable brand image 

is advantageous for both brand and customers. The result from this in-depth interview 

supports the literature that sustainable attributes can benefit to those consumers who 

value sustainability in functional, symbolic, and experiential ways. Such consumers are 

willing to pay in premium when the products associated with sustainability (Anselmsson 

et al., 2014). All respondents are willing to pay in premium if the brand is associated 

with sustainability. Respondents who value highly of sustainability are willing to pay 

up to 50% more, compared to unsustainable brands. Customer C6 who value highly in 

sustainability mentioned ‘When I purchase such product, I consider 30% for product 

and 70% for a brand. I can actually go up to 50% for sustainable brands if I can afford’. 
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Customer C9 who has low sustainability concern is still willing to pay up to 10% from 

normal price.  

  Another interesting issue to point out is that some customers 

tend to link sustainability to product quality. They feel that sustainable brand is likely 

to offer good quality products because the brand and company’ intention is good. A 

respondent who highly values sustainability and purchased a brand with high 

sustainability score said that ‘Because they concern about sustainability, it implies that 

the product quality should be good. They care to invest in sustainability, so they are 

likely to invest in the product development as well’, C3. However, a customer who value 

less in sustainability and bought a product from low scored brand believed that 

sustainability is not related to product quality. ‘I think sustainability has nothing to do 

with product quality’, stated C8. 

3.3.1.2  Corporate Image.  

  CSR Initiatives. When CSR is implemented proactively and 

genuinely, it clearly has positive impact on environmental and social outcomes, which 

finally contribute to corporate image and reputation (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006; Nguyen 

et al., 2020; Nirino et al., 2019; Saeidi et al., 2015). Customers build corporate image 

mostly from CSR activities the company has done in the past (C.-C. Chen et al., 2021). 

They have been communicated through PR news, social media, and the brand’s official 

website. For a company with high sustainability concern, customers tend to remember 

their sustainable image through CSR initiatives. According to respondent C2 who 

purchased a brand from the company with high sustainability level, ‘I have seen them 

(CSR activities) from social media and TV, but mostly social media.’ Customers tend to 

perceive the companies who have CSR initiatives are ethical, sympathetic, and not quite 

profit oriented. Like C3 said ‘Doing CSR is not cheap, so at least they are not super 

profit oriented’. Customers who purchased a brand which is from a low scored 

sustainability score, on the other hand, mentioned nothing about CSR.  

  Customers’ Expectation. Although most customers believe 

sustainability is a required practice, they agreed that only one or two pillars of 

sustainability is enough. Eight out of nine respondents implied that integrating all 3 

pillars are preferable but not a mandatory. For example, C8 said ‘Not necessary three 

things. Only one makes me feel good and considered sustainable.’ Customer C3 who 
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has high consciousness on sustainability suggested that a company can choose to have 

a pillar at a time, and they will naturally combine into a 3-pillar sustainability in macro 

scale. He stated ‘Not really, I think only one is enough. Of course, it is good to 

incorporate three, but it is much more possible if each company is responsible for one 

pillar. Eventually, they will combine into 3 pillars in the larger scale anyway.’ However, 

there was one respondent with high sustainability awareness saying that it is important 

for a brand to have 3 pillars to be considered sustainable brand. He said ‘To me, I think 

a brand needs to have 3 pillars to be a sustainable brand. I think there is nothing wrong 

about unsustainable brand. Of course, it is good to have’, C6. 

3.3.3.3 Customer Satisfaction and Emotional Attachment. 

  Thomson et al. (2005) described emotional attachment to 

organizations as an emotional bond between an organization and an individual. While 

Mai & Ness (1999) have identified customer satisfaction as a level of overall pleasure 

perceived by a customer. In this study, customers’ emotion and satisfaction can be 

divided into two categories—product related and non-product related factors. The 

findings support the literature in which integrating sustainability into the brand can 

contribute to satisfaction among sustainability-oriented customers (Becker-Olsen et al., 

2006; Chang, 2011; Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016). 

  Product Related Factor. According to Frank-Martin & Peattie 

(2009), sustainable products can create positive emotion, contributing to customer 

satisfaction. In this study, respondents refer their pleasure to product quality, 

functionality, design, and material. For example, ‘I am happy with the (product) design’, 

(C1), ‘Water saving, design, and basic functions’, (C2), and ‘Recycle material’, (C5).  

  Non-product Related Factor. For non-product related 

satisfaction, respondents referred to moral and emotional fulfillment. Purchasing 

products from sustainable brands made them feel either they are good people or they 

somehow contribute to the society, even for customers with lower concern on 

sustainability. This finding confirms the past study from Njoroge et al. (2019) that 

sustainability contributes to consumers’ emotional, if not only physical, needs. The 

result of this study supports this literature by showing that buying sustainable brands 

fulfill their emotional needs in one way or another, regardless of their level of 

sustainability concern.   
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  For example, respondent C7 who is less conscious about 

sustainability said that purchasing products from sustainable brands made him feel good 

to contribute to the world sustainability and being a good person, ‘I feel like I can 

contribute to world sustainability by buying such brand’. And ‘It makes me feel like I 

am a good person’. For emotional needs, purchasing a product from sustainable brand 

made they feel good, proud, and less guilty for spending money. Like C9 said, ‘I feel 

less guilty when spending a lot of money to consume things’ and ‘I feel good to help the 

planet’. Respondent C6 who values highly in sustainability mentioned that sustainable 

brand image is important to him when the product is not a basic need, he stated ‘depends 

on products. If it is special, not basic needs, it (sustainable brand image) is necessary 

because we buy satisfaction, and sustainability is one of my satisfactions’. 

  Thus, for customers, sustainable brand and corporate image 

helps fulfilling their emotional, if not only functional needs (Njoroge et al., 2019).  In 

other words, it has value to customers, and this, is something worth paying a little more 

for.  Respondent C5 mentioned ‘If the product is not cheap, I would consider it a 

splurge, so fulfilling my emotional needs is necessary’. This sustainable brand image 

may also lead to customer’s purchase intention, for those who value sustainability in 

medium and high levels. Respondent C2 stated, ‘It helps me make purchase decision 

and I can pay even more to buy those brands.’ For customers who value less about 

sustainability such as C8, this is still relevant, but only green image matters because she 

primarily focuses on the green pillar. She said, ‘green image of the brand might lead to 

purchase decision, the others are optional.’   

3.3.3.4  Purchase Decision.  

  When it comes to finalizing purchase decision, customers 

definitely also consider various factors other than sustainable attribute. Despite their 

positive feeling towards sustainability, and incorporation of sustainability into their 

purchase criteria, obviously, being a sustainable brand alone does not secure purchase 

decision. Research indicates that sustainability is among the relevant purchase criteria 

for many consumers, although not always the most important (Nilssen et al., 2019). The 

factors involved in making purchase decision include the product itself, price, and the 

brand. For the product, customers value its quality, functionality, design, and material. 

Some of such attributes are related to sustainability, such as recycle material and green 
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performance. For example, ‘design, functionality, and water consumption rate’, (C1) 

and ‘recycle and local material’, (C5). 

  Some literature suggests that consumers do not want to pay 

more for sustainability, and that attitude towards sustainability may not always translate 

into behavior or willingness to pay (M. Wright & Klÿn, 1998). Much research, however, 

demonstrates that consumer segments which value one or more of the sustainability 

pillars will pay more (e.g., Fuller et al., 2022; Hinnen et al., 2017; Maaya et al., 2018; 

Trivedi et al., 2015). The willingness to pay more was common in these interviews.  

This is consistent with other brand image research demonstrating that sustainability-

oriented consumers are willing to pay more for products with a strong sustainability 

image, provided they are also perceived as high quality (Anselmsson et al., 2014). 

Although there are many concerns while purchasing a product, all respondents are 

willing to pay in 10%-50% premium for sustainable brands. Unquestionably, customers 

with higher concern about sustainability tend to be willing to pay more for sustainable 

brand. Respondent C6 with high sustainability concern stressed, ‘I can go up to 50% for 

sustainable brand’, while respondent C9 with low sustainability consciousness 

mentioned, ‘I will choose sustainable brands over other brands if the price is no more 

than 10% higher.’ This finding implied that consumers in sustainable sector are willing 

to purchase sustainable brands even when their products are coupled with price 

premium.  

  Of course, small-sample qualitative studies may not be fully 

generalizable. This qualitative research, however, does illustrate that the assertions in 

the first four research questions hold in this context. Despite different levels of 

implementation, companies are already engaged in three-pillar sustainability. 

Consumers use sustainability in constructing brand and corporate images, and the 

market is moving toward a full three-pillar understanding of sustainability. In 

Siggeldow's terminology (Siggelkow, 2007), this qualitative research demonstrates that 

these four RQ are ‘plausible’.  Therefore, the research indicates paths that need to be 

explored as orientation toward sustainability continues to grow among businesses and 

in markets.  Chapter 4 examines the implications of this sustainable brand image on 

emotional response and brand loyalty among sustainability-oriented consumers. 
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CHAPTER Ⅳ  
THE QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF THE MIXED METHODS 

 

 

4.1  Introduction 

 This chapter demonstrates the quantitative part of the study, which surveyed 

consumers to examine whether Brand Image and Corporate Image based on the three 

pillars impact Emotional Attachment and ultimately Brand Loyalty. A set of 

questionnaires was developed from the literature and adapted to the results found in the 

qualitative research. A small set of experts were asked to assess the questionnaire.  Index 

of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) method (Hasson et al., 2000; Thorn & Deitz, 1989) 

was adopted to seek for a consensus on the experts’ opinions. The questionnaire was 

then distributed to 27 respondents for the pilot test. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 

was used to gain a preliminary assessment of convergent and discriminant validity, and 

reliability. The final questionnaires were then distributed to 315 respondents who value 

sustainability. At the end, 308 respondents were eligible for the study. 

 After collecting the data, the overview of the basic summary statistics for 

the questionnaire items was performed. The researcher then examined the reliabilities 

of the sub-dimensions and sustainability pillars. Composite variables representing the 

concepts in the model were created from factor scores.  Structural equation modeling 

(SEM) was chosen in this study because it aims to explain the relationships among 

multiple variables. SEM also examines the structure of interrelationships shown in the 

equations, which is similar to a series of multiple regressions. Such equations describe 

every relationship among variables and constructs (Hair et al., 2019). There are 4 

hypotheses tested in the study. The result of SEM supports all 4 hypotheses.  

 

 

4.2  Questionnaire Development 

 Potential questionnaire items in the initial instrument were mostly retrieved 

from the literature.  For brand image, the study from Lin et al. (2021) suggested items 
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to determine each sub-dimension—functional, affective, and reputational modules. The 

study used a five-point scale, with 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly agree”.  

For Corporate image, the items were initially retrieved from Ali et al. (2020), Bayol et 

al. (2000), and Loock & Phillips (2020). There are three sub-dimensions including 

credibility, trust and reliability, and responsibility. Ali et al. (2020) suggested a 8-item 

scale, while Ali et al. (2020), Bayol et al. (2000), and Loock & Phillips (2020) proposed 

a 10 and 7 items scale respectively.  

 The items for emotional attachment was mainly adopted from the Thomson 

et al. (2005) and Barreda et al. (2020)’ studies. The sub-dimensions are passion, and 

connection. In Thomson et al. (2005)’s study, respondents used a 7-point rating scale, 

ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very well). In Barreda et al. (2020) suggested a 6-point 

likert scale, where 1 refers to “strongly disagree” and 6 refers to “strongly agree”.  The 

measurement of brand loyalty in this study was adopted from Sohail (2022) and Yoo & 

Donthu (2002), where there is no sub-dimension. A five-point Likert scales, ranging 

from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree” was proposed.   

 Such items retrieved from the literature were also modified according to the 

results found from the qualitative study.  

 From the qualitative study, the researcher has gained a thorough 

understanding of thinking about the concepts from both internal corporate level and 

external consumer level.  Such items retrieved from the literature were modified 

according to the results found from the qualitative study and to the industry context. A 

few items found from the qualitative study were added. The scale was developed in a 5-

point Likert scale, from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). The questions were 

initially conducted in English and translated into Thai, because the respondents are 

mostly native Thai.  

 It should be kept in mind that the respondents qualified for this study are not 

random customers, but rather customers who value sustainability to some extent, though 

with some range of thinking about this.  The objective here is to demonstrate that 

sustainability practices in the company translate into positive perceptions among 

customers.  As with any product / company attributes, of course, segments which see no 

value in the attributes will see little benefit to products / companies which provide them.   
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 4.2.1  Questionnaire items on Brand Image  

 Because the focus of this research is mainly on comprehensive three-pillar 

sustainability, brand image in this study shall refer to a set of perceptions of a brand in 

a consumer’s mind that is linked to sustainability, including social, environmental, and 

economic concerns. The dimensions used to measure the brand image were initially 

adopted from Lin et al. (2021), Hameed et al. (2021), and Chen (2010), refined based 

on the results from the qualitative. These 3 studies cover, however, merely 2 pillars of 

sustainability, which are green and social pillars. The measurement for the economic 

pillar was modified from the other pillars, because the result from the qualitative 

interview suggested that the three pillars are interconnected, consistent with literature 

discussion (Purvis et al., 2019). And consumers often build their own economic brand 

image by linking to the other pillars.  

 In short, brand image consisted of functional, affective, and reputation sub-

dimensions. The items were initially developed from the study from Lin et al. (2021). 

In the study, there are 2, 3, and 2 items for functional, affective, and reputational sub-

dimensions respectively. However, because 4 items were needed for each dimension to 

demonstrate thorough representation of the 3 sub-dimensions, and statistical 

consideration in case the sub-dimensions are modeled as distinct.  The rest of the 

questions were modified from the studies from Chen (2010) and Hameed et al. (2021).    

 Lin et al. (2021) suggested that the functional sub-dimension includes 

consumer’s perspective about whether the brand offers high quality products and unique 

characteristics, while Chen (2010) and Hameed et al. (2021) proposed that customers 

consider whether the brand is excellent about environmental features. Such green 

features include whether the brand has incorporated sustainable operations and offers 

sustainable green products (Chen, 2008). The results from the qualitative study point in 

the same direction that customers tend to link sustainable brand image with high product 

quality.  

 The affective dimension includes whether the customers feel that the brand 

is nice, the brand has unique personality in sustainability, and the brand will not 

disappoint them. The result of the qualitative study supports the literature in which 

consumers tend to have good feeling towards sustainable brands. For the reputation 

dimension, the literature proposed three items. One, the brand is one of the best brands 
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in its sector. Two, the brand is professional about sustainability. Three, the brand is 

trustworthy about sustainability premises (Chen, 2010; Hameed et al., 2021; Lin et al., 

2021). It was found in the qualitative study that consumers tend to trust sustainable 

brands because they believe that if a brand cares to invest in sustainability, it is likely 

that such brand cares enough to invest in product quality. 

 Although the measurement was initially retrieved from the literature, it is 

important to integrate all three sustainability pillars into the items, to ensure that the 

constructs will be created with an incorporation of comprehensive three-pillar 

sustainability. Green and social pillar are well stated in the literature, while the economic 

pillar is not. The qualitative study, however, pointed out that the three pillars are well 

interconnected and consumers often build their own economic brand image from their 

own reasoning by linking it to the other pillars. Therefore, the researcher developed 

most items for the economic pillar by modifying the items from the other two pillars. 

 The initial draft questionnaire on brand image can be seen in Appendix B-

Table 1, and Table 4.1 below summarizes the number of items categorized by pillars 

and measurement dimensions. Because the concepts are complex components, the 

researcher needs to ensure that each dimension of brand image covered all three 

sustainability pillars. As a result, there were 36 questions in total, as well as a single 

overall summary question to help check that the individual items correlate with it well. 

 

Table 4.1 Numbers of items used in the questionnaire on brand image, categorized 

by sustainability pillars and measurement dimensions. 

Dimensions Green pillar Social pillar 
Economic 

pillar 

A single overall 

summary 

question 

Functional 4 4 4  

Affective 4 4 4  

Reputation 4 4 4  

A single overall 

summary question 
   1 
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 4.2.2 Questionnaire items on Corporate Image 

 Corporate image refers to “a collective representation of a firm’s past 

actions and results that describes the firm’s ability to deliver valued outcomes to 

multiple stakeholders” (Gardberg & Fombrun, 2002). For customers, such image is 

created from cumulative judgment and perception of a particular enterprise, resulting 

from one’s experience and impression with a company (T. J. Brown et al., 2006; Bruno 

et al., 2020; Mostafa et al., 2015). Past studies suggested that corporate reputation 

should possess four functions, which are credibility, trustworthiness, reliability, and 

responsibility (Bruno et al., 2020; Van Riel & Fombrun, 1996). Although the 

measurement of corporate image is fairly well established in some applications, very 

few studies have scales which incorporate the comprehensive sustainability into the 

items.  

 The measurement in this study was developed and adapted from the studies 

from (Ali et al. (2020), Bayol et al. (2000), and Loock & Phillips (2020), where 

corporate image was mentioned in a sustainability context. The findings from the 

qualitative phase were also used to fill the gap where the literature did not cover. The 

result reveals that customers build corporate image in their mind mostly through CSR 

activities. The items were categorized into credibility dimension, trust and reliability 

dimension, and responsibility dimension. Although trust and reliability are sometimes 

believed to be separated functions (S. Wright, 2010), they are often used 

interchangeably (Berens & van Riel, 2004). Respondents in the in-depth interview 

mentioned about reliability and trust in the same sense, so attempts to measure two 

separate dimensions would be somewhat artificial in this context and they were 

combined.  

 Reputation for credibility may be measured by customer’s perspective on 

whether this company offers quality sustainable products, whether a company actively 

involved in sustainability development, and whether a company have regular genuine 

CSR activities. For trust and reliability dimension, the measure covers whether the 

customers believe the company genuinely cares about sustainability, whether they have 

good feeling about the company, whether the customers think it is possible for such 

company to sacrifice its profitability for a purpose of sustainability, an whether the 

company is reliable.  
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 And for responsibility dimension, the items include if the customer thinks 

the company obey laws and is transparent, the company has responsibility on 

sustainability concern, and the company appears to support good causes. The items were 

modified from the studies from Bruno et al. (2020) and Van Riel & Fombrun (1996). 

Table 2 in Appendix B shows the items for pilot questionnaire on corporate image, and 

Table 4.2 shows the summary of numbers of items categorized by pillars and 

measurement dimensions. 

 

Table 4.2 Numbers of items used in the questionnaire on corporate image, 

categorized by sustainability pillars and measurement dimensions. 

Dimensions Green pillar Social pillar 
Economic 

pillar 

A single overall 

summary question 

Credibility  4 4 4  

Trust and reliability 4 4 4  

Responsibility 4 4 4  

A single overall 

summary Q 

   1 

 

 4.2.3  Questionnaire items on Emotional Attachment 

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, emotional attachment is an emotional 

bond between an organization and/or brand and an individual. This attachment can be 

determined by a deep feeling of affection, passion, and connection.  

 In the qualitative interview conducted in the earlier stage, the respondents 

claimed that purchasing products from sustainable brands made them feel either they 

are good people or they somehow contribute to the society, which somehow leads to 

higher self-esteem. This finding confirms the past studies that integrating sustainability 

into the product is likely to evoke consumers’ emotional attachment, which eventually 

leads to their self-esteem (Han et al., 2020; Lee & DeLong, 2017).  

 The measurement of emotional attachment was mainly adopted from the 

Thomson et al. (2005) and Barreda et al. (2020)’ studies. The construct consists of 

affection, passion, and connection dimensions. According to Thomson et al. (2005), 

affection dimension includes affectionate, loved, friendly, and peaceful items. Such 
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items show the warm feelings that customers have towards a brand. Passion dimension 

includes passionate, delighted, and captivated items. They demonstrate intense and 

aroused feelings that are positive towards a brand. The last dimension is connection, 

which includes connected, bonded, and attached items. These items are able to describe 

consumer’s feelings of being linked to the brand. 

 The items were categorized into the three dimensions found above 

(Appendix B-Table 3). Unlike brand image and corporate image, the questions were not 

categorized into the three sustainable pillars. This was because the emotional attachment 

is attached to the whole brand, rather than one particular element in the brand. Table 4.3 

shows the summary of numbers of items categorized by dimensions.   

 

Table 4.3 Numbers of items used in the questionnaire on emotional attachment, 

categorized by measurement dimensions. 

Dimensions Number of Questions 

Affection 4 

Passion 4 

Connection 4 

A single overall summary Q 1 

 

 4.2.4  Questionnaire items on Brand Loyalty 

 Brand loyalty has long been perceived as a behavioral construct, which 

represents consumer’s favorable attitude towards a brand as well as an intention of 

repurchase (Nam et al., 2011; Sohail, 2022). The measurement of brand loyalty in this 

study was adopted from Sohail (2022) and Yoo & Donthu (2002). Unlike the other 

constructs, the literature proposed no sub-dimension for brand loyalty. Brand loyalty is 

not the main focus in this study, and it is well known that favorable attitudes (as well as 

emotional attachment, if one follows the literature which calls it a separate concept) lead 

to brand loyalty. Therefore, a general measurement with no sub-dimension is sufficient 

for this study (Appendix A-Table 4). Table 4.4 shows the numbers of items used in the 

questionnaire on brand loyalty.  
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Table 4.4 Numbers of items used in the questionnaire on brand loyalty 

Dimensions Number of Questions 

Brand loyalty 5 

 

 

4.3  Expert Opinion 

 Although the items were modified according to the literature and results 

from the qualitative interview, the opinions from experts are as well important. After 

the questionnaire was developed, the questionnaire items were tested for content validity 

through expert opinion and the Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) method 

(Hasson et al., 2000; Thorn & Deitz, 1989) to seek for a consensus on the opinions. The 

concept of IOC is to show both academic and business experts a brief definition of the 

concepts and their sub-dimensions, and request them to rate how well the question 

represents the sub-dimensions.  In total, 4 experts were chosen from academic and 

business fields, including 1) a marketing manager who studies a PhD in sustainability, 

2) a manager specializing in sustainable products, 3) a PhD university professor 

specializing in sustainability, small business, and entrepreneurship, and 4) a PhD 

business professor in management. The wording used was: 

 Please identify whether the questions well represent the following 

dimensions.  

 -1 = not appropriate, 0 = not sure, and 1 = appropriate 

 Items with the average score lower than 0.5 were eliminated, and the rest of 

the items remained. The expert opinion results are shown in Table 5-8 in Appendix B-

1. There were merely two items with the score of lower than 0.5. They were eliminated. 

A few questions were also commented to have minor issues such as incomplete 

translation from English to Thai and choice of words. Those questions were modified 

accordingly. In total, 2 questions were eliminated and the slight wording revision was 

made for 10 questions (see Table 4.5). The final draft versions of the questionnaires 

used in the pilot study are shown in Table 9-12 in Appendix B.   
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Table 4.5 Summary of the questions revised according to IOC 

Construct Number of Wording 

Revisions 

Number of Item 

Eliminations 

Brand image 2 1 

Corporate image 7 1 

Emotional attachment 1 0 

Brand loyalty 0 0 

  

 Before conducting the main quantitative survey, the researcher needed to 

ensure that the measures work properly. The initial list of measures and questions were 

refined according to the expert opinions, and were tested through a pilot survey. The 

pilot survey is necessary to check whether the items are applicable to typical 

respondents.  

 

 

4.4  Pilot Study 

 The research then distributed questionnaires for a pre-test. The draft 

questionnaire was distributed to respondents who are concerned about sustainability. 

These respondents must be the customers of one of the 9 brands stated in Chapter 3 

Table 3.2. Snowball sampling, which was also be used in the main study, was adopted. 

As mentioned earlier in the qualitative study, personal connections are often important 

for information access in Asian culture. Therefore, personal connections were used to 

find the snowball seeds. There is evidence showing that snowball sampling technique is 

useful when the populations are specific and difficult to find (e.g., Atkinson & Flint, 

2001). Van Meter (1990) suggested that when implementing carefully, snowball 

sampling can be fairly representative.   

 In total, 27 respondents were identified in the pilot study. All of them rated 

themselves at 3 or above for their concern on sustainability. Six respondents are the 

customers of the brands with high sustainability level, 11 respondents are consumers of 

the brand with medium sustainability level, and the rest are from the brands with low 

sustainability score. Summary statistics, including assessment of normality, mean, 

standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, were initially examined for each question 
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(Appendix B-2 Table 13-14). No major issues were found and all items in the 

questionnaire were distributed normally according to the common Shapiro-Wilks 

statistical test (Hair et al., 2019). 

 Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was as well adopted to examine the pilot 

data. Generally, researchers would not conduct factor analysis of a sample of fewer than 

50 observations (Hair et al., 2019), but this is not always the case.  When the dimensions 

and sub-dimensions are carefully developed from the literature and adapted to the 

context, resulting in high factor loadings, small samples are applicable (de Winter et al., 

2009; Jung, 2013).  In exploratory research where factor loadings are usually small, 

however, large samples are needed. “For loadings higher than .8 and one factor, even 

sample sizes smaller than 10 were sufficient for factor recovery” (de Winter et al., 2009).  

 The analysis initially examined the variables separately, including brand 

image, corporate image, emotional attachment, and brand loyalty. The factors were 

executed based on Eigenvalues to confirm whether the factors retrieved from the pilot 

data are consistent with the theories from the literature. The researcher then explored 

the factor analyses with alternative solutions in which one more or one less factor was 

forced, in order to identify the best structure (Hair et al., 2019). The factor loadings and 

communalities were also carefully investigated to see whether the items were 

problematic and should be eliminated.  

 For brand image, as can be seen in Appendix B-Table 15, it was initially 

found that the factors were roughly categorized into 3 sustainability pillars, but not into 

sub-dimensions—functional, affective, and reputation dimensions—found in the 

literature. After forcing 3 factors to specifically examine the pillars, the economic pillar 

was clearly shown while the other two pillars were somewhat mixed together. The 

researcher then forced one-by-one more factors to examine the structure. Forcing four 

factors show distinctly three sustainability pillars. Among four factors extracted, two 

are green, one is social, and one is economic pillar. It can be seen that the green pillar 

has split into two sub-structures, while the other two pillars showed no sub-structure. 

There was cross-loading problem in a few items. The researcher then explored the three 

pillars one-by-one to examine the problematic items. After considering the statistical 

results as well as the theories suggested in the literature, a few problematic questions, 

including cross-loading, communalities, and reliability issues, were deleted.  
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 Similar to brand image, the factor solution for corporate image began by 

using Eigenvalues to determine the number of factors (Appendix B-Table 16). Roughly, 

there were 3 factors according to the 3 sustainability pillars, but not into sub-

dimensions—credibility, trust and reliability, and responsibility dimensions. Unlike 

brand image, the three factors did not clearly show up when forcing 3 factors. The pillars 

showed up fairly distinctly when forcing 6 factors, in which each pillar showed its own 

substructure (i.e., 2 green, 2 social, 2 econ factors). There were several problematic 

items, especially with cross-loading issues. After the problematic items were deleted, 

the three pillars were revealed much more clearly.  

 Factor solution for the emotional attachment was also initially performed 

based on Eigenvalues. After forcing 3 factors, the 3 sub-dimensions—affection, passion, 

and connection—were shown clearly without serious problem. Similarly, the factor 

analysis for the brand loyalty shows no major problem. Therefore, no item questions for 

emotional attachment and brand loyalty were deleted.  

 Table 4.6 summarizes the EFA on the three pillars and overall dimensions 

in the pilot test.  

 

Table 4.6 Summary of EFA in the pilot study 

 
EFA of each single pillar EFA of the construct 

additive overall 

dimension 

Brand Image A few weak and cross-

loadings items in green and 

social pillars were deleted. 

several cross-loading and 

weak items, but coherence 

on overall dimension  

α = 0.973 

Corporate 

Image 

A few weak and cross-

loadings items in social and 

economic pillars were deleted. 

several cross-loading and 

weak items, but coherence 

on overall dimension 

α = 0.982 

Emotional 

Attachment 

no serious problems were 

shown 

 

several cross-loading items, 

but coherence on overall 

dimension 

α = 0.910 

Brand Loyalty N/A One weak item and a few 

cross-loading items, but 

coherence on overall 

dimension  

α = 0.909 
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4.5  Final Questionnaire Version and Sampling Methodology 

 After eliminating a few problematic items according to the pilot study, the 

final questionnaire version was finalized. In total, there are 84 items, including 34 

questions for brand image, 33 questions for corporate image, 12 questions for emotional 

attachment, and 5 questions for brand loyalty (Table 4.7).  

 

Table 4.7 Numbers of items used in the final questionnaire, categorized by pillars 

and sub-dimensions 

Constructs and 

sub-dimensions 

Green 

pillar 

Social 

pillar 

Economic 

pillar 

No specific 

pillar  

A single 

overall 

summary 

question 

Brand image (BI)      

Functional 2 3 4   

Affective 4 4 4   

Reputation 4 4 4   

A single overall 

summary question for BI 
    

1 

Corporate image (CI)      

Credibility  4 3 4   

Trust and reliability 4 4 4   

Responsibility 4 3 2   

A single overall 

summary question for CI 

    1 

Emotional attachment (EA)      

Affection    4  

Passion    4  

Connection    4  

Brand loyalty (BL)    5  

  

 The survey samplings started with the seeds from two sources. The seeds of 

this study came partly from the researcher’s personal connections. As noted in the 

qualitative phase earlier, personal connection is often needed for access in international 

business research (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008), especially in Asia (Srijumpa et al., 
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2004). These group of respondents were known to be clients of the selected brands and 

are concerned about sustainability. The second source of the seeds was people who 

interact with fan page and e-commerce channels of the brands. Snowball sampling was 

adopted after the initial seeds. As stated earlier, snowball sampling technique is useful 

when the populations are difficult to reach, as well as helps adapting the sampling to the 

specific cultural context (Atkinson & Flint, 2001; Sadler et al., 2010). The study from 

Van Meter (1990) suggested that carefully implemented snowball sampling can be 

representative. These initially selected respondents were requested to recommend 

people with similar characteristics and fell into the criterion to participate in this study. 

The questionnaire was conducted online through Google form, so they were self-

administered and thereby were able to take all the time they needed.  

 Initially, 315 respondents were collected, 7 of them were found to be 

ineligible because they had only one answer throughout the whole set of questions. 

These 7 questionnaires were then eliminated. In total, there were 308 eligible cases 

ready for the quantitative analysis.  

 

 

4.6  The Model and the Hypotheses 

 The model and hypotheses of this quantitative study are shown again in 

Figure 4.1 for easy reference. It is worth to note again that all hypotheses tested here are 

not in general context, but rather in the context of sustainability, i.e. this data cannot 

assess whether sustainable brand and corporate images impact emotional attachment 

among people who have no interest in sustainability. 
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Figure 4.1 The structural model and hypotheses for the quantitative study 

  

 Hypothesis 1: Corporate image (CI) contributes to brand image (BI) 

 Hypothesis 2: Brand image (BI) has a positive impact on emotional 

attachment (EA) 

 Hypothesis 3: Corporate image (CI) has a positive impact on emotional 

attachment (EA) 

 Hypothesis 4: Emotional attachment (EA) contributes to brand loyalty (BL) 

 

 

4.7  Descriptive Statistics for the Concepts, Sub-dimensions, and Pillars 

 Every item of the data was initially screened to ensure that all data had been 

entered correctly and that no impossible values had been inputted. No problems were 

uncovered with data entry.  The researcher then performed the summary statistical 

analysis for each questionnaire item. The normality test, however, was not necessary 

because the sample size is large so occasional violation of the normality assumption 

should not lead to any issue (Ghasemi & Zahediasl, 2012).  At any rate, the small pilot 

sample did not show any normality problems, as noted above.  
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 4.7.1  Brand Image 

 It can be seen from Table 4.8 that the respondents agree about all of the 

brand image items with the mean of around 4, on a 1 to 5 scale with 5 = strongly agree. 

The means for all 5 subdimensions/pillars range from 3.899 to 4.093. There is no 

substantially stronger or weaker agreement on any particular subdimension and pillar, 

but rather somewhat similar. The standard deviation ranges from 0.692 to 0.778.  These 

results indicate that the respondents do recognize the sustainability efforts of the 

companies, at least in terms of brand image. 

 

Table 4.8 Descriptive statistics for brand image 

Item N Mean Std. Deviation 

BI1.1 308 4.15 0.729 

BI1.2 308 4.04 0.741 

Subdimension: Functional  

Pillar: Green (α=0.642) 4.093 
 

BI1.5 308 4.01 0.729 

BI1.6 308 3.94 0.763 

BI1.7 308 3.96 0.758 

Subdimension: Functional  

Pillar: Social (α=0.725) 3.972 
 

BI1.8 308 3.98 0.728 

BI1.9 308 3.95 0.692 

BI1.10 308 3.94 0.732 

BI1.11 308 3.91 0.759 

Subdimension: Functional  

Pillar: Economic (α=0.716) 3.945 
 

BI2.1 308 4.01 0.715 

BI2.2 308 4.04 0.743 

BI2.3 308 3.95 0.745 

BI2.4 308 4.01 0.715 

Subdimension: Affective 

Pillar: Green (α=0.740) 4.002 
 

BI2.5 308 3.94 0.774 

BI2.6 308 3.97 0.754 
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Table 4.8 Descriptive statistics for brand image (cont.) 

Item N Mean Std. Deviation 

BI2.7 308 3.98 0.703 

BI2.8 308 3.93 0.765 

Subdimension: Affective 

Pillar: Social (α=0.713) 3.957 
 

BI2.9 308 3.93 0.820 

BI2.10 308 3.87 0.774 

BI2.11 308 3.94 0.778 

BI2.12 308 3.86 0.765 

Subdimension: Affective 

Pillar: Economic (α=0.771) 3.899 
 

BI3.1 308 3.94 0.724 

BI3.2 308 3.97 0.773 

BI3.3 308 3.98 0.719 

BI3.4 308 3.98 0.703 

Subdimension: Reputation 

Pillar: Green (α=0.770) 3.968 
 

BI3.5 308 3.97 0.721 

BI3.6 308 4.01 0.735 

BI3.7 308 4.01 0.689 

BI3.8 308 4.00 0.715 

Subdimension: Reputation 

Pillar: Social (α=0.771) 3.999 
 

BI3.9 308 3.96 0.728 

BI3.10 308 3.96 0.721 

BI3.11 308 3.99 0.717 

BI3.12 308 3.94 0.727 

Subdimension: Reputation 

Pillar: Economic (α=0.772) 3.966 
 

 

 4.7.2  Corporate Image 

 Similar to brand image, the respondents also agree about all of the corporate 

image items with the mean of around 4 (Table 4.9). The means for all 5 

subdimensions/pillars range from 3.984 to 4.089. There is no substantially stronger or 
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weaker agreement on any particular subdimension and pillar. The standard deviation 

ranges from 0.661 to 0.779.  As with brand image, corporate image results indicate that 

consumers recognize the companies’ sustainability efforts. 

 

Table 4.9 Descriptive statistics for corporate image 

Item N Mean Std. Deviation 

CI1.1 308 4.18 0.779 

CI1.2 308 4.04 0.727 

CI1.3 308 4.06 0.719 

CI1.4 308 4.07 0.716 

Subdimension: Credibility  

Pillar: Green (α=0.752) 4.089 
 

CI1.5 308 4.01 0.735 

CI1.6 308 3.99 0.699 

CI1.7 308 3.97 0.748 

Subdimension: Credibility  

Pillar: Social (α=0.665) 3.991 
 

CI1.8 308 3.97 0.677 

CI1.9 308 3.95 0.76 

CI1.10 308 4.03 0.757 

CI1.11 308 4.02 0.793 

Subdimension: Credibility  

Pillar: Economic (α=0.778) 3.992 
 

CI2.1 308 4.00 0.768 

CI2.2 308 4.04 0.669 

CI2.3 308 4.01 0.720 

CI2.4 308 3.97 0.726 

Subdimension: Trust and Reliability 

Pillar: Green (α=0.763) 4.006 
 

CI2.5 308 3.94 0.699 

CI2.6 308 4.00 0.708 

CI2.7 308 4.00 0.742 

CI2.8 308 4.00 0.715 

Subdimension: Trust and Reliability 

Pillar: Social (α=0.724) 3.988 
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Table 4.9 Descriptive statistics for corporate image (cont.) 

Item N Mean Std. Deviation 

CI2.9 308 3.96 0.732 

CI2.10 308 4.00 0.711 

CI2.11 308 4.00 0.742 

CI2.12 308 3.96 0.745 

Subdimension: Trust and Reliability 

Pillar: Economic (α=0.784) 3.984 
 

CI3.1 308 3.98 0.706 

CI3.2 308 4.06 0.706 

CI3.3 308 4.05 0.716 

CI3.4 308 4.01 0.735 

Subdimension: Responsibility 

Pillar: Green (α=0.745) 4.022 
 

CI3.6 308 4.02 0.724 

CI3.7 308 4.01 0.670 

CI3.8 308 4.09 0.661 

 Subdimension: Responsibility 

Pillar: Social (α=0.662) 4.043 
 

CI3.10 308 4.00 0.701 

CI3.12 308 4.04 0.684 

 Subdimension: Responsibility 

Pillar: Economic (α=0.572) 4.018 
 

 

 4.7.3  Emotional Attachment 

 The respondents also agree about all of the emotional attachment items with 

the means range from 4.026 to 4.072 for the three subdimensions (Table 4.10). The 

standard deviation ranges from 0.630 to 0.746.  The relatively high level of emotional 

attachment is consistent with the strong recognition of the companies’ sustainability 

efforts among our respondents, who are concerned about sustainability.   
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Table 4.10 Descriptive statistics for emotional attachment 

Item N Mean Std. Deviation 

EA1.1 308 4.14 0.698 

EA1.2 308 4.03 0.728 

EA1.3 308 4.02 0.663 

EA1.4 308 4.10 0.670 

 Subdimension: Affection (α=0.701) 4.072 
 

EA2.1 308 4.01 0.713 

EA2.2 308 4.00 0.746 

EA2.3 308 4.02 0.706 

EA2.4 308 4.08 0.694 

 Subdimension: Passion (α=0.726) 4.026 
 

EA3.1 308 4.06 0.726 

EA3.2 308 4.02 0.701 

EA3.3 308 4.08 0.630 

EA3.4 308 4.06 0.641 

 Subdimension: Connection (α=0.691) 4.056 
 

 

 4.7.4  Brand Loyalty 

 The average agreement on the brand loyalty is 4.014. The mean of each item 

ranges from 3.53 to 4.20 (Table 4.10). The means in all items are above 4.00 except 

item BL 3, where the mean is 3.53. The standard deviation ranges from 0.674 to 1.009.  

 

Table 4.11 Descriptive statistics for brand loyalty 

  N Mean Std. Deviation 

BL1 308 4.15 0.688 

BL2 308 4.08 0.721 

BL3 308 3.53 1.009 

BL4 308 4.10 0.686 

BL5 308 4.20 0.674 

  (α=0.664) 4.014 
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4.8  Scale Purification  

 As seen above, Cronbach alpha was computed for each individual sub-

dimension.  The Cronbach alpha scores are reported in the respective summary statistics 

tables.  Every sub-dimension had an α > 0.6 except the responsibility dimension in 

corporate image which has a Cronbach a bit below 0.6 at 0.572. This indicates that the 

items are acceptable in representing each sub-dimension.  Although the normality test 

is not necessary for the study with large sample size, the researcher conducted a normal 

test in order to see the nature of the data. The Shapiro-Wilk test cannot reject normality 

for all subscales of the test at 5% significant level (see Appendix B-Table 17). The 

careful assessment of items in the expert opinion and pilot stages apparently eliminated 

most of the potential problems.  The decision of item deletion was not solely based on 

the statistical outcome, but also a consideration of the theories found in the literature 

and results from the qualitative study.  

 

 4.8.1  Factor Solution   

 To analyze the factor structure, the researcher used Principal Components 

Analysis in SPSS. Eigenvalue criterion was initially used to determine the number of 

factors to be extracted, and to confirm whether the factors retrieving here are consistent 

with the theories and the pilot test. Brand loyalty (BL) was found to have one factor as 

predicted. For brand image (BI), corporate image (CI), and emotional attachment (EA), 

the researcher explored the factor analyses with alternative solutions in which one more 

or one less factor was forced (Hair et al., 2019).  

 Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to verify whether the 

conceptualization from the literature using in the questionnaire is valid. EFA was also 

used to give guidance of item deletion. The researcher used EFA as a preliminary 

assessment of convergent and discriminant validity, and reliability. However, the results 

from EFA were not the only aspect taken into consideration. SEM results were also 

taken into account. The problems shown in SEM include standardized residual 

covariance, AVE, and Heywood cases. 

 BI and CI clearly showed a pattern of 3 pillars—green, social, and economic 

attributes—but further differentiation of their sub-dimensions as found in the literature 

was not distinct. This pattern is similar to what was found in the pilot test. Therefore, 
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the researcher reconducted factor solutions for BI and CI by separating them into 

individual pillars, which are BI green, BI social, BI economic, CI green, CI social, and 

CI economic. After conducting factor analysis for each individual pillar, each BI pillar 

exhibited functional, affective, and reputation sub-dimensions as suggested by the 

literature. And each CI pillar also showed credibility, trust and reliability, and 

responsibility modules as proposed in the literature. Clearly, all the sub-dimensions on 

each pillar only show up distinctly on an individual pillar basis. This sub-structure is not 

strong compared to distinctions among the pillars themselves, so they tended to confuse 

the result when trying to distinguish them with the three pillars all at once. This result 

was an initial indication to use pillars in the SEM, not sub-dimensions, in order not to 

ensure that the model was not too complex. 

 When forcing 3 factors, EA clearly showed 3 factors according to the 

literature, including affection, passion, and connection modules. While BL appeared to 

have merely one factor as expected. No serious problems were found for either of these 

constructs.  

 

 

4.9  Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

 Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was chosen to test the relationship 

among multiple variables. The model was performed in AMOS. SEM can examine a 

series of dependence relationships simultaneously, which is similar to a series of 

multiple regressions. Therefore, it is useful in testing theories that can be represented by 

multiple equations involving independence relationships (Hair et al., 2019). In this case, 

the research aims to examine the structure of interrelationships of the constructs.  

 

 4.9.1 Initial SEMs 

 Initial SEMs were run to detect problematic items. Because summated 

scales were to be used in the SEM model, the researcher needed to identify potential 

issues that could mix up the result. There were more items than actually needed, so it 

was possible to eliminate some problematic items to avoid minor statistical problems. 

However, the researcher needed to ensure that deleting the items would not change the 
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integrity of the content of the constructs. Hair et al. (2019) suggested that eliminating 

the items is possible but it should not change the results.  

 To decide which items to be deleted, the researcher considered the results 

from the following models. 

 1) Results from the EFA (See Appendix B-3) 

 2) Results from a full SEM structural model with sub-dimensions (See 

Appendix B-4) 

 3) Results from a full SEM structural model with no sub-dimensions, and 

with all indicators for each pillar (See Appendix B-5) 

 4) Results from an SEM with summated scales using all items in the scales 

(See Appendix B-6) 

 The results from four models appeared to be the same with all paths 

significant at 5%. Four following issues were identified. First, whether there is any 

multicollinearity problem by checking Measure of Sampling Adequacy (MSA). Second, 

whether there are any closely correlated items by checking the communalities. Third, 

whether there is any item with insignificant factor loading. Fourth, whether there is any 

item with cross-loadings. AVE and Heywood cases were also taken into consideration. 

 After identifying the problematic items, the researcher reconfirmed whether 

these items were able to be eliminated without affecting the conceptualizations. The 

theories retrieving from the literature, as well as the result from the in-depth interview 

and the questionnaires were taken into account. After careful consideration, 5 items for 

BI, 4 items for CI, 1 item for EA, and 2 items for BL were deleted. Each factor with the 

remaining items can explain at least 60% of total variance. The remaining items were 

used in the measurement and structural models.  

 

 4.9.2 Measurement Model 

 The confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model was created as a 

measurement model (See Figure 4.2). The 3 sub-dimensions of each pillar are 

constructed as means of items before running the SEM.  These composite variables are 

the indicators used to estimate the latent variables, which are BI green, BI social, BI 

econ, CI green, CI social, and CI econ. For BL, however, the remaining three 
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questionnaire items were directly used as indicators. Table 4.12 shows the items used 

for each latent construct, with a report on CFA loadings, and CR 

 

Table 4.12 Items used for each latent construct, CFA loadings, and CR 

Construct Latent Variable Items Used Loading CR 

BI BI green (composite) BI 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.4 0.993 0.801 

BI social (composite) BI 1.6, 1.7, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 0.997 0.795 

BI econ (composite) BI 1.8, 1.9, 1.11, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 3.9, 

3.10, 3.11 
0.970 0.846 

CI CI green (composite) CI 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 

3.4 
0.996 

0.833 

CI social (composite) CI 1.6, 1.7, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 3.6, 3.7 0.981 0.824 

CI econ (composite) CI 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 2.9, 2.10, 3.10, 3.12 0.959 0.849 

EA EA1 (composite) EA 1.1, 1.3, 1.4 0.797 0.794 

EA2 (composite) EA 2.1, 2.3, 2.4 0.732 

EA3 (composite) EA 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 0.719 

BL - BL1, 4, 5 0.869 0.718 

Note: question wording for each item is in appendix B Table 12-15 

  

 In this measurement model, correlational relationships were assigned 

among the constructs (Hair et al., 2019).  The researcher then assessed the goodness of 

fit of the measurement model with the following indices. The chi-square of the model 

is 424.1 with the degrees of freedom of 240. The P-value associated with this result is 

0.000, which is significant using a type I error at 5%. As can be seen in Table 4.13, all 

fit indexes are considered good, indicating the model fits well.  

 The next step is to diagnose the potential problems of the measurement 

model. It was found that all loadings are significant at 5%, indicating no problem. The 

standardized regression weight shows a few cases which are slightly more than 1.0, 

which is 1.004 and 1.008, indicating  Heywood cases. Because they are very slightly 

more than 1.0, the researcher decided not to modify the model and kept it as is.  Later, 

however, as discussed below, various deletions of individual items in the composite 

variables, and several alternative error-term correlations, were examined to eliminate 

Heywood cases in the structural model. All standardized residuals are less than 2.5, 

indicating no problem. No unusual coefficient value was found and no variance was 
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negative. All factor loadings are more than 0.4. The construct reliability (CR) are all 

more than 0.7, and average percentage of variance extracted (AVE) are all more than 

0.5 except BL, which has an AVE a bit less than 0.5 at 0.459. A discriminant validity 

check was computed. The correlations between two particular factors all appear to be 

less than the square root of the AVE values. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 CFA measurement model 

 

 4.9.3  Structural Model 

 The structural model was created according to the conceptual model with 

the relationships retrieved from the literature and the results from the qualitative study 

(See Figure 4.3). Summated scales or the means of each factor for BI, CI, and EA were 

created and tested. The summated scale is the method of combining  several items that 

measure the same concept into a single variable in an attempt to increase the reliability 

of the measurement (Hair et al., 2019). After testing various scenarios of the models, 

including with and without the summated scales used in the measurement model (Figure 

4.2) and correlating error terms (modifications), the model using summated scales with 

correlating error terms (Figure 4.3) was selected to get rid of Heywood cases. 
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Figure 4.3 The structural model 

 

 Some scholars suggested that within-construct errors should be considered 

when conducting SEMs (Bocell, 2015), while  Hair et al. (2014) argued that correlating 

error terms across constructs may compromise the conceptual integrity. Hair et al. 

(2014), however, deemed this acceptable, but recommend to compare the results of pre 

and post modifications for both measurement and structural models. No significant 

standardized parameter should differ by more than a few percent, and the small change 

shall not make them non-significant (at p=0.05).  Likewise, no non-significant 

parameter shall come near significance (at p=0.05). This way, the researcher can ensure 

that the model and the integrity of the concept did not change. In this case, adding 

correlating error terms, results showed no significant change in standardized parameters 

and final results (see Table 4.14). The modifications, therefore, were considered 

acceptable.  
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 As stated earlier, the process initially started with the measurement model, 

following by a series of SEM models with different scenarios. The fit indices in all 

scenarios appeared to be acceptable given the size and complexity of the model.  But 

the summated scales for sub-dimensions, with error correlations, give stronger results. 

The summary of fit indices for several selected scenarios representing a range of 

approaches is shown in Table 4.13. The scenarios include the original measurement 

model, the measurement model with modifications (correlating errors), the structural 

model with and without summated scale, and with and without modifications.  Table 

4.14 demonstrates the parameters in all versions. It was found that the parameters in all 

versions are significant and slightly different by only a few percent. All fit indices are 

considered good. All versions reveal one to four Heywood cases, except the selected 

model—cut items in composite sub-dimensions with cross-pillar modifications. 

 The models shown in the tables are only a representative of various models 

conducted during the study. There are several other scenarios which are not shown in 

the table, but appeared to have the same results. The fit indices in all models are 

considered good. Heywood cases were shown in every option except the ones with 

summated scale and modifications.  

 

Table 4.13 Summary of various model scenarios  

Index/Issue 

CFA - with 

summated 

scale 

CFA - with 

summated 

scales and 

with 

modifications 

Structural 

model - 

without 

summated 

scale and 

with 

modifications 

Structural 

model - with 

summated 

scale and 

without 

modifications 

Structural 

model - with 

summated 

scale and 

with 

modifications 

(selected) 

Good fit 

(Hair et al., 

2019) 

Chi-square 424.1 321.998 4,422.599 424.7 322.887  

Degree of 

freedom 

240 226 3,087 242 228  

CMIN/DF 1.767 1.425 1.433 1.755 1.416 CMIN/DF<3 

GFI 0.899 0.921 0.753 0.899 0.920 GFI>0.90 

CFI 0.962 0.980 0.882 0.962 0.980 CFI>0.92 

RMSEA 0.050 0.037 0.038 0.050 0.037 0.03<RMSEA<0.08 

PGFI 0.719 0.694 0.700 0.725 0.700 PGFI>0.5 

SRMR 0.037 0.034 0.045 0.074 0.034 SRMR<0.08 

Heywood 

Cases 

2 Heywood 

cases 

None 1 Heywood 

cases 

2 Heywood 

cases 

None  

Results All paths 

significant at 

5% 

All paths 

significant at 

5% 

All paths 

significant at 

5% 

All paths 

significant at 

5% 

All paths 

significant at 

5% 
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Table 4.14 Parameter estimates in various versions of constructing the model 

Items 
CI → 

BI 

CI → 

EA 

BI → 

EA 

EA → 

BL 
CMIN/DF CFI RMSEA 

Heywood 

Cases 

Sub-dimensions and pillars, 

all items 
0.843 0.641 0.261 0.841 1.475 0.870 0.039 Yes 

Sub-dimensions and pillars, 

cut some items 
0.840 0.632 0.269 0.836 1.457 0.897 0.039 Yes 

Sub-dimensions and pillars, 

different cuts 
0.830 0.657 0.231 0.849 1.424 0.897 0.037 Yes 

No sub-dimensions, all items 0.839 0.650 0.251 0.842 1.433 0.882 0.038 Yes 

All items in composite sub- 

dimensions, mods 
0.832 0.658 0.232 0.850 1.599 0.966 0.044 Yes 

Cut items in composite sub- 

dimensions, within pillar 

modifications 

0.832 0.658 0.231 0.857 1.619 0.967 0.045 Yes 

Different cuts, composite sub-

dimensions, within pillar 

mods 

0.842 0.647 0.250 0.870 1.657 0.968 0.046 Yes 

Cut items in composite sub-

dimensions, include cross-

pillar modifications 

(selected) 

0.851 0.644 0.251 0.869 1.416 0.980 0.037 No 

  

 The chi-square of the selected model, which is the one with summated scale 

and modifications, is 322.887 with the degree of freedom of 228. The P-value associated 

with this result is 0.000, which is significant using a type I error at 5%. CMIN/DF = 

1.416, showing an acceptable fit. CFI = 0.98, indicating a good fit. RMSEA = 0.037, 

which is less than the maximum value 0.08 indicating a good fit. PGFI = 0.700, which 

is more than 0.5 indicating a good fit. PCFI = 0.81, which is more than 0.5 indicating a 

good fit. 

 All loadings are significant at 5%, indicating no problem. The standardized 

regression weight shows no sign of Heywood case. All standardized residuals are less 

than 2.5, indicating no problem. No unusual coefficient value was found and no variance 

was negative. All factor loadings are more than 0.4. The construct reliability (CR) are 

all more than 0.7, and average percentage of variance extracted (AVE) are all more than 

0.5 except BL, which has an AVE a bit less than 0.5 at 0.459.  
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4.10  Findings 

 The result from SEM is shown below in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 SEM analysis results (***p<0.001 and *p<0.05).  

 

 As can be seen from Table 4.15, all paths are all significant at 5% level. All 

hypotheses are supported. 

 

Table 4.15 SEM analysis results 

Hypotheses Coefficient 

(standardized) 

SE CR P value Results 

H1: CI → BI 0.851 0.072 10.805 <0.001 supported 

H2: BI → EA 0.251 0.097 2.646 0.008 supported 

H3: CI → EA 0.644 0.094 6.403 <0.001 supported 

H4: EA → 

BL 

0.869 0.093 10.481 <0.001 supported 

  

 The hypotheses can be explained as follows. 

 Hypothesis 1: Corporate image (CI) contributes to brand image (BI) 

 As can be seen from the SEM shown above, corporate image contributes to 

brand image in the context of 3-pillar sustainability, with a P value of less than 0.001.  
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 Hypothesis 2: Brand image (BI) has a positive impact on emotional 

attachment (EA) 

 As can be seen from the SEM model above, brand image has a positive 

impact on emotional attachment in the context of 3-pillar sustainability, with a P value 

of 0.008 which is significant at 5% level.  

 Hypothesis 3: Corporate image (CI) has a positive impact on emotional 

attachment (EA) 

 As can be seen from the SEM model above, corporate image has a positive 

impact on emotional attachment in the context of 3-pillar sustainability, with a P value 

of less than 0.001. 

 Hypothesis 4: Emotional attachment (EA) contributes to brand loyalty 

(BL) 

 As can be seen from the SEM model above, emotional attachment 

contributes to brand loyalty in the context of 3-pillar sustainability, with a P value of 

less than 0.001. 

 All five research questions have been addressed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 

(see Figure 4.5), from both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The qualitative study 

has addressed the RQs in level 1 and level 2, and connecting these two levels, while the 

quantitative study has addressed the RQs in level 2 and level 3 and connecting these two 

levels. Chapter 5 will illustrate the conclusion, discussion, managerial implications, 

academic implications, as well as the limitations of this study. 
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Figure 4.5 The conceptual model showing research questions and the stage of 

qualitative and quantitative studies 

 
internal operations  consumer perceptions market outcomes 

RQ1 

RQ2 

RQ3 

RQ3 
RQ4 RQ5 
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CHAPTER Ⅴ  
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

 

 As can be seen from the findings of this study, companies with higher 

sustainability scores have been attempting to incorporate all three sustainability pillars 

into their business practices and policies. This attempt was perceived by customers 

through their products and CSR initiatives they communicated publically. Implementing 

sustainable operations and products, as well as creating sustainable corporate culture, 

were found to be the crucial tools when a company attempts to integrate such 

sustainability concept into its organizational practice. Consumers tend to build 

sustainable brand image from their experience with the products and PR activities seen 

in various types of media. The findings of this study confirm all paths in the structural 

model initially proposed to examine RQ5, most notably that all three pillars are elements 

of both brand image and corporate image.  

 In this chapter, the researcher will discuss the key findings from both 

qualitative and quantitative studies, following by interpretations, implications, 

limitations, and recommendations for further studies.  

 

 

5.1  Discussion  

 The key findings from the studies will be shown and elaborated to address 

each research question. In general, the result from the study indicates that managers’ 

perception of sustainability varies among companies with different level of 

sustainability. Therefore, their implementations are also in different degrees.  

 The first research question is to address what managers’ understanding of 

sustainable operations and products is, and how companies implement sustainability in 

their internal operations. It aims to identify whether they address the full set of three-

pillar issues and if it is possible to identify different degrees of sustainability 

implementation. It was found that the understanding of the term sustainable in general 
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varies depending on the company’s level of sustainability. In the firms with higher score, 

sustainability was defined by involving the comprehensive three pillars, including 

economic, environmental, and social sustainability. For the low-scored company, 

however, sustainability was defined by mentioning merely one pillar, particularly a 

green pillar.  

 When discussing about sustainable operations, the first issue usually 

mentioned was green operations, which often aim to create the least footprint to the 

planet. This finding implies that the green module is somewhat the most top-of-mind 

issue when people think of sustainable operations. Such operations include waste 

management and material selection. Compared to the other two pillars, the green pillar 

was mentioned somewhat more often. This is because the concept of green has been 

existing for quite some time and was well understood by most managers. Therefore, 

implementing green practice is much more possible and practical for them.  

 In the high-scored firm, sustainable operations were defined as an operation 

or production process that is harmless to the planet, society, and economy. These pillars 

are incorporated in both policies and KPIs. The respondents, however, accept that the 

implementation is not flawless, and they have not yet achieved their ultimate goal, but 

the company is willing to put effort to reach such target. This finding indicates that the 

concept of comprehensive three pillars of sustainability is quite well adopted in 

organizational practices, at least in some companies. Although the sustainable practice 

may not be fully executed in some companies, it is definitely in the developing process.  

 In contrast, the managers from a company with low sustainability level 

usually thinks mainly of one pillar at a time, focused on green.  Green pillar is the most 

common attribute coming up when discussing about sustainable operations. To some of 

them, the word “sustainability” is used to represent merely the environmental pillar. 

And most of the sustainability concept in this view is integrated in the product 

development and production, rather than fully incorporated with the whole range of how 

what the company does has impacts.  

 Similar to what was found in the literature, most respondents also defined 

sustainable products as items that provide social, environmental, and economic benefits 

(Rocha et al., 2019; Sonetti & Lombardi, 2020). The managers from high-scored 

companies described sustainable product as a product that can be reborn and can extend 
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its life cycle by passing its value to the next owner. This definition is still somewhat rare 

in the academic literature, mainly discussed in terms of circular economy. Respondents 

from a company with low sustainability level, on the other hand, defined sustainable 

product based on merely environmental pillar. They simply explained that sustainable 

products are the ones that are harmless to the environment. 

 Respondents have different opinions on attributes that sustainable product 

should possess. They suggested that sustainable product should be immortal, 

marketable, profitable, harmless to the planet, and able to satisfy users. These findings 

support the study from Frank-Martin & Peattie (2009), which indicated that sustainable 

products possess six attributes including customer satisfaction, dual focus of social and 

environmental benefits, aim for zero-waste, contribution in significant improvement of 

socio-ecological problems on a global level, continuous improvement in knowledge 

and, and competitive market positioning. During the in-depth interview, at least one out 

of six characteristics was mentioned by every respondent while they were talking about 

sustainable products.  Most respondents from high-score company talked about many 

of these six attributes. 

 Therefore, it is obvious that different companies with different level of 

sustainability address and implement different degrees of sustainability. The 

respondents from a company with low sustainability score focused on merely one pillar 

while those who are from high-scored company tend to integrate the full comprehensive 

pillars into the concept.   

 The second research question of this study is to identify what managers’ 

understanding of sustainable corporate culture is, and how it works inside companies. 

This included exploring whether it integrates issues across the three pillars, as well as 

what the differences in the culture among the companies with different level of 

sustainability are. The results from the qualitative interviews show that managers 

suggested that sustainable corporate culture is a mutual understanding of sustainability 

and shared behaviors that contribute to sustainability. This finding supports the concept 

from Ravasi & Schultz (2006) and Schein (2010) who described organizational culture 

as collective shared assumptions and behaviors in organizations, which are conveyed to 

new organizational members. The result, however, strongly indicates that the integration 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_improvement_process
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of the comprehensive 3 pillars into corporate culture is absent in the company with lower 

sustainability score. 

 Because CSR is one common way to communicate the message of 

sustainability and is the crucial part of creating sustainable corporate culture (Page & 

Fearn, 2005), this study explores how managers understand and execute CSR in their 

organizations. A company with higher sustainability score tends to create more 

sophisticated CSR initiatives focusing on longer-term goal. They also includes CSR into 

KPIs and business routine. They suggested that the best way to create an effective CSR 

is to create mutual benefit. The example includes educating people in the local 

community to recycle the factory waste to be a commercial product. This way, the 

mutual benefit between the firm and local community is created. In a company with 

lower score, however, CSR usually refers to one-time activities, such as renovating 

schools in rural areas, planting forest trees, and various forms of donation.  

 The findings from the qualitative interviews support the literature, which 

claims that open innovation culture is an essential component of sustainable 

organizational culture, and eventually leads to customer satisfaction and economic 

performance (Chesbrough et al., 2006; Globocnik et al., 2020; Njoroge et al., 2019; Obal 

et al., 2020; Srisathan et al., 2020). Open innovation usually occurs when a firm uses 

the knowledge inflows and outflows to encourage internal innovation, and to expand the 

markets for external use of innovation (Chesbrough, 2006).  Unsurprisingly, open 

innovation is encouraged in the companies with higher sustainability scores, no matter 

whether the term “open innovation” is officially used or not. This open innovation 

culture may be promoted through the form of partnerships and collaborations, where the 

companies exchange knowledge within the firm and with other organizations. 

Ultimately, the new product was created by using know-hows from both companies, 

which are also benefited from the larger target market.  

 One way to achieve an open innovation culture is to encourage teamwork 

culture (Ehrhart et al., 2013). It was found that organizations may encourage teamwork 

in workplace through both culture and organizational structure. In organizations with 

high sustainability level, the encouragement of teamwork culture is routinely built 

through daily tasks. Collaborations among departments are essential in completing such 

tasks. The company with lower score also supports working in team by simply assigning 
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team projects and mutual goals. This is also an efficient and simple way to develop 

teamwork culture, although it is limited within small teams rather than an entire 

organization. The finding implies that teamwork can be executed easily with not much 

effort and not much understanding of the sustainability concept, while crating open 

innovation culture requires more knowledge and effort.  

 Similar to what the literature suggested, the study suggested that top 

managers’ leadership is a crucial component in initiating and executing sustainability in 

an organization (Avery & Bergsteiner, 2011). The result indicates that sustainability will 

be effortlessly executed when CEOs or top managers initiate the policy and act 

seriously. Bottom-up policy initiation is also possible in a company with higher 

sustainability score, where most employees have mutual understanding of sustainability 

and its goal. Executions can be done effectively when incorporating the sustainability 

concept into KPIs. It was found that such KPI policies were found in high and medium 

scored companies, but not the low scored one. This way, the concept of sustainability 

was automatically communicated throughout the organization.   

 In the high-scored firms, most employees accepted that they have shared 

vision and perception of sustainability with their seniors and top managers because they 

are integrated in the routine activities. In a low scored company, however, top managers 

are less influenced to their employees regarding sustainability vision and execution 

because the message is sent through occasional meetings and trainings. For this reason, 

it is obvious that any corporate culture cannot be created without effective internal 

communication. The communications can be created through various channels, 

including emails, billboards, boards, trainings, meetings, and role models. Employees 

also tend to form corporate culture by following their colleagues, seniors, and role 

models in their organization. 

 These first two research questions are about whether companies in the 

household durables industry implement sustainability in their operations, and 

sustainability is a part of corporate culture.  Yes on both of these research questions, but 

to different degrees.  Companies that achieve high scores in the DJSI are fairly 

comprehensive in implementing full three-pillar sustainability.  Low scores may focus 

on one pillar – in this research, green.   
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 The third and fourth research questions are about whether consumers use 

the three-pillars in constructing their views of brands and companies, and whether it 

actually corresponds to what companies do internally.  The third research question is 

how consumers use sustainability issues to build their perceptions of brand image and 

corporate image, and to what extent do they use full three-pillar sustainability vs. focus 

on only one or two pillars.  

 Apart from CSR activities that directly contribute to sustainable brand 

image (Chang & Yeh, 2017; Lai et al., 2010), there are several more factors consumers 

used to build sustainable brand image in their mind. These factors include product 

attributes, consumer’s direct and indirect experiences with the brand, and their own 

reasoning.  When talking about the term sustainability in general, very few customers 

mentioned an economic pillar initially, although it came up sometimes as the 

conversation progressed. Most of them, unsurprisingly, think of environmental and 

social attributes. This finding is compatible with the literature, where the sustainable 

branding was found to be studied mostly from merely one or two angles, especially 

environmental or social attributes.  

 For green and social brand images, most customers agreed that they had 

built brand image through their experience with product attributes. For example, a 

product made of recycled material or which consumes less energy tends to have green 

brand image. Likewise, consumers build social brand image when they know that the 

products are made from craftsmen in local communities, or they know their money will 

go to help local communities or the poor. Economic brand image, however, is not built 

by having economic attribute attached to the products, but rather created from 

customers’ own reasoning which may be linked to other pillars. For example, one might 

think that the brand has economic image because the products are made by local people, 

so they naturally help stimulate local economy.  

 Ultimately, sustainable brand image may also lead to customer’s purchase 

intention, for those who value sustainability in medium and high levels. It is interesting 

to note that purchasing products from sustainable brands made them feel either they are 

good people or they somehow contribute to the society. Even customers of the low 

scored company said this, although they refer specifically to green image and the 

environment, not broader sustainability issues.  This finding is consistent with the study 
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from Njoroge et al. (2019) that sustainability also contributes to consumers’ emotional, 

if not only physical, needs.  

 One way that customers build corporate image is from the CSR activities a 

company has done in the past (Chen et al., 2021). There are many studies suggesting 

that CSR initiatives contribute to corporate image and reputation, when they are 

implemented proactively and genuinely (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2020; 

Nirino et al., 2019; Saeidi et al., 2015). It was found during the in-depth interview that 

consumers tend to hear about and remember companies’ CSR initiatives through PR 

news, social medias, and official websites.  

 Respondents who value environmental sustainability are attracted by green 

brand image, consistent with the statement from Chen et al. (2020). Similarly, 

consumers who value social development are attracted by social brand image, which is 

compatible with the study from Kumar et al. (2021).  Consumers in our interviews are 

mostly aware of three-pillar concepts. Although most customers believe sustainability 

is a required practice, only a few feel that three pillars are currently necessary for 

sustainability. Most of them, however, agreed that only one or two pillars of 

sustainability in one brand is sufficient. Many, however, tend to view one or two pillars 

now as an intermediate stage in moving toward more sustainability. One respondent 

suggested that one pillar at a time will naturally progress toward three-pillar 

sustainability in the macro scale.  One other respondent is already at the stage where 

they expect three-pillars for a truly sustainable company. 

 In other words, most of the market is not yet demanding full three-pillar 

sustainability, but it is clearly moving there.  Many organizations are already integrating 

the three pillars into their policies and business. When they communicate the message 

more effectively, customers will see them as a genuine sustainable brand and no longer 

need to accept the brands which do not deliver all three pillars. Some recent research 

has already discussed how the comprehensive three pillars are important for product 

design (Rocha et al., 2019). And some suggested that effective communication about 

sustainability issues is important (Du et al., 2010; Kim, 2019; Lim & Greenwood, 2017; 

Wang & Li, 2022).  

 The fourth research question of this study is to examine how well the 

company’s internal efforts at sustainability (operations & corporate culture) translate 
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into consumer perceptions of brand image and corporate image.  In Chapter 2, it was 

pointed out that some companies do engage in green-washing or CSR-washing (the 

economic pillar does not seem to be noted in the literature), false or incomplete claims 

about the extent of their implementation addressing environmental or social pillars 

(Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017; Devin, 2016; Pope & Waeraas, 2016).  In this research, 

the sampling explicitly excluded companies which do not seem to do much about 

sustainability, and the consumers were specifically chosen not be customers of 

companies in the sample.  Thus, it was not expected that there would be much 

“sustainability-washing”.  In fact, findings indicated that what managers talked about 

was consistent with what was promoted on their websites.  What consumers talked about 

was also consistent with the company of their brand, which the slight modification that 

the middle-scored company sometimes had a little better sustainability perception than 

the top-scored company.  

 In general, companies implementing sustainability more strongly have a 

stronger sustainability brand image.  While not exactly a perfect mapping, customers 

somewhat perceive sustainable brands consistent with the company’s internal practices. 

The slight difference between DJSI scores and consumer perceptions can be explained 

by how well corporate communications are able to convey knowledge of sustainability 

practices to consumers.  The middle-scored company was somewhat more active in 

communicating its CSR activities – not in any sense of sustainability-washing through 

false or incomplete information, but rather, in bringing actual activities to awareness.  

Other work in Bangkok has shown that consumers may be unaware of many CSR 

activities if they are not very prominently communicated (Plungpongpan et al., 2016b), 

and that stronger communications about CSR improves the impact of CSR on brand 

image (Plungpongpan et al., 2016a). 

 Thus, consumers perceive sustainability efforts through two main sources: 

the companies’ products, and CSR initiatives which are communicated publicly. They 

tend to build sustainable brand image from their own experience with the products, and 

from marketing and PR activities they see in various types of media that tell them 

something about the company beyond just what they can observe from using the 

products. 
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 The last research question is to examine whether the sustainable brand 

image and sustainable corporate image impact emotional attachment, leading to brand 

loyalty. The quantitative study, which adopted SEM model, confirms all paths in the 

structural model. All relationships among the constructs were statistically significant, 

with the same directions suggested in the hypothesis development. The structural model 

with the magnitudes is shown in Figure 5.1 below.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 SEM analysis results (***p<0.001 and *p<0.05).  

  

 As can be seen from the model, all paths proposed in the conceptual model 

are significant. Brand image and corporate image comprises of the green, social, and 

economic attributes. These three factors confirm the concept of three-pillar 

sustainability from (Purvis et al., 2019). It is clear that the comprehensive sustainability 

in the view of sustainability-oriented consumers consists of all three of these pillars, for 

both BI and CI. The finding also supports the statement from UNESCAP (2018) that 

sustainability should provide “social and economic benefits within planetary 

boundaries”. 

 The relationship among the constructs confirms what was hypothesized. 

Although most of the past studies of the relationship among brand image, corporate 

image, and emotional attachment are not the in context of the comprehensive 

sustainability, the findings from this study follow the same structure. Corporate image 

leads to brand image (Foroudi et al., 2022). And both brand image and corporate images 
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contribute significantly to emotional attachment (Ali, 2018; A. A. Barreda et al., 2020; 

Nyagadza et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021), which is the determining factor of brand loyalty 

(Kalakumari & Sekar, 2013).  As Thompson et al (2005) speculate may be the case 

sometimes, CI here has a stronger impact on EA than does BI (as indicated by the 

standardize coefficients), although both are significant. 

 

 

5.2  Implications 

 This study provides both conceptual and managerial implications. Most 

empirical research on branding related to sustainability has largely focused on a single 

pillar, usually the environmental or social one. And most of them approached branding 

merely from the marketing perspective, rather than integrating the organizational 

operations and culture into the study. This research thereby addresses this gap. The study 

also suggests managerial implications, in which sustainability is a strong component of 

favorable brand to consumers. And a company shall not focuses only on integrating 

sustainability into marketing communications, but also through its practices and 

organizational culture. 

 

 5.2.1  Conceptual implications  

 The first observation is that many companies, especially the high-scored 

ones, seem well aware of the need for three-pillar sustainability, and are executing it.  

Most studies on sustainability as related to branding have mainly focused on a single 

pillar, usually the environmental or social one. In addition, the marketing literature often 

approaches branding as more of a marketing communications issue, but the key is 

connecting the external brand image (and corporate image) to the internal operations.  

This is critical for moving to credible sustainability in consumers’ minds, and avoiding 

potential perceptions of sustainability-washing.  This research demonstrates that 

consumer perceptions of BI and CI are related to internal operations.  Industry, then, is 

somewhat ahead of academic research in sustainability thinking and implementation.  

Conceptual discussions are available in the marketing literature, but there is a shortage 

of empirical work to build understanding of the more comprehensive view of three-pillar 
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sustainability.  Although many factors contribute to brand loyalty, sustainability should 

be one of the major components in segments which value sustainability.   

 The second observation is that managers’ understanding and 

implementation varies according to their firms’ level of sustainability. The firms with 

higher sustainability score, seem well aware of the need for three-pillar sustainability, 

and have been executing it although some of them may have not yet achieved the 

ultimate goal. Their understanding of the concept and implementation has been tested 

and developed over time. The lower-scored ones, however, tend to use the green concept 

as indicating sustainability, rather than the full three-pillar concept.  In the academic 

world, there are very few of empirical studies about marketing and brand image on the 

comprehensive view of sustainability beyond one or two pillars.  

 The third major observation is that some consumers are aware of three-pillar 

sustainability in different degree. Many do not yet factor all three pillars into their 

perceptions of brand building or product choice, while some of them already do. As 

stated in many studies, there are customers with specific pillar segments, such as people 

who are environmental or social concerned.  However, most respondents already 

recognize the interconnections among the three pillars.  And some of them already 

believe the full three pillars is the long-term trend.  

 Lastly, this research confirms the results from the previous studies in which 

corporate image leads to brand image (Foroudi et al., 2022), and brand image and 

corporate images contribute to customer’s emotional attachment (Ali, 2018; A. A. 

Barreda et al., 2020; Nyagadza et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021).  This impact on emotional 

attachment is a key reason why companies need to worry about the development of three 

pillar consciousness among consumers.  It will ultimately have a growing impact on 

brand loyalty.  The sustainable brand image and corporate image needed to foster EA 

will increasingly need to incorporate all three pillars. 

 

 5.2.2  Managerial implications 

 Sustainability is a strong component of favorable brand to many consumers.  

In order to create strong sustainable brand and corporate images, a company shall not 

approach through merely marketing tools, but also through genuine sustainable practices 

and corporate culture. Such practices and culture eventually transform to sustainable 
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images, leading to customer emotional attachment, which is a major contributor of brand 

loyalty.   

 Initially, sustainability-oriented customers for sustainable brands have 

primarily focused on merely one pillar, frequently either environmental or social.  That 

is, sustainability market segments were small and fragmented. They are now not only 

growing, but the different pillar segments are merging. It is thereby predictable that a 

brand will not be able to claim that it is sustainable by either being green, supporting 

social development, or helping the local economy alone. This is because the customers 

will eventually demand for more comprehensive three pillars. Consequently, any 

company who wishes to attract customers in the sustainable segment needs to 

incorporate the comprehensive three pillars into its brand.  

 Figure 5.2 shows the current market situation.  The three pillars started as 

small fragmented market niches. Companies could focus on one pillar and claimed they 

are sustainable.  Many companies, however, are now aware that the segments are 

constantly growing, and they are also merging.  Therefore, a comprehensive 

sustainability segment will eventually become the mainstream segment.   

 

 

Figure 5.2 Evolution of sustainability segments  

Source: Chavalittumrong & Speece (2022) 
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 In the past, the mainstream segments were not necessarily concerned with 

sustainability.  Some studies state that these particular customers are not always willing 

to pay in premium for green or social attributes (Sharma & Joshi, 2019b).  Most 

respondents in this research, however, are willing to pay more for sustainability. The 

reason is because they value sustainable product characteristics and sustainable 

company operations.  Some segments of the market remain not sustainability-oriented, 

but there is rather little conflict except in the lower-end customers who are typically 

highly price-oriented. Customers tend to perceive that companies known for 

sustainability offer high quality products. Although consumers who value quality may 

not care about sustainable attributes such as greenness or social inclusiveness, but they 

may be willing to pay in premium for the quality.  Therefore, sustainability does not 

harm the brand, even if it may not help building a brand in the mainstream segment.   

 To prepare for these evolving market conditions, companies can make sure 

that quality considerations are incorporated into sustainable brand image.  In other 

words, the brand message would not be simply “this brand is fully sustainable” 

(according to the criteria in the UN SDG), but “this brand is excellent quality and fully 

sustainable”.  This second message will certainly continue to appeal to sustainability-

oriented consumers, but it also appeals to quality-oriented consumers who may not be 

strongly sustainability-oriented.  The weight of one or the other component in the 

message may shift by segment, but there is not need to simply ignore either the (current) 

mainstream or the sustainability segments.  It is relatively simple to target both with just 

slight adjustments in message emphasis. 

 

 

5.3  Limitations and Recommendations for Further Studies 

 An obvious limitation of this research is that the study was conducted among 

large Thai companies in the household durables industry. Therefore, some results may 

not be applicable with smaller firms and the ones in other counties and industries. Larger 

organizations usually provide informative and up-to-date websites which are well 

established online, which the smaller firms may not be capable of. Retrieving company 

information from online resources, therefore, might not be appropriate in the study with 

SMEs. Further, in smaller companies, limited workforce may not allow implementation 
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of comprehensive sustainability and SMEs may thereby automatically feel that they are 

forced to focus on individual pillars.  This, of course, can be researched to work out how 

SMEs can tap into full three-pillar sustainability given much more limited resources.  

Necessarily, such work will need to start with looking at how SME internal operations 

can be fully sustainable; some may already be there.  But starting on the marketing side 

with little reference to internal operations runs the risk of simply examining 

sustainability-washing. 

 Marketing communications will need to be investigated more closely. The 

result shows that marketing communications have some impact on how aware 

consumers are about internal sustainability efforts, such as CSR activities. For this 

reason, larger firms with more marketing budget may be perceived as more sustainable, 

compared to smaller companies with much less budget. However, this issue was not a 

main focus in this research project, it simply was noticed in the course of developing 

understanding of the three-pillar issues examined here.  Therefore, future research needs 

to examine how marketing communications support the comprehensive concept of 

sustainability, as well as to examine how small companies can use such communications 

if they wish to promote their sustainable practice. There is probably a role for social 

media in this; skillful use of social media in theory can give SMEs wide access to the 

market (e.g.,  (Kraus et al., 2019; Odoom & Mensah, 2019). 

 Another limitation is that this study was tested in the household durables 

industry, so some findings may not be applicable to other industries well. Consumer 

durables are somewhat high involvement goods, where consumers think carefully before 

making purchases. In other words, high level of conscious evaluation of product features 

is rarely shown for low-involvement products (Bauer et al., 2006; Thøgersen et al., 

2012).  Therefore, the result may appear differently for low-involvement products where 

consumers tend to make a purchase with less conscious thinking. Possible future 

research should address the sustainable branding issue in such low-involvement cases. 

 The final point is not exactly a limitation, but it should be kept in mind that 

these results reflect how sustainability-oriented consumers view things.  Just as with any 

particular product attribute, consumers who do not value the attribute are not likely to 

behave exactly the same way toward the product as those who do value it.  Simply doing 

research on weak-attitude segments, i.e., the ones who do not care much about 
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sustainability, is not likely to demonstrate very useful results on how BI and CI affect 

EA.  But research would be useful on how to shift attitudes (SHIFT in the terminology 

of White et al., 2019) toward sustainability, so that BI and CI do become important 

considerations.  It is possible that new converts to sustainability could have somewhat 

different perspectives than those who have already been considering sustainability for a 

long time. 
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Appendix A: Qualitative research 

 

Table A1 Question outline used in the semi-structured interviews for the internal 

corporate level (industry managers and academic experts) 

No. Questions 

Screening 

Question 

What do you think about sustainability in the organization? Does your company 

value it? How? 

Probing 

Questions 

What are your opinions on the UN’s SDGs? And how would you align each goal 
into 3 pillars? Some companies specifically try to follow the UN SDG, but some 

companies think this is not necessary alignment closely with the UN SDG.  what 

do you think?  is it company policy? 

Q1 In general, how does your firm come up with sustainable policies and how they 

execute such policies? 

Probing 

Questions 

Does your company have policies & practice about environment? What and how 

is executed? 

Does your company have policies & practice about social service? What and how 

is executed? 

Does your company have policies & practice about the economic module eg. 

supply chain, risk, innovation, tax, and brand management? What and they are 

executed? 

Q2 In your firm, is there any internal operations which integrates sustainability 

concept? Can you give a couple of examples?  How do you define sustainable 

operations? What is your thought on this? 

Probing 

Questions 

Does your company have internal operations about environment? What and how 

is executed? 

Does your company have internal operations about social service? What and how 

is executed? 

Does your company have internal operations about the economic module eg. 

codes of conduct, compliance, bribery management? What and they are 

executed? 

Q3 How do you define sustainable products? Does your firm provide any of these 

sustainable products? What is your thought on them? 

Probing 

Questions 

Does your company produce green products? What and how is executed? 

Does your company produce social products? What and how is executed? 

Does your company produce products that support local or sharing economy? 

What and they are executed? 

Q4 How do you define sustainable corporate culture? Does your firm integrate any 

sustainability culture eg. open innovation, teamwork, etc.? What is your thought 

on this? 

Probing 

Questions 

Does your company’s culture value environment? How? 

Does your company’s culture value local society? How? 

Does your company’s culture value economic sustainability? How? 

Q5 Please rate your company’s practice level on the 19 following topics (Table 1): 
“none”, “low”, “medium”, “high”, “N/A”. And briefly say why you gave these 
ratings. 

Q6 Among the topics shown below (in Table 1), please explain in detail about the 

items you are familiar with from dealing with these issues in your job to some 

extent. How does your firm create the direction / policy for such topics? And how 

do they execute the policies into actual practice. (At least 3 topics) 
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Table A2 Themes and sub-themes found from the interviews at the internal 

corporate level 

Main themes Sub-themes 

1) Environmental pillar 1.1 Green operations  

• Practices 

o Waste management 

▪ 0 waste to landfill 

o Production process 

o Resource management 

o Pollution management 

o Alternative energy 

• Policy initiation 

o Top-down 

▪ CEO’s vision 

o Bottom-up 

• Execution 

o Environmental department 

o Management’s orders  
o KPIs 

o Corporate policy 

1.2 Green products 

• Material 

o Recycle material 

o Eco-friendly material 

• Product performance 

o Water saving 

o Consume less energy 

1.3 Green corporate culture 

• Policies 

o Green office 

• Daily life activities 

o Water saving 

o Energy saving 

o Garbage sorting 

o Reused papers 

• Shared vision and behavior with seniors and top 

management 

2) Social pillar 2.1 Social operations  

• Practices 

o Support local community 

o Social concern 

▪ Least pollution to the community 

o Support local products  

o Hire local people 

o Internal organization 

▪ Human rights  

▪ Workers’ safety 

• Policy initiation 

o Top-down 

o Company’s goal 
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Table A2 Themes and sub-themes found from the interviews at the internal 

corporate level (cont.) 

Main themes Sub-themes 

 • Execution 

o KPIs 

o Role models 

o Peer pressure 

2.2 Social products 

• Material 

o Raw material from local community 

2.3 Social corporate culture 

• CSRs 

• Integration with business model 

o Daily business routine 

• Shared vision and behavior with seniors and top 

management 

3) Economic pillar 3.1 Economic operations 

• Practices 

o Issues 

▪ Transparency Brand management 

▪ Supply chain management 

▪ Tax management 

o Execution 

▪ Rules 

▪ Encouragement  

▪ Corporate culture  

• Circular economy 

o Pass value to the others 

o Our waste can be others’ asset 
▪ Less waste for the company →mutual 

benefit 

3.2 Economic products 

• Material  

o Encourage circular economy 

3.3 Economic corporate culture  

• Corporate governance  

• Compliance 

• Corruption and bribery management 

• Committee  

• Communication 

o Test  

o Seniors 

o Rules  

• Shared vision and behavior with seniors and top 

management 

4) Complete 3 pillars 4.1 Sustainable operations 

• Definition and attributes 

o Leave the least footprint to the planet  

▪ Minimum waste 

o Least waste from production 
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Table A2 Themes and sub-themes found from the interviews at the internal 

corporate level (cont.) 

Main themes Sub-themes 

 o Harmless to the environment 

o Harmless to the society 

o Harmless to the economy 

• Policies 

o Waste to value 

o Waste to CSR 

o Stakeholder management  

• Policy initiation 

o Top-down 

▪ CEO’s vision 

▪ Board of directors 

▪ Parent company 

• Practices 

o Efficient transportation 

o Efficient stock management 

o Efficient after-sale service and CRM 

• Execution 

o A business unit focuses only on sustainability 

o Management’s orders  
o KPIs 

o Corporate policy 

• Innovation  

o Product innovation 

o Material innovation 

o Process innovation 

• Success factor 

o CEO’s attention 

o Internal communication 

o Improvement  

o Knowledge 

o Partnership 

4.2 Sustainable products 

• Definition and attributes 

o Rebirth quality 

o Reused  

o Recycle 

o Pass value to the next owner 

o Immortal  

o Marketable  

o Profitable  

o Gives satisfaction to users 

o Usable now and in the future 

o It does not deprive our children’s rights 

o Result from 4.1 

• Innovation – 4.1 

• Success factor 

o Knowledge 
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Table A2 Themes and sub-themes found from the interviews at the internal 

corporate level (cont.) 

Main themes Sub-themes 

 o Users’ satisfaction 

o Partnership  

o Innovation  

4.3 Sustainable corporate culture 

• Definition 

o Mutual understanding 

o Mutual benefit 

o Treat like family 

o Self awareness  

o Think less about ourselves 

o Think more about the others and the planet 

• CSRs 

o Simple (1 time) 

o Sophisticated (continuing benefit) 

• Teamwork 

o Through culture 

o Through organizational structure 

• Partnership 

• Innovation management 

o Open innovation 

o Kaizen concept  

• Communication 

o Committee 

o Emails  

o Billboard 

o Announcement  

▪ Elevators  

▪ Boards 

o TV screen 

o Managers 

o Meetings 

o Personal communication 

o Activities 

▪ CSRs 

▪ Games  

▪ Events 

• Sunday market  

o Daily business routine 

o Consistency in communication 

• Motivation 

o Mutual benefit 

o Peer pressure 

o Role models and seniors 

o Attitude building 

▪ Workplace as a home 

▪ Better environment, better life 
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Table A3 Question outline used in the semi-structured interviews for the external 

customer level 

No. Questions 

SQ What do you value in “XXX” brand?  

What do you think about sustainability for a brand? Do you think “XXX” 

integrate sustainability into its brand? 

Assessment 

Question 1 

Please rate how much you value the environmental concern (none, low, medium, 

high) when considering the brand 

Please elaborate. 

Assessment 

Question 2 

Please rate how much you value the social concern (none, low, medium, high) 

when considering the brand 

Please elaborate. 

Assessment 

Question 3 

Please rate how much you value the sustainable economy (none, low, medium, 

high) 

when considering the brand 

Please elaborate. 

Q1 What is the product from brand “XXX” you purchased? Why di you choose 

this brand? How long have you planned before buying a product? And did you 

do a research for the information before buying? What did you consider when 

you decided to purchase the products? 

Q2 Do you think brand “XXX” considered “sustainable”? And why? Please 
elaborate 

Q3 Do you think this “XXX” have green, social, or economic brand image? If so, 

what cause this brand image? How did you build such image? And what does 

this brand image do to you?  (eg. lead to purchase decision) 

 

Overall, do you think “XXX” have sustainable brand image? 

Q4 To you, does the green, social, and economic brand image important? Why?  

Q5 Can you think of what did the companies owning “XXX” brand do to make 

you perceive they concern about green, social, and economic issues? And 

does it build a green, social, or economic corporate image to you? How?    

make sure to address brand image, customer satisfaction, corporate image. 

Q6 Is it important to you that a company should be responsible for the economy, 

society and environment altogether? Please elaborate 
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Table A4 Themes and sub-themes found from the interviews at the external 

customer level 

Main themes Sub-themes 

1) Sustainable brand 1.1 Definitions 

• Green pillar 

o Brand that provides green products  

▪ Green performance eg. water saving 

▪ Eco-friendly materials 

• Social pillar 

o Brands that have done the activities contributed 

to the society 

o Brands that were born with social purpose 

o Ethical brands 

• Economic pillar 

o Local brands that stimulate the local economy  

• Sustainable brand 

o Brands that have at least 1 pillar 

o Brands that have all 3 comprehensive pillars 

1.2 Believes  

• Sustainability leads to quality products 

• Sustainability and quality of products are not related 

• Intention  

o They chose to be sustainable 

o They need to be sustainable because it is 

marketable 

2) Brand Image 2.1 Image building through the following channels 

• Environmental pillar  

o Products  

▪ Recycle materials 

▪ Resource saving products 

• Water saving 

• Power saving 

o Experience 

▪ Personal experience 

▪ Others’ experiences  
• Social Pillar 

o Products  

▪ Helps the society 

o Brand story 

▪ The beginning and intention of the brand 

o CSR initiatives 

• Economic Pillar 

o Local brands 

o Self-thought linked from other pillars 

2.2 Effect of the brand image on customers 

• Brand preference 

o Willing to pay more for the brand  

• Brand image linked to product quality 

• Purchase intention 

• Customer satisfaction → customer satisfaction 
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Table A4 Themes and sub-themes found from the interviews at the external 

customer level (cont.) 

Main themes Sub-themes 

3) Customer 

Satisfaction 

3.1 Product related satisfaction → Purchase decision → factors 

• quality 

• function 

• design 

• material 

3.2 Non-product related satisfaction 

• Moral fulfillment 

o I am a part contribute to world sustainability  

o I help saving the environment 

o I help local people 

• Emotional needs 

o I feel good 

o I am proud 

4) Corporate 

Reputation 

4.1 CSR initiatives 

• Communication channels 

o PR news 

o Social medias and websites 

• Customers’ perception 

o Ethical company 

o Sympathy 

o Give back to society  

4.2 Customers’ expectations 

• All 3 comprehensive pillars 

• At least 1 pillar 

• Sustainability as an option, not a mandatory 

5) Purchase decision 5.1 Factors 

• Product  

o quality 

o function 

o design 

o material 

▪ recycle material 

• Price 

o Value for money 

o Extra willing to pay for sustainable brand 

▪ 15% 

▪ 20% 

▪ 30% 

▪ 50% 

▪ No limit, as long as it is affordable for 

particular customer 

• Brand 

o Green brand 

o Sustainable brand 

o Quality brand 

5.2 Time used to make decision 

• A few weeks 
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Table A4 Themes and sub-themes found from the interviews at the external 

customer level (cont.) 

Main themes Sub-themes 

 • A few days 

• A few hours 

• Impulsive purchase 

5.3 Research methods 

• Internet browsing 

o Brand’s official websites  
o Brand’s official social medias 

o Online shopping platform 

o Third party websites 

o Third party social media platform 

• On-site visit 
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Appendix B: Quantitative research 

 

Table B1 Pilot questionnaire on brand image  

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Functional dimension      

1.1 The brand offers products that possess green 

qualities such as water savings or made from eco-

friendly materials 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์เป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม เช่น ประหยดัน ้ำ 
ประหยดัพลงังำน หรือ ผลิตจำกวสัดุท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 The brand offers products that have better green 

characteristic than competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีคุณลกัษณะท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม
มำกกวำ่คู่แข่ง 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 The brand offers products which are easy to 

recycle, reuse, or decompose  

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ส่งเสริมกำรรีไซเคิล รียสู (น ำกลบัไปใชใ้หม่) 
หรือ สำมำรถแยกช้ินส่วนกลบัไปใชใ้หม่ได ้

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 The brand emphasizes on partnership with other 

brands/organizations, which aim to develop green 

products 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
ผลิตภณัฑท่ี์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.5 The brand offers products that contribute social 

attributes such as being made by local people or 

community 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมสังคม เช่น ผลิตโดยชำวบำ้นหรือ
คนในทอ้งท่ี เป็นตน้ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.6 The brand offers products that have better social 

characteristic than competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีคุณลกัษณะในกำรส่งเสริมสังคมมำกกวำ่
คู่แข่ง 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.7 The brand has operations that focus on human and 

labor rights 

แบรนดน้ี์มีขั้นตอนกำรผลิตท่ีใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชนและ
แรงงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.8 The brand emphasizes on partnership with other 

brands/organizations, which aim to develop the 

products that support the society 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
ผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ช่วยเหลือสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B1 Pilot questionnaire on brand image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1.9 The brand offers products that have characteristics 

to of supporting local economy 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี  

1 2 3 4 5 

1.10 The brand offers products that made from local 

material and local suppliers 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ท ำจำกวสัดุท่ีหำไดใ้นทอ้งท่ีและสนบัสนุน
ผูผ้ลิตและผูข้ำย (supplier) ทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.11 The brand offer products that have image on local 

agriculture or local business 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์สนบัสนุนกำรเกษตรกรรมหรือ
กำรพำณิชยท์อ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.12 The brand emphasizes on partnership with local 

brands/organizations, which ultimately stimulating 

local economy 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
เศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Affective dimension       

2.1 This brand is nice because they offer 

environmentally friendly products 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะสินคำ้เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 The brand has green personality that distinguishes it 

from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์มีควำมเป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มมำกกวำ่แบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

green attribute 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำมเป็นมิตรกบั
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

green development 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.5 This brand is nice because they offer products that 

support local people and community 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำช่วยเหลือชำวบำ้นและ
คนในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.6 The brand has social personality, such as promoting 

human rights, that distinguishes it from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์ใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน ซ่ึงท ำใหต้วัแบรนด์
แตกต่ำงจำกแบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.7 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

social concern 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำมห่วงใยต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B1 Pilot questionnaire on brand image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

2.8 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

human and labor rights  

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ส่งเสริมสิทธิมนุษยชนและ
แรงงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.9 This brand is nice because they offer products that 

help stimulate local economy 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำช่วยกระตุน้เศรษฐกิจ
ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.10 The brand cares about local economy, and that 

distinguishes it from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์ใส่ใจกบัเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน ซ่ึงท ำใหแ้บรนดน้ี์แตกต่ำงจำก
แบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.11 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

contribution to the local economy 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองกำรช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจ
ทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.12 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

local economic development 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Reputation dimension       

3.1 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

environmentally friendly products 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who offer green brand image 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีมี
ภำพลกัษณ์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 The brand’s vision related to the environment is 

trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มของแบรนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 The brand has good reputation on its environmental 

image 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมเป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.5 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

socially responsible products 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ท่ีรับผดิชอบต่อ
สังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B1 Pilot questionnaire on brand image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

3.6 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who focus on social 

responsibility 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีใส่ใจเร่ือง
ควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.7 The brand’s vision on social responsibility is 
trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมสังคมของแบรนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.8 The brand has good reputation on social 

responsibility 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.9 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

products made from local materials and suppliers  

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ดว้ยวตัถุดิบใน
ประเทศและสนบัสนุนผูผ้ลิต/ผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.10 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who help stimulate local 

economy 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีช่วย
ส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.11 The brand’s vision on supporting the local 
economy is trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ีของแบรนด์
เป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.12 The brand has good reputation on its support to 

local businesses 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นกำรส่งเสริมธุรกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, the brand is very good on sustainability 

โดยรวมแลว้ แบรนดน้ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์ท่ีดีมำกในเร่ืองควำมยัง่ยนื 
(sustainability) 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B2 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image  

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Credibility dimension       

1.1 I believe this company tries to use only the 

necessary natural resources 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะใชพ้ลงังำนเท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 I believe this company tries to sponsor pro-

environmental programmes 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
ส่ิงแวดลอ้มต่ำงๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 I believe this company used its best effort to 

manage and recycle its waste properly 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำรขยะและของ
เสียอยำ่งเหมำะสม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 This company tries to protect the environment 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะอนุรักษส่ิ์งแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.5 I believe this company tries to promote human and 

labor rights 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมปฏิบติัตำมแนวทำงสิทธิมนุษยชนและ
แรงงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.6 I believe this company tries to sponsor social 

development programmes 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
สังคมต่ำงๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.7 I believe this company used its best effort to 

operate with the care of local community  

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำรโดยค ำนึงถึง
ชุมชมโดยรอบ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.8 This company tries to protect local community 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะปกป้องชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.9 I believe this company tries to support local 

economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมยำมส่งเสริมและสนบัสนุนเศรษฐกิจใน
ทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.10 I believe this company tries to sponsor the 

programmes that stimulate local economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
เศรษฐกิจในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.11 believe this company used its best effort to operate 

and select suppliers with the care of local economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำรและเลือกคู่คำ้
โดยค ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B2 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1.12 This company tries to protect local economy 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมปกป้องเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Trust and reliability dimension       

2.1 I trust that this company really cares about the 

environment 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยส่ิงแวดลอ้มอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the environment such as 

selecting only the necessary natural resource, etc.  

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำน
หรือท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม เช่น กำรเลือกใช้
พลงังำนเท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น  

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice 

its profit to ensure clean environment 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 This company has reliable plan on how to protect 

the environment 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรอนุรักษส่ิ์งแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.5 I trust that this company really cares about the 

society 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยสังคมอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.6 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the society such as hiring local 

people and promote human rights, etc. 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำน
หรือท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อสังคม เช่น กำรจำ้งงำนชำวบำ้น
ในชุมชน หรือปฏิบติังำนโดยให้ควำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.7 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice 

its profit to ensure the well-being of the community 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยส่งเสริมควำมเป็นอยูท่ี่ดีของคนในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.8 This company has reliable plan on how to protect 

the local community 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรส่งเสริมชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.9 I trust that this company really cares about the 

local economy 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ินอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B2 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

2.10 I trust this company when they say they have 

done practices that concerns the local economy such as 

using local suppliers, etc. 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำน
หรือท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อเศรษฐกิจของชุมชน เช่น กำร
เลือกใชผู้ผ้ลิตและผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.11 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice 

its profit to support local economy 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยสนบัสนุนเศรษฐกิจของชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.12 This company has reliable plan on how to support 

the local economy 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Responsibility dimension       

3.1 This company carefully selects natural resource 

that causes the least harm to the environment 

บริษทัน้ีตั้งใจเลือกแหล่งพลงังำนท่ีก่อใหเ้กิดมลพิษต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม
นอ้ยท่ีสุด 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 This company concerns about the environment 

when managing its waste 

บริษทัน้ีค ำนึงถึงกำรรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้มในกำรก ำจดัขยะและของเสีย 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 This company obeys the environmental laws and 

regulations 

บริษทัน้ีปฏิบติัตำมกฎเกณฑแ์ละกฎหมำยส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 This company is environmentally responsible 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.5 This company invested its resources in developing 

local community 

บริษทัน้ีมีกำรจดัสรรกำรลงทุนเพ่ือช่วยพฒันำชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.6 This company concerns about local community 

when managing its waste 

บริษทัน้ีค ำนึงถึงชุมชนโดยรอบในกำรก ำจดัขยะและของเสีย 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.7 This company promotes human and labor rights in 

the workplace 

บริษทัน้ีใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัเร่ืองสิทธิมนุษยชนในท่ีท ำงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.8 This company is responsible to the society 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.9 This company uses local suppliers 

บริษทัน้ีสนบัสนุนผูช้ำย/ผูผ้ลิต (supplier) ทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B2 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

3.10 This company concerns about the local economy 

when it conducts the business such as selecting local 

suppliers 

บริษทัน้ีด ำเนินธุรกิจโดยค ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี เช่น กำร
สนบัสนุนธุรกิจและผูผ้ลิต/ผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.11 This company obeys financial and tax laws and 

regulations 

บริษทัน้ีปฏิบติัตำมกฎหมำยกำรเงินและภำษี 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.12 This company is responsible to local economy 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, this company has good reputation on 

sustainability 

โดยรวมแลว้บริษทัน้ีมีช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในเร่ืองควำมยัง่ยนื 
(sustainability)  

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B3 Pilot questionnaire on emotional attachment 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Affection       

1.1 I love this brand  

ฉนัรักแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 I feel affectionate towards the brand  

ฉนัรู้สึกช่ืนชอบแบรนดน้ี์มำก 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 The brand looks friendly to me 

ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์ดูเป็นมิตร 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 I feel comfortable using this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกสบำยใจท่ีจะใชแ้บรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Passion      

2.1 I really want to buy the products from this brand  

ฉนัอยำกจะซ้ือผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์มำก 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 I am passionate about this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกหลงใหลในแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 I am delighted by this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกอ่ิมใจกบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 This brand captivates me  

ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์มีเสน่ห์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Connection      

3.1 I feel connected to the brand when I use it 

ฉนัรู้สึกถึงควำมเก่ียวพนัของฉนักบัตวัแบรนดเ์ม่ือฉนัใชผ้ลิตภณัฑ์
ของแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 My identification with this brand increases though 

the use of the brand 

ควำมผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์เพ่ิมข้ึนเม่ือฉนัไดใ้ชง้ำนมนัมำกข้ึนเร่ือย ๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 The use of this brand affects my association to the 

brand 

กำรใชง้ำนผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ส่งผลต่อควำมสัมพนัธ์ของฉนักบั
แบรนด ์

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 I feel bonded to this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, I feel related to this brand 

โดยรวมแลว้ ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่ฉนัมีควำมเช่ือมโยงกบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B4 Pilot questionnaire on brand loyalty  

Questions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

       

1 I consider myself to be loyal to the brand  

ฉนัเป็นลูกคำ้ประจ ำของแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2 This brand will be my first choice  

แบรนดน้ี์จะเป็นตวัเลือกแรกของฉนั 

1 2 3 4 5 

3 I will not buy other brands if this brand is available  

หำกฉนัสำมำรถเลือกซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์ไดฉ้นัจะไม่เลือกแบรนดอ่ื์น 

1 2 3 4 5 

4 I have a favorable attitude towards this brand 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบรนดโ์ปรดของฉนั 

1 2 3 4 5 

5 I plan to repurchase this brand 

ฉนัจะซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์อีก 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix B-1: Expert opinion for brand image questions  

 

 Item Objective Congruence (IOC) instructions:   

 As an expert on these issues, please indicate whether you think each 

question is relevant (+1) for the sub-dimension, or not relevant  (-1).  The scale is:  

 -1 = not relevant, 0 = not sure, and +1 = relevant 

 

Table B5 IOC assessment for questions on brand image 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงที่ต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

1. Functional 

dimension               
ฟังก์ช่ันการใช้งาน 
Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– green attribute 

1.1 The brand offers products that 

possess green qualities such as water 

savings or made from eco-friendly 

materials 
1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์เป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

เช่น ประหยดัน ้ำ ประหยดัพลงังำน หรือ ผลิต
จำกวสัดุท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– green attribute 

1.2 The brand offers products that have 

better green characteristic than 

competitors 

0 1 1 1 0.75   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีคุณลกัษณะท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้มมำกกวำ่คู่แข่ง 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– green attribute 

1.3 The brand offers products which are 

easy to recycle, reuse, or decompose  

1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ส่งเสริมกำรรีไซเคิล รียสู  
(น ำกลบัไปใชใ้หม่) หรือ สำมำรถแยกช้ินส่วน
กลบัไปใชใ้หม่ได ้

Brand image – green 

attribute 

1.4 The brand emphasizes on 

partnership with other 

brands/organizations, which aim to 

develop green products 
1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือ
องคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำผลิตภณัฑท่ี์เป็นมิตรกบั
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 
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Table B5 IOC assessment for questions on brand image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงที่ต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– social attribute 

1.5 The brand offers products that 

contribute social attributes such as 

being made by local people or 

community 
1 1 0 1 0.75 

Adjus

t the 

langu

age 

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
- ดำ้นสังคม 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมสังคม เช่น 
ผลิตโดยชำวบำ้นหรือคนในทอ้งท่ี เป็นตน้ 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– social attribute 

1.6 The brand offers products that have 

better social characteristic than 

competitors 
0 0 0 0 0.00 

Confu

sion/ 

elimin

ate 
ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

- ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีคุณลกัษณะในกำร
ส่งเสริมสังคมมำกกวำ่คู่แข่ง 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– social attribute 

1.7 The brand has operations that focus 

on human and labor rights 

1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
- ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์มีขั้นตอนกำรผลิตท่ีใหค้วำมส ำคญักบั
สิทธิมนุษยชนและแรงงำน 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– social attribute 

1.8 The brand emphasizes on 

partnership with other 

brands/organizations, which aim to 

develop the products that support the 

society 1 1 1 1 1.00   
ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน) - ดำ้น
สังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือ
องคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ช่วยเหลือ
สังคม 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– economic attribute 

1.9 The brand offers products that have 

characteristics to of supporting local 

economy 

1 0 1 1 0.75  ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน) - ดำ้น
เศรษฐกิจ 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจใน
ทอ้งท่ี  

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– economic attribute 

1.10 The brand offers products that 

made from local material and local 

suppliers 

1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน) - ดำ้น
เศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ท ำจำกวสัดุท่ีหำไดใ้น
ทอ้งท่ีและสนบัสนุนผูผ้ลิตและผูข้ำย (supplier) 

ทอ้งถ่ิน 
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Table B5 IOC assessment for questions on brand image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงที่ต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– economic attribute 

1.11 The brand offer products that have 

image on local agriculture or local 

business 

1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
- ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์สนบัสนุน
เกษตรกรรมหรือกำรพำณิชยท์อ้งถ่ิน 

Brand image 

(functional dimension) 

– economic attribute 

1.12 The brand emphasizes on 

partnership with local 

brands/organizations, which ultimately 

stimulating local economy 
1 0 1 1 0.75   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นฟังกช์ัน่กำรใชง้ำน)  
– ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือ
องคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

2. Affective dimension               
Brand image (affective 

dimension) – green 

attribute 

2.1 This brand is nice because they 

offer environmentally friendly products 

1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นควำมรู้สึก)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะสินคำ้เป็นมิตรกบั
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – green 

attribute 

2.2 The brand has green personality that 

distinguishes it from competitors 

0 1 1 1 0.75   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นควำมรู้สึก)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์มีควำมเป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มมำกกวำ่
แบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – green 

attribute 

2.3 The brand will not disappoint the 

customers in its green attribute 

1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นควำมรู้สึก)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำม
เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – green 

attribute 

2.4 The brand is considered as the best 

benchmark of green development 

1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์ 

(ดำ้นควำมรู้สึก)  
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์เป็นมิตรกบั
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 
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Table B5 IOC assessment for questions on brand image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงที่ต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Brand image (affective 

dimension)  

– social attribute 

2.5 This brand is nice because they 

offer products that support local people 

and community 
0 1 1 1 0.75   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นสังคม 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำ
ช่วยเหลือชำวบำ้นและคนในชุมชน 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – social 

attribute 

2.6 The brand has social personality, 

such as promoting human rights, that 

distinguishes it from competitors 
1 0 1 1 0.75   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์ใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน ซ่ึงท ำ
ใหต้วัแบรนดแ์ตกต่ำงจำกแบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – social 

attribute 

2.7 The brand will not disappoint the 

customers in its social concern 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำม
ห่วงใยต่อสังคม 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – social 

attribute 

2.8 The brand is considered as the best 

benchmark of human and labor rights  
1 0 1 1 0.75   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ส่งเสริม
สิทธิมนุษยชนและแรงงำน 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – economic 

attribute 

2.9 This brand is nice because they 

offer products that help stimulate local 

economy 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำ
ช่วยกระตุน้เศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – economic 

attribute 

2.10 The brand cares about local 

economy, and that distinguishes it from 

competitors 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์ใส่ใจกบัเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน ซ่ึงท ำใหแ้บ
รนดน้ี์แตกต่ำงจำกแบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – economic 

attribute 

2.11 The brand will not disappoint the 

customers in its contribution to the local 

economy 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองกำรช่วย
ส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

Brand image (affective 

dimension) – economic 

attribute 

2.12 The brand is considered as the best 

benchmark of local economic 

development 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ควำมรู้สึก) – ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ช่วยส่งเสริม
เศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 
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Table B5 IOC assessment for questions on brand image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงที่ต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

3. Reputation 

dimension 
              

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– green attribute 

3.1 The brand is one of the best brands 

that offer environmentally friendly 

products 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้
ท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– green attribute 

3.2 The brand is very consolidated in 

the market, compared to competitors 

who offer green brand image 
1 0 1 1 0.75 

Adjus

tment 

in 

Thai 

langu

age  

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบ
รนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีมีภำพลกัษณ์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– green attribute 

3.3 The brand’s vision related to the 
environment is trustworthy 

1 1 1 1 1.00   
ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มของแบรนด์
เป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– green attribute 

3.4 The brand has good reputation on 

its environmental image 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมเป็นมิตรกบั
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– social attribute 

3.5 The brand is one of the best brands 

that offer socially responsible products 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้
ท่ีรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– social attribute 

3.6 The brand is very consolidated in 

the market, compared to competitors 

who focus on social responsibility 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบ
รนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีใส่ใจเร่ืองควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– social attribute 

3.7 The brand’s vision on social 
responsibility is trustworthy 

1 1 1 1 1.00   
ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นสังคม 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมสังคมของแบ
รนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 
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Table B5 IOC assessment for questions on brand image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงที่ต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

– social attribute 

3.8 The brand has good reputation on 

social responsibility 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นสังคม 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมรับผดิชอบต่อ
สังคม 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

–economic attribute 

3.9 The brand is one of the best brands 

that offer products made from local 

materials and suppliers  

1 1 1 1 1.00   
ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้
ดว้ยวตัถุดิบในประเทศและสนบัสนุนผูผ้ลิต/
ผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

–economic attribute 

3.10 The brand is very consolidated in 

the market, compared to competitors 

who help stimulate local economy 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบ
รนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

–economic attribute 

3.11 The brand’s vision on supporting 
the local economy is trustworthy 

1 1 1 1 1.00   
ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจใน
ทอ้งท่ีของแบรนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

Brand image 

(reputation dimension) 

–economic attribute 

3.12 The brand has good reputation on 

its support to local businesses 
1 1 1 1 1.00   

ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนด ์(ดำ้น
ช่ือเสียง) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นกำรส่งเสริมธุรกิจ
ทอ้งถ่ิน 

4. Summary question               
Brand image - 

sustainability 

4.1 Overall, the brand is very good on 

sustainability 
1 1 1 1 1.00   ภำพลกัษณ์ของแบรนดด์ำ้น

ควำมยัง่ยนื 

โดยรวมแลว้ แบรนดน้ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์ท่ีดีมำกใน
เร่ืองควำมยัง่ยนื (sustainability)  
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Table B6 IOC assessment for questions on corporate image 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

1. Credibility dimension              

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– environment 

1.1 I believe this company tries to 

use only the necessary natural 

resources 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะใชพ้ลงังำนเท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– environment 

1.2 I believe this company tries to 

sponsor pro-environmental 

programmes 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุน
กิจกรรมส่งเสริมส่ิงแวดลอ้มต่ำงๆ 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension) 

 – environment 

1.3 I believe this company used its 

best effort to manage and recycle its 

waste properly 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำร
ขยะและของเสียอยำ่งเหมำะสม 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– environment 

1.4 This company tries to protect 

the environment 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustm

ent in 

Thai 

languag

e ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะอนุรักษส่ิ์งแวดลอ้ม 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– social 

1.5 I believe this company tries to 

promote human and labor rights 
1 0 0 0 0.25 

Eliminat

e 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นสังคม 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมปฏิบติัตำมแนวทำงสิทธิ
มนุษยชนและแรงงำน 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– social 

1.6 I believe this company tries to 

sponsor social development 

programmes 1 1 1 0 0.75 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นสังคม 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุน
กิจกรรมส่งเสริมสังคมต่ำงๆ 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– social 

1.7 I believe this company used its 

best effort to operate with the care 

of local community  1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustm

ent in 

Thai 

languag

e ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นสังคม 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำร
โดยค ำนึงถึงชุมชมโดยรอบ 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– economic 

1.8 This company tries to protect 

local community 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะปกป้องชุมชน 
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Table B6 IOC assessment for questions on corporate image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension)  

– economic 

1.9 I believe this company tries to 

support local economy 
1 0 1 1 0.75 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมยำมส่งเสริมและสนบัสนุน
เศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension) – 

economic 

1.10 I believe this company tries to 

sponsor the programmes that 

stimulate local economy 0 1 1 1 0.75 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุน
กิจกรรมส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจในชุมชน 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension) – 

economic 

1.11 believe this company used its 

best effort to operate and select 

suppliers with the care of local 

economy 1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustm

ent in 

Thai 

languag

e 
ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำร
และเลือกคู่คำ้โดยค  ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี 

Corporate image 

(credibility dimension) – 

economic 

1.12 This company tries to protect 

local economy 
1 0 1 1 0.75 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
น่ำเช่ือถือ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมปกป้องเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

2. Trust and reliability 

dimension 
            

 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – 

environment 

2.1 I trust that this company really 

cares about the environment 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยส่ิงแวดลอ้มอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – 

environment 

2.2 I trust this company when they 

say they have done practices that 

concerns the environment such as 

selecting only the necessary natural 

resource, etc.  1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ได้
ปฏิบติังำนหรือท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม เช่น กำรเลือกใชพ้ลงังำนเท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น  

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – 

environment 

2.3 I think it is possible for this 

company to sacrifice its profit to 

ensure clean environment 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไร
บำงส่วนเพือ่ช่วยรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 
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Table B6 IOC assessment for questions on corporate image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – 

environment 

2.4 This company has reliable plan 

on how to protect the environment 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรอนุรักษส่ิ์งแวดลอ้ม 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – social 

2.5 I trust that this company really 

cares about the society 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นสังคม 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยสังคมอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – social 

2.6 I trust this company when they 

say they have done practices that 

concerns the society such as hiring 

local people and promote human 

rights, etc. 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นสังคม 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ได้
ปฏิบติังำนหรือท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อสังคม 
เช่น กำรจำ้งงำนชำวบำ้นในชุมชน หรือปฏิบติังำนโดย
ให้ควำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – social 

2.7 I think it is possible for this 

company to sacrifice its profit to 

ensure the well-being of the 

community 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นสังคม 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไร
บำงส่วนเพือ่ช่วยส่งเสริมควำมเป็นอยูท่ี่ดีของคนใน
ชุมชน 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – social 

2.8 This company has reliable plan 

on how to protect the local 

community 1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustm

ent in 

Thai 

languag

e ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นสังคม 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรส่งเสริมชุมชน 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – economic 

2.9 I trust that this company really 

cares about the local economy 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ินอยำ่ง
แทจ้ริง 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – economic 

2.10 I trust this company when they 

say they have done practices that 

concerns the local economy such as 

using local suppliers, etc. 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร  
(ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่)  
- ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ได้
ปฏิบติังำนหรือท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อเศรษฐกิจ
ของชุมชน เช่น กำรเลือกใชผู้ผ้ลิตและผูข้ำย 
(supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 
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Table B6 IOC assessment for questions on corporate image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – economic 

2.11 I think it is possible for this 

company to sacrifice its profit to 

support local economy 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
- ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไร
บำงส่วนเพือ่ช่วยสนบัสนุนเศรษฐกิจของชุมชน 

Corporate image 

(trust&reliability 

dimension) – economic 

2.12 This company has reliable 

plan on how to support the local 

economy 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำมเช่ือมัน่) 
– ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจ
ทอ้งถ่ิน 

3. Responsibility 

dimension 
            

 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – 

environment 

3.1 This company carefully selects 

natural resource that causes the 

least harm to the environment 1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustm

ent in 

Thai 

languag

e 
ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

บริษทัน้ีตั้งใจเลือกแหล่งพลงังำนท่ีก่อให้เกิดมลพิษต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้มนอ้ยท่ีสุด 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – 

environment 

3.2 This company concerns about 

the environment when managing its 

waste 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

บริษทัน้ีค  ำนึงถึงกำรรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้มในกำรก ำจดัขยะ
และของเสีย 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – 

environment 

3.3 This company obeys the 

environmental laws and regulations 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

บริษทัน้ีปฏิบติัตำมกฎเกณฑแ์ละกฎหมำยส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – 

environment 

3.4 This company is 

environmentally responsible 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – social 

3.5 This company invested its 

resources in developing local 

community 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นสังคม 

บริษทัน้ีมีกำรจดัสรรกำรลงทุนเพือ่ช่วยพฒันำชุมชน 
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Table B6 IOC assessment for questions on corporate image (cont.) 

Concept measured 

ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 

Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – social 

3.6 This company concerns about 

local community when managing 

its waste 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นสังคม 

บริษทัน้ีค  ำนึงถึงชุมชนโดยรอบในกำรก ำจดัขยะและ
ของเสีย 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – social 

3.7 This company promotes human 

and labor rights in the workplace 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustm

ent in 

Thai 

languag

e ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นสังคม 

บริษทัน้ีให้ควำมส ำคญักบัเร่ืองสิทธิมนุษยชนในท่ี
ท ำงำน 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – social 

3.8 This company is responsible to 

the society 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นสังคม 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสงัคม 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – economic 

3.9 This company uses local 

suppliers 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustm

ent in 

Thai 

languag

e ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ บริษทัน้้ีใชผู้ช้ำย/ผูผ้ลิต (supplier) ทอ้งถ่ิน 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – economic 

3.10 This company concerns about 

the local economy when it conducts 

the business such as selecting local 

raw materials 1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ 

บริษทัน้ีด ำเนินธุรกิจโดยค  ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี 

เช่น กำรเลือกใชว้ตัถุดิบในทอ้งท่ี 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – economic 

3.11 This company obeys financial 

and tax laws and regulations 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ บริษทัน้ีปฏิบติัตำมกฎหมำยกำรเงินและภำษี 

Corporate image 

(responsibility 

dimension) – economic 

3.12 This company is responsible to 

local economy 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์ร (ดำ้นควำม
รับผดิชอบ) - ดำ้นเศรษฐกิจ บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน  

4. Summary question              

Corporate image – 

sustainability 

4.1 Overall, this company has good 

reputation on sustainability 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ภำพลกัษณ์องคก์รเร่ืองควำมย ัง่ยนื 

(sustainability) 

โดยรวมแลว้ บริษทัน้ีมีช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในเร่ืองควำมย ัง่ยนื 
(sustainability)  
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Table B7 IOC assessment for questions on emotional attachment 

Concept 

measured 

ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 
Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

1. Affection              

Affection  1.1 I love this brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

Adjustme

nt in Thai 

language ควำมชอบ  I love this brand 

Affection  1.2 feel affectionate towards the brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมชอบ  ฉนัรู้สึกช่ืนชอบแบรนดน้ี์มำก 

Affection  1.3 The brand looks friendly to me 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมชอบ  ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์ดูเป็นมิตร 

Affection  1.4 I feel comfortable using this brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมชอบ  ฉนัรู้สึกสบำยใจท่ีจะใชแ้บรนดน้ี์ 

2. Passion              

Passion  
2.1 I really want to buy the products 

from this brand  1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมหลงใหล ฉนัอยำกจะซ้ือผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์มำก 

Passion  2.2 I I am passionate about this brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมหลงใหล ฉนัรู้สึกหลงใหลในแบรนดน้ี์ 

Passion  2.3 I am delighted by this brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมหลงใหล ฉนัรู้สึกอ่ิมใจกบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

Passion  2.4 This brand captivates me 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมหลงใหล ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์มีเสน่ห์ 

3. Connection              

Connection 
2.1 I feel connected to the brand when 

I use it 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมสัมพนัธ์กบั
แบรนด ์

ฉนัรู้สึกถึงควำมเก่ียวพนัของฉนักบัตวัแบรนด์
เม่ือฉนัใชผ้ลิตภณัฑข์องแบรนดน้ี์ 

Connection 
2.1 My identification with this brand 

increases though the use of the brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมสัมพนัธ์กบั
แบรนด ์

ควำมผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์เพ่ิมข้ึนเม่ือฉนัไดใ้ช้
งำนมนัมำกข้ึนเร่ือย ๆ 

Connection 
2.1 The use of this brand affects my 

association to the brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมสัมพนัธ์กบั
แบรนด ์

กำรใชง้ำนผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ส่งผลต่อ
ควำมสัมพนัธ์ของฉนักบัแบรนด ์

Connection 2.1 feel bonded to this brand 

1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมสัมพนัธ์กบั
แบรนด ์

ฉนัรู้สึกผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์ 
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Table B7 IOC assessment for questions on emotional attachment (cont.) 

Concept 

measured 

ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด 
Questions 

ค าถาม 
Expert 

IOC 
Com 

ments 1 2 3 4 

4. Summary 

Question 
            

 

Connection 2.1 Overall, I feel related to this brand 

1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ความสัมพนัธ์กับแบ
รนด์ 

โดยรวมแลว้ ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่ฉนัมีควำมเช่ือมโยงกบั 

แบรนดน้ี์ 
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Table B8 IOC assessment for questions on brand loyalty 

Concept 

measured 
Questions 

Expert 

IOC 
Com

ments 1 2 3 4 ส่ิงท่ีต้องการวัด ค าถาม 
Brand 

Loyalty 
            

 

Brand 

loyalty 

1 I consider myself to be loyal 

to the brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมภกัดีใน
แบรนด ์

ฉนัเป็นลูกคำ้ประจ ำของแบรนดน้ี์ 

Brand 

loyalty 

2 This brand will be my first 

choice  
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมภกัดีใน
แบรนด ์

แบรนดน้ี์จะเป็นตวัเลือกแรกของฉนั 

Brand 

loyalty 

3 I will not buy other brands if 

this brand is available 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมภกัดีใน
แบรนด ์

หำกฉนัสำมำรถเลือกซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์ได้
ฉนัจะไม่เลือกแบรนดอ่ื์น 

Brand 

loyalty 

4 I have a favorable attitude 

towards this brand 
1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมภกัดีใน
แบรนด ์

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบรนดโ์ปรดของฉนั 

Brand 

loyalty 
5 I plan to repurchase this brand 

1 1 1 1 1.00 

 

ควำมภกัดีใน
แบรนด ์

ฉนัจะซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์อีก 
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Table B9 Pilot questionnaire on brand image AFTER IOC  

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Functional dimension      

1.1 The brand offers products that possess green 

qualities such as water savings or made from eco-

friendly materials 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์เป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม เช่น ประหยดัน ้ำ 
ประหยดัพลงังำน หรือ ผลิตจำกวสัดุท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 The brand offers products that have better green 

characteristic than competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีคุณลกัษณะท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม
มำกกวำ่คู่แข่ง 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 The brand offers products which are easy to 

recycle, reuse, or decompose  

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ส่งเสริมกำรรีไซเคิล รียสู (น ำกลบัไปใชใ้หม่) 
หรือ สำมำรถแยกช้ินส่วนกลบัไปใชใ้หม่ได ้

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 The brand emphasizes on partnership with other 

brands/organizations, which aim to develop green 

products 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
ผลิตภณัฑท่ี์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.5 The brand offers products that contribute to the 

society such as being made by local people or 

community 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมสังคม เช่น ผลิตโดยชำวบำ้น
หรือคนในทอ้งท่ี เป็นตน้ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.6 The brand has operations that focus on human and 

labor rights 

แบรนดน้ี์มีขั้นตอนกำรผลิตท่ีใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชนและ
แรงงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.7 The brand emphasizes on partnership with other 

brands/organizations, which aim to develop the 

products that support the society 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
ผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ช่วยเหลือสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.8 The brand offers products that have characteristics 

to of supporting local economy 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี  

1 2 3 4 5 

1.9 The brand offers products that made from local 

material and local suppliers 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ท ำจำกวสัดุท่ีหำไดใ้นทอ้งท่ีและสนบัสนุน
ผูผ้ลิตและผูข้ำย (supplier) ทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B9 Pilot questionnaire on brand image AFTER IOC (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1.10 The brand offer products that have image on local 

agriculture or local business 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์สนบัสนุนกำรเกษตรกรรมหรือ
กำรพำณิชยท์อ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.11 The brand emphasizes on partnership with local 

brands/organizations, which ultimately stimulating 

local economy 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
เศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Affective dimension       

2.1 This brand is nice because they offer 

environmentally friendly products 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะสินคำ้เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 The brand has green personality that distinguishes it 

from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์มีควำมเป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มมำกกวำ่แบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

green attribute 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำมเป็นมิตรกบั
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

green development 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.5 This brand is nice because they offer products that 

support local people and community 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำช่วยเหลือชำวบำ้นและ
คนในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.6 The brand has social personality, such as promoting 

human rights, that distinguishes it from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์ใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน ซ่ึงท ำใหต้วัแบรนด์
แตกต่ำงจำกแบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.7 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

social concern 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำมห่วงใยต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.8 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

human and labor rights  

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ส่งเสริมสิทธิมนุษยชนและ
แรงงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.9 This brand is nice because they offer products that 

help stimulate local economy 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำช่วยกระตุน้เศรษฐกิจ
ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B9 Pilot questionnaire on brand image AFTER IOC (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

2.10 The brand cares about local economy, and that 

distinguishes it from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์ใส่ใจกบัเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน ซ่ึงท ำใหแ้บรนดน้ี์แตกต่ำงจำก
แบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.11 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

contribution to the local economy 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองกำรช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจ
ทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.12 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

local economic development 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Reputation dimension       

3.1 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

environmentally friendly products 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who offer green brand image 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีมี
ภำพลกัษณ์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 The brand’s vision related to the environment is 

trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มของแบรนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 The brand has good reputation on its environmental 

image 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมเป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.5 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

socially responsible products 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ท่ีรับผดิชอบต่อ
สังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.6 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who focus on social 

responsibility 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีใส่ใจเร่ือง
ควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.7 The brand’s vision on social responsibility is 
trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมสังคมของแบรนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.8 The brand has good reputation on social 

responsibility 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B9 Pilot questionnaire on brand image AFTER IOC (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

3.9 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

products made from local materials and suppliers  

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ดว้ยวตัถุดิบใน
ประเทศและสนบัสนุนผูผ้ลิต/ผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.10 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who help stimulate local 

economy 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีช่วย
ส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.11 The brand’s vision on supporting the local 
economy is trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ีของแบรนด์
เป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.12 The brand has good reputation on its support to 

local businesses 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นกำรส่งเสริมธุรกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, the brand is very good on sustainability 

โดยรวมแลว้ แบรนดน้ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์ท่ีดีมำกในเร่ืองควำมยัง่ยนื 
(sustainability) 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Table B10 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image AFTER IOC 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Credibility dimension       

1.1 I believe this company tries to use only the 

necessary natural resources 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะใชพ้ลงังำนเท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 I believe this company tries to sponsor pro-

environmental programmes 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
ส่ิงแวดลอ้มต่ำงๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 I believe this company used its best effort to 

manage and recycle its waste properly 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำรขยะและของ
เสียอยำ่งเหมำะสม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 This company tries to protect the environment 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะปกป้องส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B10 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image AFTER IOC (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Credibility dimension       

1.5 I believe this company tries to sponsor social 

development programmes 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
สังคมต่ำงๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.6 I believe this company used its best effort to 

operate with the care of local community  

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะท ำธุรกิจโดยค ำนึงถึงชุมชม
โดยรอบ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.7 This company tries to protect local community 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะปกป้องชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.8 I believe this company tries to support local 

economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมยำมส่งเสริมและสนบัสนุนเศรษฐกิจใน
ทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.9 I believe this company tries to sponsor the 

programmes that stimulate local economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
เศรษฐกิจในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.10 believe this company used its best effort to operate 

and select suppliers with the care of local economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะท ำธุรกิจและเลือกคู่คำ้โดย
ค ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.11 This company tries to protect local economy 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมปกป้องเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Trust and reliability dimension       

2.1 I trust that this company really cares about the 

environment 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยส่ิงแวดลอ้มอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the environment such as 

selecting only the necessary natural resource, etc.  

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำนหรือ
ท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม เช่น กำรเลือกใชพ้ลงังำน
เท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น  

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice its 

profit to ensure clean environment 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 This company has reliable plan on how to protect 

the environment 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรอนุรักษส่ิ์งแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B10 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image AFTER IOC (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

2.5 I trust that this company really cares about the 

society 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยสังคมอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.6 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the society such as hiring local 

people and promote human rights, etc. 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำนหรือ
ท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อสังคม เช่น กำรจำ้งงำนชำวบำ้นใน
ชุมชน หรือปฏิบติังำนโดยให้ควำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.7 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice its 

profit to ensure the well-being of the community 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยส่งเสริมควำมเป็นอยูท่ี่ดีของคนในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.8 This company has reliable plan on how to protect 

the local community 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรปกป้องชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.9 I trust that this company really cares about the local 

economy 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ินอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.10 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the local economy such as using 

local suppliers, etc. 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำนหรือ
ท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อเศรษฐกิจของชุมชน เช่น กำรเลือกใช้
ผูผ้ลิตและผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.11 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice 

its profit to support local economy 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยสนบัสนุนเศรษฐกิจของชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.12 This company has reliable plan on how to support 

the local economy 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Responsibility dimension       

3.1 This company carefully selects natural resource that 

causes the least harm to the environment 

บริษทัน้ีตั้งใจเลือกใชท้รัพยำกรธรรมชำติท่ีก่อใหเ้กิดมลพิษต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้มนอ้ยท่ีสุด 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 This company concerns about the environment 

when managing its waste 

บริษทัน้ีค ำนึงถึงกำรรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้มในกำรก ำจดัขยะและของเสีย 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 This company obeys the environmental laws and 

regulations 

บริษทัน้ีปฏิบติัตำมกฎเกณฑแ์ละกฎหมำยส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B10 Pilot questionnaire on corporate image AFTER IOC (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

3.4 This company is environmentally responsible 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.5 This company invested its resources in developing 

local community 

บริษทัน้ีมีกำรจดัสรรกำรลงทุนเพ่ือช่วยพฒันำชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.6 This company concerns about local community 

when managing its waste 

บริษทัน้ีค ำนึงถึงชุมชนโดยรอบในกำรก ำจดัขยะและของเสีย 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.7 This company promotes human and labor rights in 

the workplace 

บริษทัน้ีส่งเสริมสิทธิมนุษยชนในท่ีท ำงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.8 This company is responsible to the society 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.9 This company uses local suppliers 

บริษทัน้ีเลือกใชผู้ข้ำย/ผูผ้ลิต (supplier) ทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.10 This company concerns about the local economy 

when it conducts the business such as selecting local 

suppliers 

บริษทัน้ีด ำเนินธุรกิจโดยค ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี เช่น กำร
สนบัสนุนธุรกิจและผูผ้ลิต/ผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.11 This company obeys financial and tax laws and 

regulations 

บริษทัน้ีปฏิบติัตำมกฎหมำยกำรเงินและภำษี 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.12 This company is responsible to local economy 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, this company has good reputation on 

sustainability 

โดยรวมแลว้ บริษทัน้ีมีช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในเร่ืองควำมยัง่ยนื 
(sustainability)  

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B11 Pilot questionnaire on emotional attachment AFTER IOC 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Affection       

1.1 I love this brand  

ฉนัรักแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 I feel affectionate towards the brand  

ฉนัรู้สึกช่ืนชอบแบรนดน้ี์มำก 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 The brand looks friendly to me 

ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์ดูเป็นมิตร 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 I feel comfortable using this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกสบำยใจท่ีจะใชแ้บรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Passion      

2.1 I really want to buy the products from this brand  

ฉนัอยำกจะซ้ือผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์มำก 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 I am passionate about this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกหลงใหลในแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 I am delighted by this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกอ่ิมใจกบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 This brand captivates me  

ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์มีเสน่ห์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Connection      

3.1 I feel connected to the brand when I use it 

ฉนัรู้สึกถึงควำมเก่ียวพนัของฉนักบัตวัแบรนดเ์ม่ือฉนัใชผ้ลิตภณัฑ์
ของแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 My identification with this brand increases though 

the use of the brand 

ควำมผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์เพ่ิมข้ึนเม่ือฉนัไดใ้ชง้ำนมนัมำกข้ึนเร่ือย ๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 The use of this brand affects my association to the 

brand 

กำรใชง้ำนผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ส่งผลต่อควำมสัมพนัธ์ของฉนั
กบัแบรนด ์

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 I feel bonded to this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, I feel related to this brand 

โดยรวมแลว้ ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่ฉนัมีควำมเช่ือมโยงกบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B12 Pilot questionnaire on brand loyalty AFTER IOC 

Questions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

       

1 I consider myself to be loyal to the brand  

ฉนัเป็นลูกคำ้ประจ ำของแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2 This brand will be my first choice  

แบรนดน้ี์จะเป็นตวัเลือกแรกของฉนั 

1 2 3 4 5 

3 I will not buy other brands if this brand is available  

หำกฉนัสำมำรถเลือกซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์ไดฉ้นัจะไม่เลือกแบรนดอ่ื์น 

1 2 3 4 5 

4 I have a favorable attitude towards this brand 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบรนดโ์ปรดของฉนั 

1 2 3 4 5 

5 I plan to repurchase this brand 

ฉนัจะซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์อีก 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Table B13 Final questionnaire on brand image  

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Functional dimension      

1.1 The brand offers products that possess green 

qualities such as water savings or made from eco-

friendly materials 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์เป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม เช่น ประหยดัน ้ำ 
ประหยดัพลงังำน หรือ ผลิตจำกวสัดุท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 The brand offers products that have better green 

characteristic than competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีคุณลกัษณะท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม
มำกกวำ่คู่แข่ง 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 The brand offers products that contribute to the 

society such as being made by local people or 

community 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมสังคม เช่น ผลิตโดยชำวบำ้น
หรือคนในทอ้งท่ี เป็นตน้ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 The brand has operations that focus on human and 

labor rights 

แบรนดน้ี์มีขั้นตอนกำรผลิตท่ีใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชนและ
แรงงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.5 The brand emphasizes on partnership with other 

brands/organizations, which aim to develop the 

products that support the society 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
ผลิตภณัฑท่ี์ช่วยเหลือสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.6 The brand offers products that have characteristics 

to of supporting local economy 

ผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี  

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B13 Final questionnaire on brand image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1.8 The brand offer products that have image on local 

agriculture or local business 

แบรนดน้ี์มีผลิตภณัฑท่ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์สนบัสนุนกำรเกษตรกรรมหรือ
กำรพำณิชยท์อ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.9 The brand emphasizes on partnership with local 

brands/organizations, which ultimately stimulating 

local economy 

แบรนดน้ี์มุ่งเนน้ควำมร่วมมือกบัแบรนดห์รือองคก์รอ่ืนๆเพ่ือพฒันำ
เศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Affective dimension       

2.1 This brand is nice because they offer 

environmentally friendly products 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะสินคำ้เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 The brand has green personality that distinguishes it 

from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์มีควำมเป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มมำกกวำ่แบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

green attribute 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำมเป็นมิตรกบั
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

green development 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.5 This brand is nice because they offer products that 

support local people and community 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำช่วยเหลือชำวบำ้นและ
คนในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.6 The brand has social personality, such as promoting 

human rights, that distinguishes it from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์ใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน ซ่ึงท ำใหต้วัแบรนด์
แตกต่ำงจำกแบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.7 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

social concern 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองควำมห่วงใยต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.8 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

human and labor rights  

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ส่งเสริมสิทธิมนุษยชนและ
แรงงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.9 This brand is nice because they offer products that 

help stimulate local economy 

ฉนัรู้สึกดีกบัแบรนดน้ี์เพรำะผลิตภณัฑข์องเขำช่วยกระตุน้เศรษฐกิจ
ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B13 Final questionnaire on brand image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

2.10 The brand cares about local economy, and that 

distinguishes it from competitors 

แบรนดน้ี์ใส่ใจกบัเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน ซ่ึงท ำใหแ้บรนดน้ี์แตกต่ำงจำก
แบรนดอ่ื์นๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.11 The brand will not disappoint the customers in its 

contribution to the local economy 

แบรนดน้ี์จะไม่ท ำใหลู้กคำ้ผดิหวงัในเร่ืองกำรช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจ
ทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.12 The brand is considered as the best benchmark of 

local economic development 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบบอยำ่งของแบรนดท่ี์ช่วยส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Reputation dimension       

3.1 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

environmentally friendly products 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ท่ีเป็นมิตรต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who offer green brand image 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีมี
ภำพลกัษณ์เป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 The brand’s vision related to the environment is 

trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้มของแบรนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 The brand has good reputation on its environmental 

image 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมเป็นมิตรกบัส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.5 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

socially responsible products 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ท่ีรับผดิชอบต่อ
สังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.6 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who focus on social 

responsibility 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีใส่ใจเร่ือง
ควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.7 The brand’s vision on social responsibility is 
trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมสังคมของแบรนดเ์ป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.8 The brand has good reputation on social 

responsibility 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B13 Final questionnaire on brand image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

3.9 The brand is one of the best brands that offer 

products made from local materials and suppliers  

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นหน่ึงในแบรนดท่ี์ดีท่ีสุดท่ีผลิตสินคำ้ดว้ยวตัถุดิบใน
ประเทศและสนบัสนุนผูผ้ลิต/ผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.10 The brand is very consolidated in the market, 

compared to competitors who help stimulate local 

economy 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นท่ียอมรับในตลำดเม่ือเทียบกบัแบรนดอ่ื์นๆท่ีช่วย
ส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.11 The brand’s vision on supporting the local 

economy is trustworthy 

วสัิยทศัน์ท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกบักำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ีของแบรนด์
เป็นท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.12 The brand has good reputation on its support to 

local businesses 

แบรนดมี์ช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในดำ้นกำรส่งเสริมธุรกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, the brand is very good on sustainability 

โดยรวมแลว้ แบรนดน้ี์มีภำพลกัษณ์ท่ีดีมำกในเร่ืองควำมยัง่ยนื 
(sustainability) 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Table B14 Final questionnaire on corporate image  

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Credibility dimension       

1.1 I believe this company tries to use only the 

necessary natural resources 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะใชพ้ลงังำนเท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 I believe this company tries to sponsor pro-

environmental programmes 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
ส่ิงแวดลอ้มต่ำงๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 I believe this company used its best effort to 

manage and recycle its waste properly 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะบริหำรจดักำรขยะและของ
เสียอยำ่งเหมำะสม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 This company tries to protect the environment 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะปกป้องส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.5 I believe this company tries to sponsor social 

development programmes 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
สังคมต่ำงๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B14 Final questionnaire on corporate image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1.6 I believe this company used its best effort to 

operate with the care of local community  

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะท ำธุรกิจโดยค ำนึงถึงชุมชม
โดยรอบ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.7 This company tries to protect local community 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมท่ีจะปกป้องชุมชน 
1 2 3 4 5 

1.8 I believe this company tries to support local 

economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมยำมส่งเสริมและสนบัสนุนเศรษฐกิจใน
ทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.9 I believe this company tries to sponsor the 

programmes that stimulate local economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีมีควำมพยำยำมท่ีจะสนบัสนุนกิจกรรมส่งเสริม
เศรษฐกิจในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.10 believe this company used its best effort to operate 

and select suppliers with the care of local economy 

ฉนัเช่ือวำ่บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมอยำ่งท่ีสุดท่ีจะท ำธุรกิจและเลือกคู่คำ้โดย
ค ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.11 This company tries to protect local economy 

บริษทัน้ีพยำยำมปกป้องเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Trust and reliability dimension       

2.1 I trust that this company really cares about the 

environment 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยส่ิงแวดลอ้มอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the environment such as 

selecting only the necessary natural resource, etc.  

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำนหรือ
ท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม เช่น กำรเลือกใชพ้ลงังำน
เท่ำท่ีจ  ำเป็น  

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice its 

profit to ensure clean environment 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 This company has reliable plan on how to protect 

the environment 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรอนุรักษส่ิ์งแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.5 I trust that this company really cares about the 

society 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยสังคมอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B14 Final questionnaire on corporate image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

2.6 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the society such as hiring local 

people and promote human rights, etc. 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำนหรือ
ท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อสังคม เช่น กำรจำ้งงำนชำวบำ้นใน
ชุมชน หรือปฏิบติังำนโดยใหค้วำมส ำคญักบัสิทธิมนุษยชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.7 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice its 

profit to ensure the well-being of the community 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยส่งเสริมควำมเป็นอยูท่ี่ดีของคนในชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.8 This company has reliable plan on how to protect 

the local community 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรปกป้องชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.9 I trust that this company really cares about the local 

economy 

ฉนัเช่ือมัน่วำ่บริษทัน้ีห่วงใยเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ินอยำ่งแทจ้ริง 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.10 I trust this company when they say they have done 

practices that concerns the local economy such as using 

local suppliers, etc. 

ฉนัรู้สึกเช่ือมัน่ในส่ิงท่ีบริษทัพูด เม่ือบริษทับอกวำ่ไดป้ฏิบติังำนหรือ
ท ำกิจกรรมท่ีเป็นประโยชน์ต่อเศรษฐกิจของชุมชน เช่น กำรเลือกใช้
ผูผ้ลิตและผูข้ำย (supplier) ในทอ้งท่ี 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.11 I think it is possible for this company to sacrifice 

its profit to support local economy 

ฉนัคิดวำ่มนัเป็นไปไดท่ี้บริษทัน้ีจะยอมเสียสละก ำไรบำงส่วนเพ่ือ
ช่วยสนบัสนุนเศรษฐกิจของชุมชน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.12 This company has reliable plan on how to support 

the local economy 

บริษทัน้ีมีแผนท่ีน่ำเช่ือถือในกำรส่งเสริมเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Responsibility dimension       

3.1 This company carefully selects natural resource that 

causes the least harm to the environment 

บริษทัน้ีตั้งใจเลือกใชท้รัพยำกรธรรมชำติท่ีก่อใหเ้กิดมลพิษต่อ
ส่ิงแวดลอ้มนอ้ยท่ีสุด 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 This company concerns about the environment 

when managing its waste 

บริษทัน้ีค ำนึงถึงกำรรักษำส่ิงแวดลอ้มในกำรก ำจดัขยะและของเสีย 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 This company obeys the environmental laws and 

regulations 

บริษทัน้ีปฏิบติัตำมกฎเกณฑแ์ละกฎหมำยส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 This company is environmentally responsible 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B14 Final questionnaire on corporate image (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

3.5 This company concerns about local community 

when managing its waste 

บริษทัน้ีค ำนึงถึงชุมชนโดยรอบในกำรก ำจดัขยะและของเสีย 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.6 This company promotes human and labor rights in 

the workplace 

บริษทัน้ีส่งเสริมสิทธิมนุษยชนในท่ีท ำงำน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.7 This company is responsible to the society 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อสังคม 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.8 This company concerns about the local economy 

when it conducts the business such as selecting local 

material 

บริษทัน้ีด ำเนินธุรกิจโดยค ำนึงถึงเศรษฐกิจในทอ้งท่ี เช่น กำรเลือกใช้
วตัถุดิบทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.9 This company is responsible to local economy 

บริษทัน้ีมีควำมรับผดิชอบต่อเศรษฐกิจทอ้งถ่ิน 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, this company has good reputation on 

sustainability 

โดยรวมแลว้ บริษทัน้ีมีช่ือเสียงท่ีดีในเร่ืองควำมยัง่ยนื 
(sustainability)  

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Table B15 Final questionnaire on emotional attachment  

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. Affection       

1.1 I love this brand  

ฉนัรักแบรนดน้ี์ 
1 2 3 4 5 

1.2 I feel affectionate towards the brand  

ฉนัรู้สึกช่ืนชอบแบรนดน้ี์มำก 
1 2 3 4 5 

1.3 The brand looks friendly to me 

ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์ดูเป็นมิตร 
1 2 3 4 5 

1.4 I feel comfortable using this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกสบำยใจท่ีจะใชแ้บรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Passion      

2.1 I really want to buy the products from this brand  

ฉนัอยำกจะซ้ือผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์มำก 
1 2 3 4 5 

2.2 I am passionate about this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกหลงใหลในแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.3 I am delighted by this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกอ่ิมใจกบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 This brand captivates me  

ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่แบรนดน้ี์มีเสน่ห์ 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Table B15 Final questionnaire on emotional attachment (cont.) 

Dimensions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

3. Connection      

3.1 I feel connected to the brand when I use it 

ฉนัรู้สึกถึงควำมเก่ียวพนัของฉนักบัตวัแบรนดเ์ม่ือฉนัใชผ้ลิตภณัฑ์
ของแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 My identification with this brand increases though 

the use of the brand 

ควำมผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์เพ่ิมข้ึนเม่ือฉนัไดใ้ชง้ำนมนัมำกข้ึนเร่ือย ๆ 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 The use of this brand affects my association to the 

brand 

กำรใชง้ำนผลิตภณัฑจ์ำกแบรนดน้ี์ส่งผลต่อควำมสัมพนัธ์ของฉนักบั
แบรนด ์

1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 I feel bonded to this brand 

ฉนัรู้สึกผกูพนักบัแบรนดน้ี์ 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Summary question      

4.1 Overall, I feel related to this brand 

โดยรวมแลว้ ฉนัรู้สึกวำ่ฉนัมีควำมเช่ือมโยงกบัแบรนดน้ี์ 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

Table B16 Questionnaire on brand loyalty  

Questions 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

       

1 I consider myself to be loyal to the brand  

ฉนัเป็นลูกคำ้ประจ ำของแบรนดน้ี์ 
1 2 3 4 5 

2 This brand will be my first choice  

แบรนดน้ี์จะเป็นตวัเลือกแรกของฉนั 

1 2 3 4 5 

3 I will not buy other brands if this brand is available  

หำกฉนัสำมำรถเลือกซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์ไดฉ้นัจะไม่เลือกแบรนดอ่ื์น 
1 2 3 4 5 

4 I have a favorable attitude towards this brand 

แบรนดน้ี์เป็นแบรนดโ์ปรดของฉนั 
1 2 3 4 5 

5 I plan to repurchase this brand 

ฉนัจะซ้ือแบรนดน้ี์อีก 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix B-2: Results of the pilot study 

 

Table B17 Summary statistics for brand image (n=27) 

  Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Skewness 

Statistics 

Kurtosis 

Statistics 

Shapiro-Wilk 

Significance 

BI1.1 3.890 0.847 -0.187 -0.710 0.002 

BI1.2 3.560 0.892 -0.004 -0.594 0.006 

BI1.3 3.110 0.934 0.072 0.235 0.014 

BI1.4 3.070 0.874 0.223 -0.862 0.002 

BI1.5 3.330 1.074 0.067 -0.395 0.010 

BI1.6 3.630 0.839 -0.021 -0.445 0.004 

BI1.7 3.330 0.877 0.000 -0.650 0.004 

BI1.8 3.590 1.185 -0.313 -0.839 0.008 

BI1.9 3.410 1.185 -0.136 -1.002 0.016 

BI1.10 3.150 1.231 0.098 -0.929 0.023 

BI1.11 3.000 1.144 0.000 -0.376 0.032 

BI2.1 3.370 1.006 -0.841 0.711 0.002 

BI2.2 3.150 1.064 -0.316 -0.367 0.027 

BI2.3 3.440 0.847 0.187 -0.376 0.003 

BI2.4 3.480 0.893 -0.115 -0.600 0.005 

BI2.5 3.110 1.155 0.092 -0.575 0.033 

BI2.6 3.110 1.013 -0.477 -0.325 0.009 

BI2.7 3.440 0.847 0.187 -0.376 0.003 

BI2.8 3.070 0.829 0.294 -0.479 0.002 

BI2.9 3.190 1.111 -0.212 -0.465 0.042 

BI2.10 3.110 0.892 0.122 0.804 0.003 

BI2.11 3.300 1.103 -0.087 -0.745 0.031 

BI2.12 3.300 0.993 0.361 -0.777 0.003 

BI3.1 3.330 0.832 0.144 -0.347 0.003 

BI3.2 3.560 0.934 -0.786 1.000 0.003 

BI3.3 3.630 0.967 -0.535 0.741 0.004 

BI3.4 3.480 1.014 -0.902 1.108 0.001 

BI3.5 3.370 1.115 -0.638 -0.227 0.005 

BI3.6 3.260 1.059 -0.565 -0.154 0.009 

BI3.7 3.260 1.130 -0.210 -0.374 0.033 

BI3.8 3.480 1.051 -0.484 -0.222 0.014 

BI3.9 3.410 1.118 -0.551 -0.092 0.014 

BI3.10 3.370 1.079 -0.430 0.184 0.010 

BI3.11 3.330 1.074 0.067 -0.395 0.010 

BI3.12 3.260 1.130 -0.210 -0.374 0.033 

BI4.1 3.590 1.083 -0.649 -0.162 0.005 
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Table B18 Summary statistics for corporate image (n=27) 

  Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Skewness 

Statistics 

Kurtosis 

Statistics 

Shapiro-Wilk 

Significance 

CI1.1 3.700 0.869 -1.257 2.735 <.001 

CI1.2 3.520 0.975 -0.190 -0.867 0.004 

CI1.3 3.590 1.010 -0.757 0.406 0.003 

CI1.4 3.440 0.934 -0.132 -0.785 0.004 

CI1.5 3.670 1.000 -0.498 0.465 0.004 

CI1.6 3.590 0.971 -0.145 -0.840 0.006 

CI1.7 3.370 1.182 -0.345 -0.547 0.027 

CI1.8 3.370 1.079 -0.232 -0.561 0.029 

CI1.9 3.480 0.975 -0.078 -0.891 0.006 

CI1.10 3.330 0.920 -0.427 0.456 0.009 

CI1.11 3.190 0.834 0.056 -0.706 0.002 

CI2.1 3.630 0.792 -0.713 0.254 <.001 

CI2.2 3.780 0.847 -0.359 -0.209 0.003 

CI2.3 3.670 0.832 -0.144 -0.347 0.003 

CI2.4 3.560 1.050 -0.696 -0.013 0.003 

CI2.5 3.410 1.118 -0.195 -0.698 0.027 

CI2.6 3.560 1.013 -0.403 0.187 0.011 

CI2.7 3.670 0.961 -0.094 -0.877 0.005 

CI2.8 3.190 0.879 -0.387 0.321 0.007 

CI2.9 3.300 0.953 -0.369 0.051 0.015 

CI2.10 3.630 0.742 0.128 -0.240 <.001 

CI2.11 3.520 0.849 -0.469 -0.380 <.001 

CI2.12 3.300 0.823 -0.177 -0.711 0.001 

CI3.1 3.520 0.849 -0.062 -0.422 0.004 

CI3.2 3.560 0.892 -0.004 -0.594 0.006 

CI3.3 3.780 0.751 0.399 -1.064 <.001 

CI3.4 3.810 0.681 0.247 -0.711 <.001 

CI3.5 3.260 0.859 0.236 -0.407 0.004 

CI3.6 3.520 0.849 -0.469 -0.380 <.001 

CI3.7 3.560 0.698 0.154 -0.078 <.001 

CI3.8 3.810 0.834 -0.056 -0.706 0.002 

CI3.9 3.440 0.698 0.579 0.194 <.001 

CI3.10 3.520 0.802 0.176 -0.283 0.002 

CI3.11 3.890 0.847 -0.187 -0.710 0.002 

CI3.12 3.520 0.849 0.345 -0.463 0.001 

CI4.1 3.810 1.039 -0.490 -0.828 0.001 
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Table B19 Factor solution for brand image  
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Table B19 Factor solution for brand image (cont.) 
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Table B19 Factor solution for brand image (cont.) 
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Table B20 Factor solution for Corporate Image 
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Table B20 Factor solution for Corporate Image (cont.) 
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Table B20 Factor solution for Corporate Image (cont.) 
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Table B20 Factor solution for Corporate Image (cont.) 
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Table B21 Summary Statistics for Brand Image, Corporate Image, Emotional 

Attachment, and Brand Loyalty 
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Table B21 Summary Statistics for Brand Image, Corporate Image, Emotional 

Attachment, and Brand Loyalty (cont.) 
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Appendix B-3: Result from EFA 
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Appendix B-4: SEM structural model with sub-dimensions 
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Appendix B-5: SEM structural model with no sub-dimensions, and with all 

indicators for each pillar 
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Appendix B-6: SEM structural model with no sub-dimensions, and with 

composite indicators for each pillar 
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Appendix B-7: CFA model 

 

   Estimate 

EA <--> BL .869 

EA <--> BI .811 

EA <--> CI .864 

BL <--> BI .673 

BL <--> CI .739 

BI <--> CI .842 
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Appendix B-8: Structural model - with summated scale and with modifications 

(selected) 
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